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News

DAILv EcwmAN

CAl S;.N_M..B.
.·

.. Governor to deliver State
· of_State address today
.. -'. ur.nois Gov. Rod Blagojevich is scheduled to deliver hi.
Stlte of the Stile address at noon today to a joint session
of the Illinois General Assenµ,fy in Springfield.
· · lhe governor is ex;,ectcd to focus on education initia' lives such as personal libraries, community service. reading
specialists, the GRADS program and a free breakfast pro. gram aimed at more than 300 schools during his speech.
· lhe ad~ress wiR be televised on WSllJ-lV.

awarded 'through the US. Depar1ment of Homeland
Sealrity. lhe fire department plans to use the grant to
purchase a finHighting vehicle. ·
: .

·1EEE to sponsor lecture
1he SIUC chapter ~f the Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers will sponsor a lecture by Arizona
State University's Corntatine Balanis on the subject of
smart antennas for \Wele..s portable systems and net. works.. lhe lecture will take place at 5:30 p.m. today in
. Room A111 of the Engineenng Building.

.

s ...

University

s1uc Choirs

I

· G:!rbondale Township ~ Department received · a
Sl30,500 Assistance to Firefighters grant. lhe grant was

·

. .

· ·Today·:-

Chorus auditions
Sign·U? times available · ·: •
Northwest Annex Room 13:S ·

~rbond.ale Fire Deparbnent .
' receives gmnt :

l:.O.J•.J.C.LR EPo BI

· •·

Ame~\r£{!~~07 ... : : /-:\\'.-' · ·

~f.~~_i~.s\.·· ·,

I' ;izon Inn & Confo!~~c~ ~~~!er,•.

:-·:·> ·>~:·.:.:<

·. Friday:-.

Deadline to· register or add classes ,_. · ·: • ' ·
without, d_ean's signature
· ·
SIUC 'Choi~ '' '
Chorus auditions. ·:

.No~.:ft~.:/;~!113·3 ·
Japanese Table

·; .:.

·, 6p.m,, '

,.

Student Center next to McDonald's_

-./..

SIU Department ol Chemistry & Biochemistiy'.:..., ,·:
Sem,•,Jr with Richard Loomis of Washington University :
i:S:minar at 4 p.m., refreshments at 3:30 p.m. · ·
Van Lente Auditorium (Neders 240)~~.' :: .';'.
Americ.in Red Cross
Blood Drive .. ,
3 to a p.m. .
.
.. -·
p, .,iJ:on Inn s Conference Cent~. 800 E. Main St.

S~turday: ·
. .

An incident involving aiminal damage to statHUpported

property by aiminal trespass ocanred between 10:30 p.m.
Saturday and 3:30 a.m. Sunday ~t Greek Row. lhere are no
sus;:.ects at this time. ·
Carbondale

A residential buigl.1ry occurred ~ 5:30 and 9:15 p.m.
Saturday in the 300 block of North Beadle Street. lhe victim
~ a _19-inch tclMion ~ DVD pl.1yer, remote oontrol.
·
Hunwer toy car and clothing valued at S700 were mming. 1he'.

:s~~~'=~~:o.~
estimated at $1,739. 1here are no suspeclS at this time.

NI armed robbery ocamed at 7:56 p.m. Tuesday at the 400

American Red Cross
Blood Drive .
.
11 a.m.to4 p.m. ·
: · ·
ll.•,;:1ori Inn & Conference _Center, 800 E. Main St
f,lartin ~her ~~~r?salrth~; H~lid; •. '_ ·.
.
Nodasses . • _:.. ,
· ·;

.

,,

'

c_ov...µ.q1-cms · ...-, · .<·.\,'. ·'. ·
In the M-Jriday, Jan. 12 CStJe of the DA&.Y ~ I I ~ the page
one~• "Court hears apr-...al in Governors Sla!e newspaper
displf.e, it should have said in June, Illinois Attorney Genefal
Lisa Maa,gan. not Jim Ryan, filed a petition for an I I .judge .
panel to review the case and. ~ca~ the April decision., ·

. block of East Oiestnut Street. The vidim reported riding his ·
In ~lo:lti.r(s edition of the Dia.~ ECffl1AN, the a,p~n acaiin- ·
bike home when ail unidentified suspect put a gun to the
parr;ii~ th~ page ooe photo lncorreafy
_ . stated Skyler Powell's
on the ground. lhe sus- ·
. victim's head and told him to
. age. ~~)icr is 4 years old. ,
· • _ . ·. _
:·, :

Jiet

i:~~~~ti!1~
~~~::r~~~
is descnbed as a 17-year-okl black mzle who is 5-foot-8
peel

The DAII.Y EC"t'PTWl regre:5 .these errors.

..

.

. :- and 160 pounds with blade. h.lir. The suspc:ct was wearing a . Readers who spot an error should cimtad the DMY
. ·. blade hooded sweabhirt. bla_dc puffy ooat and black jeans. · EGYPTWI accuracy desk at 536-3311 l!1.t. 253. · : .'

~
~
Rather doudy ,

.A mix of douds and
sun

Tlmes Of clouds
and sun . ,; '

Eamia

Emmml

National Cities

~

NEws· ·

~\-t~~tt i~~Eiiit"~picl~infdiFl

'i

/~

}&B~ia~~ fu)If
t J.;Ji1Jfi~~:i~giOn

E

:·\i~~~i{~:'s;i~~ f~s~ry~~ · ·: ·
for htgli-risk patients Burke Wasson
bwasson@dailyegyptian.com
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Brittingham fills

US Concepts, o notional event marketing ~gency, is hiring female_ spokes mo_dels for

opportunity to represent premium drink brands by executing bar/ nightclub
events in the Carbondale area. Applicants must be...
·.

0 port lime

counsel p·osition

~~O ~ D ~
& hove

NEWS

DAILY EaYPTIAN

a ~~·

SIU Law· School

Must be of legal drinking age and have relioble transporiation.

To apply please e-mail photo & resume to melissarusc@earthlink.net

The general counsel is the head
legal officer for the University, and
while serving as interim general
Brittingham will face a multitude
of new tasks.
COUnse : ast mont
His obligations will include
fulfilling all responsibilities of the
Kate Galbreath
funner general counsel and overkgalbreath@dailyegyptian.com
seeing the labor and cmplo)ment
departments.
Though there• is no guarantee
Jvlark Brittingham, an alumnus .of both SIUC and- tl:e SIU: he will t:1aintain the position after
Law School, has worked for the March, Brittingham is relishing the
Uni\'ersity for nc.·trly n\'O years. But current arrangement
But no matter the ultimate decilast week he stepped up to fill the
shoes of former General Counsel sion on the next general counsel,
Peter Ruger, who filled the position Brittingham will assuredly continue
for more than seven years.
to ser\'e the legal department at the
University President James E. University. ~1 understand a lot of
·\\7alker · announced
applications and resu- Dec."
15
that
" I am very happy mes have been submitted, but I am not sure
13rittingham,
at SIU and won't be who
who · is the former
the president and
upset at all if i
associate
general
board ·will choose," he
have to return
counsel, would be
said. "] am very happy
at SIU and ,mn't be
n!1ffied as temporary
to associate
successor to the
gen~ral ~ounsel.,, upset at all if ] have
departing
Ruger,
to return to associate
· who
announced
interim~=
general counsel. l was
flattered that ] would
his resignation in
e\'en be asked."
November.
Brittingham, originally from ·
Ruger took a positioii in the
private sector with Tueth, Ki:eney, Georgetown, reccn•ed his bachclt'r's
Cooper, Mohan and Jacksr..!1r; a degree from the University in_ 1978,
law firm based in SL Louis, his and then · graduated magna cum
hometown.
laude from the SIU School of Law
Brittingham will serve as interim in 198~.
.
general counsel until a permanent
From the rime ofhls graduation
replacement can· be found via a, until being named associate general
nationwide search.
counsel, Brittingham practiced law
The evaluation process is being at a pri\'ate firm in St Louis.
led by SIU Vice President Duane
He had sen'Cd under Ruger since
·.
.
Stucky, and it is o.-pecti;d to end 2002.

to interim general

11

101 W.Monroe SI.
Aaou ltom Mary lou·i
Next lo the_ Old l1aln Depot _

351-5922

IFYOlJWANT

- _; Plasma is used to make medii:ines that save
_; lives. Donating, you sit back in a lounge
; ; chair and read, study, talk or just meet people
=- ·: in a place filled with friends. Find out how
;, ; thousands of students earn extra spending
- ~ money while at SIU Carbondale.

TO EARN EXTIU

MOATEY•••

DCI Biologicals

301 W Main St. 529-3241

:~r -- -

YOU OA.i~ DO IT

mum

-

-

. i / _ . All Ne}v Do~ors

iL\1) Do smm

~ ~

~

GOOD

:

..,...

Special 510 Offer

:;

.
Bnng this ad and receive 55 extra on
L
the 2nd and 4th donation

I

We guarantee.:
\the lowestprices
~:r&J~eyeglasses
\_ ii{the
·United
·:~)!
IC'
: ,,
-:·_ . t/
~tates.,
,,i •
..}
,
'•
1

rt'-,

~

,Eyeglasses as low· as $45* · The highest quality designer
Acuvue~......................................$14

& brand name frames available

contact lenses - six pack*tt

LASIK............................$31 **

Children's Glasm .........................$65 ·
polycarbonate lenses w/FREE scratch
resistant coating
·
Marion Eye Centers •
"'!--------------'\.

I•

.

I -

Discount Coupon for

Seni ~i!n~P.~~~.etics•

Now offering Custom Vue- this· ,
new generation of LASIK delivers
more safety and,greater precision.
The Wa,·e:Print ~ystem gwes a .
detailed map of each eye for in.,
dividualized treatment.

I

I

1
;I SS0.00 t>ff,·t>mplete
pair- s':J90 or nwre .
S:J5.00 tiff mmph•t,• pair - SJ 2 I - $!89 )
) S15.00,?ffmmple1epair- Sl.?01)r11mler I

Glasses Sunglasses
_______________
.,I
I, · ·
&

i)5;Nf;marymcyccentelj:-comJ,
JJ~ price match any cvmpetitor on the same
lenses & frames with an tiddih'onal $5 o.ffi

Outside prescriptions welf.e.'l:.~,.,,,.

Marion Eye Centers & Optical
549-2282
Carbo)1d~le' .·

565-1407
~urphysb_oro

985-9983

-Carte~ll_e_•.. :

in 1\1arch.

alumnus appointed

h
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Study raises' concerns -about CT scans. on young children
CT scan radiation could
impare child's i.ntellect

the _intdlcctual Cl~ty- r,f men who as babies
l'CCC\'M low-dose r.ulianon tha:tpy for a ,,:no1!j
:nalfo~tion on the suma:_ 0 ~the skin c:i1w a
hemangtoma. Low-dose r.ulianon was the stm•
Ja.ne E. Allen
dinl tha:tpy at thar time, from 1930 to 19S9.
Los Angeles Times
Beausc 95 pero:nt of Swalish men ages 18
and 19 are tested before military scnia; researchA small child's fall or head injury an be '"!I)' crs w= able to tt:ick information about the cdualanning. c:speci:illy if the child loses· conscious- ci:ion and cognitn-c test n:sults of d1csc former
ncs.s. Sometimes a CT scan is r.ealcd to rule lUt pediatric patients.
a skull fr:u:ture or bleeding inside the br.iin. But
The rcsc-.utlicrs found the proportion of boys
as reassuring as the high-tech :mm-er nuy be, it who attt:ndcd high school d ~ in relation'
could do harm in the long run. R=rchcrs h:r.-c to in=ing doses. ot ionmng radiation - .· the
found that low-dose rad:ation to the head before type that penetrates the body- to the front and
theageof18 monthsCIIl!Illpairachild's intdlect back of the brain. The more radiation they wm:
- and a CT scan uses high-dose radiation.
exposed to, the more impaired their learning abilIn a srudy of 3,094 men, Swedish sci..:ntists ity and logic:u rcaronbg. Spati:tl recognition was
found that the g=ter their exposure to r.uliation unaffected.
as babies, the more impaired their C\"CntlW lc:,,mBeausc the dosages m-crlap ~ of CT .
ing ability anJ logic:il reasoning. The rcscan:hcrs scans, the findings raise questions about the
studial men who ra:cn,al low-dose radi:ttion long-term dC\'C!oprnentil cffi.-cts of CT scans,
therapy to the head as children, ad then looked which in=singly arc usal to :ISSCS!- minor head.
at their schooling and test performance. They injurics,Sv.,a{ishrcscan:hcrswrote.Alth~they
say their findings suggest radia:ion may darn- had data only about radiation exposure before the
age children's dC\i:loping brains, and should be age of 18 months, they said the findings r:i.ised
wcighal by coctors considering CT SCIIlS for questions about cxposun: and young children in
minor trauma.
. general.
·
' ·
Dr. Marvin D. Nelson Jr., a neuroradiologist
But Nelson said the types of r:uliation usal
and chief of radiology at Children's Ho,,itil in then are dtff=nt from today's CT, and that there
Los Angeles, said the study raises important ques- are diff=nccs in the w:iy v.uious t}pcs of r:ufutions about the long-term effects of radiation. i lion a.,: absorbed by the brain.
But he pointed out that it should be follm,,al
"If the cr.ild has significant head tr.uuna as
up v.ith a study that directly assesses the dfccts dctcrmi..,al by the cnmining physician, I would
of CT radiation instead of the v.uious t}pcs of not hesitate to do 2 CT," Nelson said. "The benr.idiation - beta rays, g:unma rays, X-rays ar.d efits fu outweigh the risks.•
radiurn-226 - ,,ith which the Sv.,a{ish }'OU!lgCT is the prcfcrral test when a doctor susstcrs were treated.
pccts that a child has sustainal a brain injtu}: The
In the study, which appc:uaf in the Jan. 3 signs arc unequal C}'C pupil size, weakness or lack
issue of the British Malic:u Journal, rcscan:hcrs of mm-cmmt :n the extremities and abnormal
2t the Karolinska lnstirute in Stockholm assessed rdlc:xcs or unconscious= fur SC\-cral minutes.

CENARO MOIJNA - l!Js ANcnfs T11,':£S

are an effedi\.'e diagnostic tool, a study suggests they may

But its not always required. If 2 child is
knocked out briefly. he: or she should be obscn-cJ
and uswlly won't neal a CT 5c:Jl1, Nelson saiif.
If a CT is rcrommcndal, Nelson suggests
that parents ask the doctor or X-ray tcdutician
•whether the CT fu:ilit}· is using the proper
ralucal-dose protocols for children basal on
the size: of the child.• He: noted that many hospitals and malic:il fu:ilities use r-..diation-<losing
guidclincs for adults, which •deln-cr two to three
tirn~ ~ore ~on than is nealcd for a proper
paliatnc CT. .

When l'.'.-aluating possible: skull fr.iaurcs and
blc:ding in.side the skull anJ \\ithin and =ind
the brain, Nelson said no otl ...-r test prooiidcs as
much information as a CT SClll.
An l\lRI, which lasts 30 to 60 minutes and
use; magm:tic fields instead of raJiation, is three
ro tour times more cxpaisn-c and requires that
the child's condition be stable. Its better suited
to C\".Uuating long-term brain injury and generally
isn"t hdpful when a child is fust C\-.iluatcd.
CT scanning, he said, takes only minutes and
is better at cv.luating the situation early._

Rosie Mestel

.in Iraq within two weeks

..nd G.i.-y Bc:ck, rcportal their son's autism
symptoms irn~m-cd significantly after injection
with sccrc:tin for gut disnubanccs he was hn-ing.
(LATIVP) - Parents of c.'-.ildrcn \\ith M211y parents ha,-c since trial the treatment,
autism ra:cn,al disheartening. nC\,-s last week and although many h:r.-c sc:cn no benefit, some
v.ith the: report that the hormone secrctin, an bdiC\-c that it has helped their children's bcha,~
altcmatn'C treatment for the disorder, did not ioral 5>mptoms.
·
significrnt!y irnprm-c children's 5>mproins :n a
The stud); rcportal last \1-cdc, enrolled 132
clinica'. trial.
children, ages 2 to 4, with moderate to SC\"Crc
The srudy rrsults, rclcasal Monday by die 5>mptoms of the disorder, at 15 clinic:il sites.
1\1=:ichusctts-basal pharmacc:utic:il company · The children \\"Crc gn-cn six intm-cnous injecRcpligcn Corp., arc the latest disappointments tions of either sccretin or~ placebo mu a period
surrounding the: contrm'CISial and cxpensn-c of 18 ,vccb and their belmiors \\-crc assessed by
theraP): Some parents. lu,-c credited injcc- psJclwlogists anJ parents. Nobody knew which
tions of the hormone: - produced in the small children were rccciving .the hormone.
intestine -with marked irnpn:r,-cments in their
Although no changes \\'CCC obsc:n,al in the
chilJrcn's behavior; some h:r.-c dm-:n themselves =tin· group as a whole, Rcpligcn (which
into dcbr to ensure a steady suppl}; seeking the sponsored the trial and supplial the 5>nthuic
drug m = when suppli.::; in the United States human sccretin that was usal in it) noted that
drid up.
higher-functbning chilcrcn did show stuist: •
But a strir.g of studies has £illcd ro copfirm C21ly significant irnpl'O\"Clllents. The significance
such ancalotal suca:sses in carefully controlled of that finding is uncl=
trials, and last week's study was tr.c largc:st and
Walter Herlihy, president and chief cxccu, · most ddinitn-c yet.
tn-c of Rcpiigcn and the father of two autistic
"There are no surprises · here,~ said Dr. children, said tnat any funm: studies on scc.rctin
Adrian S::ndlcr; malic:il dirccror of the Olson and mtism would dcpc:nd on 2 thorough =icw
Huff Center at Mission Children's Hospitil in of the data. . . . . . ,
..
. ., . . ,
AshC\illc, N.C., "The results shmv in my ,icw
I: is still possiole to think the: therapy might
· that there really is r.o role: for scactin in the treat- work, at least for certain children, said Portia
ment of autism.•
kc:rscn, co-founder and scientific lmson for
Some ~C\'CIS in the thcnpy are still hold- the
Angeles-basal nonprofit group Cure
ing out hope. Bernard Rirnland, director of the Autism Now. Autism, she said, has many ,-met·
Autism Rc!earch Institute in San Diego ana :m- · ics of 5>mptoms and IC\'Cls of~'Crit}·, :md maybe
ad-,-ocate cf the thaapy, saiJ the trial was tlawcd. a subgroup ofautistic children could benefit from
"fhc:rc is no doubt whatsoC\-cr that a sig- the hormone, if only t.'ie right children cx:iuld b::
~cant number of kids respond to sccretin,• identified.
hi' s:ud.
•Until \\'C gc:t a better grip on this disorder in
· Autism is a· serious dC\-cloprnental disordc:r terms of the major ~t}pcs, ir.'s going to be \"CI}'
in which children often appear. wt off from h::mrogctagriponwluthas<.=m:dinarnajor
the world around them, uninterested in social clinical t · ,1," she said.
· -'
·
interactions. Precise symptoms vary widel): For
lli S'".ih Spence, malical' director of the
instmcc, some children nC\-cr dC\i:lop language, Unh'o/,Aty of California,· Los Angele. autism
while others learn to talk or read ar precociously clinic'and an im-csti~tor in the =tin study,
young
recent years, rcportal rates of the said she was '"Cl)' disappointal with the trial's
· disorder hn-c increased signifianlly for reasons n:sults.
' ·
··
that scientists h:r.-c }'Ct to cxp!ain.
·
•fa'q)ixx!ywhowor½s in autism wants there ·
Although behavioral therapies and certain to be an cffc:cti,,-c trcanT,ent. · And C\"C;)' time
malications CIIl hc:lp, experts say thc;c is no ·something is shown to be nor effective, it's ,,:zy
known rurc for' the disorder, and many'parents ·· disheartening.• she said. ' , · ·
· , .
h:r.-c sought out altcnutn"C therapies. . . .., .
"We're there in the front lines \\ith parents
· Sccrc:tin,whichdoctorsusctodi:ignosc:disor-- c:vcry day. w~ . want to be'ahlc: to.offer them.•.
dCN of the panc:n:as, entered the stage in the late something that has. gocxr scientific backing.
1990s after a New Hampshire roupte,VICtoru . -:-2nd there's not much out there.": · '.;: ·' ·
11 Ill •••••--••••,a.11J1J1A ._._._._,. •• _._..&.II.IA.• .e.e•Jl'JU'.a'~a,-..,.11.• .ILt'INhC· •,; • • •
Los ~•eles Times

tr."CS from the State Department and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
·
·
They discussed the: techniC2litic:s of the
United Nations' re-entry to Iraq, and its
potential role in the country - 2 role that
has been the core of contention between the
Unital States and United Nations.
Prendergast asked the United States to
pl'O\ide air transport for the: U.N. team from
Amman, Jon!an, until the Unital N..tions
C2ll start regular
·
fligThhtsc:toreB'~~~dad.also . , , No one wants

U~ITED NATIONS (LATIVP)U.N. officials said Tuesday that a small team
would return to Baghdad, Iraq, within two
weeks, a 5>mbolie move nearly three months
after the United Nations \\ithdrc:w its internation.al staff because of security concerns.
Two security officers and two military
ad,isers will go to Iraq •to provide support
to local staff. make security assessments and
strengthen the liaison with the coalition,"
n=
s~id a letter from senior U.N. official Kicran talk about. coordithe U.N. to be
Prcndc~t to U.S. Ambassador John· D. nating security with · a target again,
N,.,.,roponte.
.
. the United · States.
· but there's
The: letter asked the U.S.-lc:d coalition for for U.N. staffers, ·· a feeling that it
hc:lp with the team's security in Iraq.
diplomats familiar
The United Nations withdrew its per- · with the discussions : may be time to
sonnel after 22 people were killed when its said.
. .
. , take the next step
Baghdad headquarters was bom~ed Aug. 19. • . Washington has · to help Iraq.,,
, ·' The latest move docs not necessarily been pressing the
dl i.,ma
mean the Unital Nations will return in force United . Nations to
- • ll.H. P. •.•- t
right away, a U.N. official s:ud.
·· .
re-establish 2. pres- ·
.
____
. _·_·,_._~_: ~ C • ~ But .• ~c ... ti:am • ·encc i11 lnq to' lena legitimacy and expertise
will .be putting the .to the countty's troubled .transition to self.
The United
pieces in pbce for rule schedulal for July 1. · ··
Nations withdrew C\'Cntual re-engageWashington's plan ro ac2tc: a provision.al
its personnel after ment, once. cxputs go,.-cmment through a series of ciucuses was
22 people were
deem the political once again· rejected Sunday by the influen- .
killed when
and . physic:il risks tial Shiit. leader, Ayatollah Alt Sistani, who..
its Baghdad
manageable,
the said. it was not transparent or rcpresentatr.-c
headquarters was official-said.
. enough." .:,'.. -· · . ,
,. ·
bo~bed Aug. 19._
s e Cr et a r y.,. ... fo 2 decrc:c issu'al Sunday, Sistani said an
..
_.
General · · · ·Kofi interim lc:gislanm:' must· be ·dircctly ·elected .
Annan has imited mcmben from the Iraqi· - a 5>-stc:m that would favor Shiites, who
Gm-crning Council and the U.S-ied coali- make up oO percent of the: population.
tion to meet with him Monday to lwnnier · · Although he lud asked for Annan's judgout what the Unital Nations an best do in · ment · on the feasibility of dc:ctions in six
Iraq. . . ,
. .: :,
.
months, he seemed to lm-c rcjc:ctal the sec•Thcy're testing the waters; U.N. dip- ·. rctlr)~gencral's conclusion that they\\= not
lomafsaid..
.
possible and appea!al to the United Nations
•No one wants the U.N. to be a target . to come up with an alternative.
again,buttherc'safcclingthatitmaybetirne
U.S. officials, unable ·to ·contact. the_
to take the next step to hdp Iraq: ·,
religious·· leader· directly.· said. they_ would
To prepare for the Jan. 19 '. meeting, . welcome the Uni[M. Nations' hdp in reach~ ...
Prendergast, peacekeeping chief Jean-Marie: ing him, as ~ :u assist:uic:_e· to_ nulcc the.,
Guchcnno and officials from the. United . caucuses for the selection· of the pro"ision.:al
Nations' security-coordination·. office ·µict ·; government more openin 2 way that would ...
Tuesday with N~pontc: and rcprescnt:i- :satisfySistaniandothers. ·. · . ,.C, :v :

Los

a

• ' · Wh•.~•.~.-..•.V.•$_.,~IIH,,,,.,-.•.•.•.'1.•ll°'ll~\.'..,.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.A.~ll.111 •---

cr scans

have long-term effe~ on young children.

Autisfu drug·fails: latest-clinical trhl

U.N. -t~ re-establish presence~··
Maggie Farley & Sonni Efron
Los Angeles Times ·

Although

ages.Jn

l

.MISSION STATEMEN1'.

smc:.

The DAIL y EG~PTIAN, the student-run newspaper of
is com~itted
to being a trusted source of news, information, commentary and
.
public di~co_urse while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.
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THEIR \VORD

U.S. space plans need
to be well thought out
PHILADELPHIA, PA. (KRT) - Go to NASA's Web
site and you're greeted by an impressi,;,e b'l:lphic depicting
the planet 1\fars with the words "\\'!:'re Back!~ screaming at
you from the computer screen.
TI1e impliC3tion is that as a result ofr:,e successful Jan.
3 landing of a new robot probe on the red pfanct, the space
agency is back in the pink. Not yet. But it is a \"cry good
sign.
The last robot to land on Mars was Pathfinder in 1997.
T\\o probes launched in 1999 apparently crashed upon their
,.rrival. But not this time.
Thrilling photograph; ha\"e been beamed back to Earth
this past week from the probe dubbed Spirit. The pictures
touched off wild celebrations among NASA scientists and
!!ngineers.
But with the Feb. 1 ar:ni\'us:uy oflast year's space shuttle
Columbia disaster looming, many people"s emotions about
spaceflight remain mixed.
President Bush appar.!ntly hopes to change that ,,ith
his announcement ',Vednesday of new manned mis.ions to
the moon and, perhaps, 1\-Iars. Bush was expected to make
a similar :mnounccmerit on the Dec. 17 centennial of the ·
Wright B"Others flight but backed down amid criticism that
a return to the moon would be of dubious scientific value.
This time Bush is c,,.-p ·cted to portray a new moon mission
as necessary preparation for one to i\-lars.
The president wants to take ad\-antagc of tlic good feelings generated by the initial success ofSpirir. Bur it hasn't.
helped that the probc's planned hike to gather mC1re data
and photos has been delayed by a technical glitch.
An identical probe, Opporn1uil)~ is scheduled to land
Jan. 25 on Mars. Any problems Opportunit}' may encounter
during deployment could chill a \Vhite House spaceflight
announcement. But Bush will ha,·e made wclcomc pwgrcss
ifhc cm set a ck:m:r goal for NASA.
Membt.-rs of the board im-estigating the deaths of the
seven Columbia astronauts noted NASA's lack of focus as
a factor in its safety lapses. The space agency operates best .
when it has a specific goal, like President John F. Kennedy's
directh·e to reach the moon \\ithin JO years. NASA did it in
cieht.
~The first President Bush proposed a mission to :i\Iars
in 1989, but lost interest after NASA projected the cost at
$400 billion. Instead, NASA's manned missions have mostly
consisted of shuttle trips to haul construction materials and
equipment to the lntemational Space Station.
The cost of a Mars mission still matters, especially when
the nation's children are already fuced \\ith paying the debts
of an administration that has decided deficit spending suits
it just fine. If the president is serious about going to Mars,
he needs to make the case to the Amcricin people._lt can
be done. But not ifhe appeals soldy to the romantic notion
that human spaceflight must be th~ fulfillment of starryevcd dreams.
• NASA has rutlined an ambitious program for the
exploration of Mars through 2014, but it docs nor include
mann!d flights. In the final missions; robot.• wmtlrl gatht>r
S<;it and other samples and store them for a return flight to
Earth.
· ,
More than imagination is needed to ha\'e astronauts
replace those machines. Ir will take a rc:ilistic plan that
results from an o,•erdue national discussion of exactly how
the science that could come from such a project would make
its expense worthwhile.
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Schools try to tame free speech
on AmeF!ca's .cartlpuses
Greg Lukianoff
Foundation for Individual Rights in Educ.ation ·

m211y cuppuses today: Ficc expression will be tolerated, but grudging!), :md only when it is a&=ble,
tightly controlled :md strictly rcgubted. These tin},
rc:stricti>-c censorship zones exist or h:n--c existed 21
( KRT) - For those who still bcliC\'C th:i.t ·:
dozens, possibly hundrc.ls ofinstitutions-:- such :is
Amcric:i"s colleges 2nd unn-cniti~
me
Western Illinois Unn'Cl'Sity, \Vest V1rginh Univcni1:y,
spc=h, I would like to introduce Tc:x:as Tech
Unn"CTSity ofNcbr:ask:a 21 Oma!u, Unn-crsity of
Unn-cnity's ·me speech g:m:bo."The g:izcbo is .:inly
Houston, Unn-cnity ofAbb:una, and the Unn-=ity
20 feet in dwneter, bur. up until this summer, it was
of Northern Tc:xas,just to n:ime a few.
the sole= on cimpus wh= students could ~gc
With so m211y schools showing such hostilit)• to
in fice spccch 2ctiv,ties - such as dcmonstr:ttions,
expression, where_ :uc srudents supposed to lc:am to
speeches, :md p.unphlctecring -without gi"ing the
unn'Cl'Sity six days 2d\':mCC notice.
..
. . ,'2luc fu:a!Oll) of speech? They won't. !cam it in their
dosscs.wherc, The New YorkTunes rcpons, students
I asb.l one of my friends-who has :r. m:Uh
dcg,cc from MIT-how tightly one would h.n-c to · :an: inac:i.singly reticent to express their apinions in
pack Tcx:u Techs 28,000 students in order to fit them cl2ss :md they won't lc:am it through thcir student
:activities, which :an: tightly n.:gulated :md controlled. ·
:ill in the g:m:bo. He deduced that, if :ill ofT=
They :arc c:>'Cll unlikely to le:irn respect for me speech
Tcch's students W2ll!M to cxcn:isc their me speech
from
their fcllmv students, as demonstrated by the
rights at once, they would ha\',:: to be squished M_
amtinuing problem of students stealing :md destroyabout the density ofUruuum 238,
· ··· ·
ing
newsp;ipcn;
to repress ,iewpoints they dislih: (a .
Unmistied with 280 sq= feet of freedom, tl1c
common occum:occ th:tt has been wcll-documcnred ·\ : ·
Founthtion for lndi"idual Rights in Eduation :md
by
both
FIRE
:md
thc_Student I'!= La,v Center). ,: .
the Allimcc Defense Fund hunched :a legal clu1lcnge
If this kind of mob censorship rcpr=ts this gen·
to Tech's spccch policies !mJunc :is part ofFIRE's _·
a:r.tion's
:iniru<i.:
towmli
fice speech, thcri v.-c should ·
:assault on spc:a:h codes 112rionwide. ln response to the
:illbewomed.
.
.
l~Jit, the W".n-mity :iddd wgcr free spccch zones.
_
lnc
solution
to
the
problem
of rep~ cun·
H=n; the policy, :is sent to students July 7,
puses :md censorship-happy students is complex :md · ·
b:ms :any speech dut might ·ausc rc::isoruble apprehension" of"pS}-chologic,J hmn" ifit is o.prcs=i with im'Dh'CS more tlt211just defeating 5pccch codes, eliminating censorship zo:ies, :md rcin\-igor:iting 2c:ulemic
the intent of"humlli.iting, rleme:,.ning or degrading
freedom. For the s:iki:: of future gena:itions, \\'C must·
:my member of the unn'C!Sity communit)~~
eduote the amen! gcner.uion =bout the ,-alue of fre1: .
By merely cxp:mding thcir spccch zones :md then
..,'.Jing~ ban on protected speech to its poliC.), Tc:x:as .. speech, n~t just about its pcrccived ·downside.- People
who bcliC\'C in me speech :and uninhibited dcb:it.e on
Tech scans to I.a: ~-1f.ug tl121 it --.ill fight forC\'Ct)'
ampus must step fcc!ing that they need to 2pologi7.c
inch of n:prcssion of fur •pccch th:t: it is :allowed .
under the law. This is no V.-:t'j for 211 institution osten- for those beliefs. The mCSS}', loud, cl12otic, :md, yes, .
sometimes
offensn-c mrurc_ of• college campus th:tt.
sibly devoted to me inquiry to bcll2\'c. Fit.-:hamor,;
~na:s me spcccli should not be fr:ucd. luthcr, it
spc:a:h codes that ban •offcnsivc"_spccch :md spcc,:h
sh!)uld
be
cclebnted
as proof of the divcrsit}; p;ission
zone policies that rum most of the campus into ccn- •
• · .. . ·
sorship wnes tc.ch studcn« th:tt free speech is ;,t best : :md ~,aikihle ,-it:ality of our .ocie')~
:a joh: :md 21 worst :unauo:.
T~ views de net nrmltlTily rtjlrd
The phenomenon of"frec,specch :ucis" pcrluj,s
rhosrqthifl.&lY EC'lP'lWI . :
rqm:scn~ the 2tti.rudc_ tiiv.-ard fice spctth on
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make God Ja~gh?

They= 2003 wu filled with both joy
(~rure c,fS;uldam Hussein) and outr.age
{"llle Rag:zns" mini-Krics). HO\m.'l:r,
Political
the bi&;at outr.ag,i of2003 w.is the
Hot
rcmO\':IJ of Roy Moore as Ahbama chlcf
justice.
,; ·
··
Zone
ChiefJustice Moore was rcmO\'l:d fiom
office for wso~ing an order by left-wing .
juJicW activist J\frron Thompson of the
11th US.Circuit tourt of Appc:2ls to
rcmO\'I: the Ten Commandments monu•
ment fiom the rorunda of the Ahbam,
Ahhmu Constitution.
S1:prcmc: Court.
·
" · & iflc:gal documc:ntation was not
. Of cour,c,, Thompson's order was
enough, •ccording to a CNN/Gallup poll,
unronstitutiorul, and two scpar.itc amend•
te
10
the U.S. Constitution ,-crify this
)'Ct another c:wnplc ofhow.libcnls bb·
The Fin't Amendment st.lies (c:mph.1tantly ignore the will of the O\'C!Whclming
sis mine):"CONGRESS slu.ll make
nujorityofAmcrians,and in order to get
no bw ll'Spccting an establishment of
their way, hijack the fedml coum. This is · ·
religion, or PROHIBmNG the EE·
nothing short of"tynnny of the minority."
EXERCISE thcrco("
\
•.
Issues such as this boil down to the
Nothing further can be implied
· · age-old debate O\U the supposed "sc:pan·
from this. ConF docs not mean
tion of church and state."W'hen Thomas
"gm=en1; state; "President• or
Jefferson, in a letter to the Danbwy
"thecoorts."Congrcsssimplymcans
Baptists in 1802,madcrcfcrcncctoa .
"scpar.ition of church and state; he simply
-Congress; _no nutter how bud lilx-rals,
tl-.c: ACLU and atheists try to twist its
Jlleant the U.S. ~ e n t should not
meaning.
~~~~-~Thc·onton·~-~:m·
The bst time I chccl<al, ?>loorc wu
"""'"
W<."W
not Congress. Further, the: free acrcisc: of, extent to_which this phrase has bcc:n mu•
religion cannot be prohibited. Therefore,
interpreted and :abused, I am positi-'I:, has
he has the guaranteed right under the
ouscd Jefferson to roll O\,U in his gnve.
Mi!~
~ r~=-sist
Fust Amendment to place the Ten
~o~=~ents in ~ ~ ifhe
"establishment clause," kttp in mind •
If )'OU do not like that, cont•ct Rep.
Congress starts each session with a pra)U
find him) d
:ind the: Supreme Court starts each session
J
C Uo fi.f
t:rhim ha\'c th':cC:Stitution ani~dwith, "God sa\'1: the United St.tes and this
ed to tcmO\'I: God from the U.S. gmun·
Honorable court." So, should Congress
ment. Until :hen, Moore's monument
and the: Supreme Court be rcmO\'l:d for
rcmuns constitution.I.
,iobting the Fust Amendment?
Furthermore, the Tenth Amendment
Those libcnls who opposed
L.,.
) "Th 0
~loore f,,Jlaciously claimed the Ten
.srates (c:mp,...i. mine :
e P "US not
Comm.1ndments establishci! a religion.
Jdrgotcd to the United States by the · . . If this
thct I would
th
Constitution, norproluoitcd by it to the
op :':oftlie Ten ~ t s e
sratcS,ARE~ERVEDTOTHE •
(raootendto
"underGod"in
STATES ""pcc-.i,-d); or to the people.
the Pied
f All ~ ·
·
·simplysratcd,AJ.iliamah:utherigtitto· - , THEIR~. Ci"fun~mg · .,
do what it w:tnt>, :u long as it is not in
· the ma" . ~fAmcricans. umarusm, on
,:u,btion of the U~ C?115~itution. It lo::>lcs
If):'! under the impression the
~ the U.S. Const1tut10n IS on Moores
people who wan! God rcmO\'t<l from the.
side here, ~.wdl.
. .
public forum arc going to stop with the
In_ a~t.aon, the Abb.una ~onstltutJOn Ten Comm:indmcnts monument, you
•~tes)~\~ ~blc (c:m(:Ss
f
arc wrung. They will not stop until God
rrune . c, e peop1co
tate o
is perm:mently rcm0\""1 fiom American
ALb:una •• .INV0KING THE FAVOR
public life. If it"= up to them, our
AND GUIDANCE OF ALMIGiflY
iution's motto would be •Jn HUMAN
• ~OD, do_o~n "'!d establish the follow• WISDOM We Trust."'.
ang Consnru11on •• :
And thit truly is an outnge.
~loore, by pbong the Ten
Commandmenl5 in the sme Supreme
Ala is a smicr in mimihiclcgy.
Court. was not only ,-ithin his rights
/'r;/iti:a/ Her Zen~ apfkan nry
granted by the U.S. Constitution, but was
Tlr.mJ.ty. T1xu t-ir.i:s Jc not nttm.irily
also ackn0\,1edging the preamble to the
rtfoct thou cfth< D.mx EC17"TU.V.
f " ' ____
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title aoo\'C. To make God bugh .
•.. mu.e a plan. A mend of
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:1~th~t;:i:t~i1~e
Pia_t.t.o_.fo.
to bugh, but as he h:d warned,
. I started to ponder the meaning
.. BY JACK PIAIT
behind the question.
·- . If you ('CCI' beyond the
• pia1tol~c,c;.eom
hwnorous dressing CO\umg .
outside influences and situations
this thought, a quiet reality
w:aiting to clunge our direction
awaits perception. The rtl1 qucs·
and possibly the composition of
:tior. is why plan your life aw.zy?
· Sure, it. is good to have plans and · our entire li\'es..
Volcanoes erupt, hurricanes
ideas with some sort of direction
or purpose in mind, liut relying · crc,.te ha\'OC, wan rage and
:accidents occur. Babies arc born,
f:iithfully on plans made by man
·. can end up being nothing more
dis=c:s spread, people die :ind
tlun wishful thinking.
technology m=hes forwml.
The energy and mystcty of
No matter how simple, romplcx
this world is so powaful and
or well thought-out a plan may
beyond our human romprchen•
be, it is subject to the rule of our
sion tlut when the day fades
outside environment Anything
softly into_ a sunless night, we
can happen at any given moment
2eccpt the results of the Jay's
to ausc a spiraling eff'cct that
oa:urrcnccs "ith or without
clungcs the counc of C\'1:t)'thing
compwnt bc:ousc there is no
in its path.
altemam-c. To put it simply •••
.' Instead of taking this as a
wh.1tC\U happens happens.
neg.ti,.., appn=h with the idea
\ Ve do ha,.., l"""u to nuke
that \\'C hwe no control O\U our
decisions and dioiccs that affect
lliu and there is no point in C\-cn
the path our m'CS t:ikc, but to .
tr)ing to plm or build a future,
put trust into a pbn is like s:iilthink ofit in a positl\-c w.iy.
mg without a compass. Plans arc
Think ofit from the standpoint
blueprints or strategics dC\-dopcd of accepting the &ct tlut things
. to 2ehiC\'C set goals and accom•
will happen in this life that arc
plish specific tasks, but they arc
be)und our control, and instead
not consistent. Consistency can
of feeling helpless :ind bitter
be found by dropping a piece of
about it, we should expect it and
fruit from the top of a tree, as it
with whatever happens.
will always hit the ground thanks flow\\'e
might not ha,-c complete
ro a little insurance by the bw of
control O\'l:r the specific outcome
gmil)~ . •
·
of C\'l:Ots in our li\'l:S, but we can
· No.matter how great !.Orne
control how wc =ct to them.
plans of the past wue, life was
We all ha,,e the power to tty to
· make rhe best out ofC\'1:2}' si_nu•
spice things up a bit. The Roman tion md be thmkful tlut we arc
still a part of the process.
Et:ipire, if personified, could tcs·
So in pbcc of pl:inning, wc
Iii}• to the unpredicuble nature of
the world in which ""' li,i:.
· should focus a little more on just
\ V'illiam Slu.1<!:spc:3.,-c, though foing and enjO)ing the time""'
ha,-c and try to build a life that is
full of passionate IO\-c.and hope
flexible to the unccrttinty of life.
for a life of soul-mated bliss,
Besides, I don·t mind God •
found that despite hi!. = h for
smiling at me ••• but I swc don't
"the mamige of true minds," his
want him bughing.
g.

:t;':t:!t: i:ru~:Sto

:t1!
hc!~rc:!:r~=
ing to his desired co"1tpanion. ·
Wi: all ha,.., pbns Liid out
like railnnd tncks heading to
a welcoming West, but outside
the perimeter of our brains arc
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Rem9val of Chief Justice
is. biggest outrage ·of 2O0~ .
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Effort to.gain black vote is futile without party changes
For· one thing, ;;any Republicans
h.i,-c ma.:e it dear O\tt 2nd O\'l:f that
opposes affimuth-c: action.
the
The Bush administration opposed it
,
(KRT) :_ The Republican P.uty
in the recent Supreme Coon decision
is courting bbck supJ'::rt. But wooing
tlut uphcl_d afi'um,tr.'C action at the
~~=,~tth~:; is";!:e~a!ft~-c: . UMUSity of Michigan bw school
,
:
· Second, Republicans Ju,..., fallen .
· strategy..
.
short on the issue of ncW profiling, ·.
'.Inc pmy says it wants to inac:isc
particubrly
since the Bush adminisits share of the bbc k vote in the next
tration took office. Attorney G::r.ml
election to 25 percent. F.J Gillespie,
John
Ashaoft,
duri.,g his March
duirmm ofilic Rcpubliar. Nation.ii
200lconfumation hearings, ,·owed to
Committee, st2ted recently tlut this
produce a lrgisbth-c: produ..'t to co.n· ·
push is a "tap, tap priority.•
w.t racial profiling. but nothi!lg has •
One ,mndcrs how Gillespie :ind
come close: to being passed into bw
his party expect to MC\'C such a
since Ashcroft's statement
lofty goal wben his part}' has such an
:ihysmal record on many fundamental . Third; Rcpublians hr.-c failed th~:_.
bbck community on c:con:muc issues:
black issues.
·

Brian Gilmore
BLACKVOICES

rmr

& 1:11c:mplO)ment rose across the
President Bush's chlcf response:
nation, bbcks were disproportioiutdy
has 'bccn to prD'ide the wcalthi·
afi'ccted. ln June .!003, the unc:mployest Am_cricans uith huge ux brcalcs..
mcnl nte for blacks surged to 11.8
This has done little to IO\\u the bbck
percent, a full percentage pc.int higher
uncmplo)ment rate.
than the pmious month_; one of the · , And finally, Republican cfi'orts to
biggest jumps in the bst two deodes.
gain more of the bbck vote will likely
Tod.ty ~t rate is still bnguishing 2t · come fao: lo fao: with the bitterness
10.2 percent while the ovcrall U.S. ra,e in bbck Amcria left O\U from the
is at 5.9 pm:ent
.
· 2000 elections. Many bbcks Ju..-c nof
Sir.cc March 2001, the economy
forgotten tw.: contrm,:ny in Florida
has lost 24 million jobs. The manutlut propclled Bush into off"icc.
facturing sector, the one most rcspon·
The Rcpublic:m P.uty's neglect of,
sible for the rise in the bbck middle
if net outright hostility tO\vard, many
class, has 'bccn hardest hit Since
important bbck issues cannot be easily
March;?OOI, 300,000 factotyjobs hcl,I · forgotten. If the party wants bbcksupby blacks, or 15 percent, Ju,..., disapport, it would do best by impl'O\ing its
:z..-rordir..; to The NC\Y York
' reccrd on buck issues and reaching out
· unes.
.
.
., ft> b~ in i:io:i·d~'?fl years, as well.
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only a consideration. she,, did. not : ? 2~pcrc<:nt p:iy r,1is~ sinc_c Sept>12, principle." , . . . . . . :
· Wendler said he h:is no intention
expect to see .implerric~tcd .a~ tlus;'. when it filcd:fgiic\'ll'll:C• J.t st:tted·
time.
•- ·'
· . •• · ;. t~at, un?erits: contra~!•· th:c .union of m:iking the inc~scs ~troactivc.
~I am· surprised because we heard ' · shou_ld receive· the. same; :l;percent
.Pommier s~id · they will:consult
so much abollt the bad budget situ- · increase issued to non-represented their legal council;·and the cxecuth·e
ation and:were afraid that we were professional staff and range civil ser· · committee will meet today. A gengoing to have the rccision," Donow \'ice employees_ O!). the Edwardsville, era! mcmb~!5hip meeti~g is pl,mne~
said. •so it is a \'ery positive thing .. campus for fiscal i·car.2004: · . · · · to convene c:u:Jy next \Vcek to take
that Chancellor \Vendler has
After the grievance _was denied, into consideration of the executive
done.".
.
the union requested arl>itration, · committee.·and:votc on whether or
\Vendlcr, said . all'. on-campus which is curre_ntly)_c;li.ed~ed for . not to accept the. increa;c or con•
units have been planning and pre-.. March 28: · :- ·· . .
, .
tinue forward ,vith arbitration.
·
paring for the increase, which ,vill
ACsE President l_luth Pommier
Employees who are not mcmcost the University Sl.4 million for said this puts the unioq in an awk- hers .of the collective bargaining
the remainder of t~e fiscal year. He . ward. p_osition.. With. an arbitrator, units have ~id the raises are appresaid they also have:a plan for. fiscaJ: 0 ,th~re is the possibility.of being paid ciated, especially since it's been two
year 2005 when that cost ,vi!J·.more th~ increase retroa~ivcly since July. years since the last across-the-board
than double that amount to coverall But if they accc'pt the ¢urrcnt pro~ increase.
·
·
· 12 months. Fu_nds will come from posal, they ,viii not be paid for the
•Tue AP staff and civil service
the University Income Fun_d and p:ist seven mon!hs.
individuals on campus work hard
C}lrrent budget.
vlf: was a mi!clf: easier, deci- to do a good job for the Univcrsityt
· The increase will not immcdi- sfon 'for the other unions to mike Broomfield said. •we ha\'Cn't had a _
ately apply to civil senice unions·· . .:- fo-e-:twcltiis is better th:ipnoth- raise in two years, :ind that gets a
on campus, which must undergo ing,w Pammi\!!' said. "It is a difficult little depressing. But I still love my
negotiations before. salary changes situation for AcsE. We want to sec job, and l'\'e never changed my level
Now is tile time to begin vour housing search. are
implcmentc_d. \Vcndler said our members compcnsated;e\·en if a of work as far as how much l'\'e put
they
are currently in discussion with very minimal amoun_t, but we have into th'e job - 110 percent. This
a ·
fl
· Bosthouslno. and lteop vour ovos open for tt111 u11comlno
all of the collective bargaining units, a problem with it not being retroac- just shows appreciatio.n f.: the work
hlUJSlng Ullldo on Februarv 3n1.
but there h:is been no indication if ti\'e to July 1 with the agreement of _that is done, and it docs hclp.w

J;:;J;:rn;:iia1tE(MJJ;n ~;:+;";1a'tta:rit.JJ".;'

~--··.efJJ.-------·
Carbondale Junior Sports
.

'

~-~:~~:::7f;J~j7~~~~~

The largest provider of yp~tn:recreationar sports;..
programs in CarQ9nd9.Jij is looking for a·
,.~

,·.

~ ..

.

;

,.

Duties inclucteJu-'J~;JVising p~ctice~, games, •: -~
coaches and officjals. A knowledge of.the game
is required. Program begins in.March and runs
through May 1ii. Musfbe avail~ble-several~t:7 ,--.;
· evenings and 'P.9ssib)Y._SaturdayJ{Number
teams in the league determines pay rate.
t. 1

• Chicken Fried Steak
•Ind.Mashed Potatoes
with Gravy
• Incl. Cole Slaw
• Biscuit
• Small Drink

oc···•f{

~~·'..,,\ 't. . ,.,,-:l'
r, I
'-'~'··;-:•s:~d

.

•/ /

Jetterofinter~Ji'to:

'-

:Learn:··

Why eating fat\t~esn?( mak~ you:

:.

,' fat..
·
. · .. .. .
• How to reduce your chance of.··, ,~
- hr~tcaricefbY 70%.
. • ~Q\V to regain your energy a~d ·
·· • vitality:'·' :..> /:
·
·· ·
'irid,much, ~uch more! .

·

.,·:·,

bo~~-

. , C. Based on the liest:-sclling
' •.• · •"Sugar Busters,:' and ~•Tfte Zone Diel." , ..
,' ·~ Sponso.red the'boctors', Speakers Bureau·;
,(:arb~ng~l~ ¢1v~'?. G,~·n,ter a~ 7p1n; Monday Sept. 2?

by

Ye?{'.. '.! i~~~~~t{i~~=t~~f;~~~~!:;~n~~-. ,(;
,

•>

--

'

/ ' c~~~:~!~:;~~-~t: .

.~ Why'diets cion~t work.
I~

~

~::~·:. ':,. -CJ's~?- /(\ .,

• Chunky Chicken
Pot Pie
• SmallCrlnk

• 3 Coloners Crii<py Strips•
• Ind. Mashed Potatoes
With Gra-,y
··
• Ind, Cole Slaw
• Biscuit
• Small Drink

.

'
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·More·rhar1Jo•
campus sports·,

on

are. now availabie

Gary Ciangi. :_:· · . .
·ggangi@da1lyegyptian.com
· : There may not be cheerleaders,
sportscasters or even bleachers. But
there -arc,·still winners, losers and ·
mon: games to' be played for SIUC
students who participate in club
sports.. This spring, the campus \\ill be
adorned with colorful . flyers. and
chalk-scrolled sidewalks as sports
clubs begin their recruitment. With
each new . semester comes another
opportunity for current cllll! ·members to improv'C their scorecard and
add new names to be to the roster.
smc·offers 34 sports clubs, varying from water polo to roller hockey.
Many of t~e club sports do not hn"C
a m:mbcr sign~up fee. There arc
,.
.ANmoKY 50UJnE _ DM.Y EGl'l'MN
no. cuts, and _the clubs an: open to
h•
b· ·
·
·
all students -regardless of athletic - P dllp Sei , a freshman in engineering, kicks the ball downfield
ability. Membership fluc~tcs from during'. a club soccer practice last semester. Including soccer, 34
SC:1.SOn to SC:1.SOn and throughout the club sports are currently offered at SIUC year round.
·
semester, so teams
continuously "Volleyball is one of ,hose sports that ·people is basically the best part.•
in search of enthusiastic participants, isn't offered at a let of rchools, so the
Raming said he had nc,.n pla)"Cd
who often discmu the programs by club js really hug,:.''
rugby befon: he came to SIU and ·
word of mouth.
,
Scdroy and hi~ t'Cammatcs tr.Ivel to encourages anyone who wants to
"We don't really ha,"C a wge other sbtcs to particip?.a: in tournl· find out what it is all nbout to attend
budget, so we ha\"C to make fl)""Crs, mentsandalsoh~t_theclub\'Olleyball practices.
talk it up or hold open g)ms," said regional. ..... ,
.
. ,·
Scott.Mikrut, pn:sident. of the
Jay Scdroy, · a graduate. srudcnt in '· "Onc:'ofthc bcstthings about club baseball club, also cncour:tgcs those
physical therapy and capbin of the sport is you get to pick )'Our own tour- interested to tI)· out a club ~-port.
men's volleyball team. "Tuer.: arc naments an<l games; Sedroy said.
He said they arc alw:1ys looking for ·
Men's ru5by is another highly good pla)""Crs, and CVCI}'One gets an
talented pl.l)""Crs out there, rot it is
hard to find them." ·
· compctiti\"C club sport that sponsors opportunity to play in games. Aside ·
Sedroy pla)"Cd \'Ollcyball in high its own high-profil~. tournament. from the physical benefits ofpla)ing .. _
school and was surprised to sec SIU Similar to many club sports at SIUC, . the sport, Mikrut said there is a
·
h:id no collegiate men's team. Similar the team tm"Cls to other places to camaraderie t~t dC\-clops on a tclm .
to many srudents, he turned to club co:np:tc.
.
wh~ members play for the lm"C of
sports to continue his athletic per·
"It's a good way to stay in shape; game.
.
·
fonnancc. "I came from a wge high said Andy Raming, a senior in soci"You get. to meet a· lot of nc,.,-.
school, and I assumed CVCI}'One had ology anrl op:ain of the men's rugby people plajing baseball and make
a men's \'Olleyball team," Sedroy said. team. "Playing hard and . hitting lot of friends," Mikrut said.
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It's cold and all these Fall/Winter shoes are making us bloat.

Through Januarv Buv 1pair. 30% ·off _.
·
2pair 40% off.
3or more 50% off CPretty Marvelous Sale)

<•4ii>' Weekday· nights & S11ndays
e, Starts January 25~h
49'6Games
·. e, 1 ~s. 1 ;c'r .

•.

'
..

. ,.a> Football,''.ie~eys;'eeft ~nd::
. Flags ·suppliLd for games·.

~95 per

team.·· -· _'·~-.-: ~.;: ,: ,.. ·.
''"'"""""'""'

lndivldualllc;iistrltlonAccepted145
,·tt:,li~-,:::,'I:, 12151' W1lnatStrnt ·
.
,
,
(For~SportsBlastwiD
~l&-1':::::,,;.
., · - •
tch "'·
and creat 81 team!
.
~
. ,., Carbowle IL 82902-3427

~

...,ym . ._
..
, . ,. ,
11uz9-55u - ·- •;;:
-. ·• ••
•
- • -'""' · •·. 6l8529-103&1fu:J.;
,.
Sports Blast IS a pnmrer state-of-the-art,mdoor ,• • www.Sp• m81ut.net·

sports facility and practice home for SIU Football.'.,.. · Fntb1ne1siona111•sr.a,;t
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Not many w?nted Bruce Weber

A 1L Y

Ea

Y

r

T 1 ,, N·

to be the ·

basketball coach at the University of Illinois.
Other than rhos~ who knew firsthand of his
succe~s at SIU, ·Webe~'s hiring \Vas hard to
swallow/or some. As the season began, restless
fans and·media couldn't.resist comparing Weber
with his predecessor~ often unfavorably. At
a mid-December post-game.press conference,·
Weber proved to his team, fans and the
nation he ...

story by ADAM SOEBBING
the day former SIU he:id al to his sa=hing yell= the court
• .
AMANDA Wttm.ocx - DAllY ECYPtW.
cooch Bruce Weber said, "I to fire up his point guard; the upper First-year Illinois head coach Bruce Weber instructs Richard McBride during a Dec. 13 victory over
took the job." the comparisons deck at the orange-cbd .Assembly Hall Memphis at the Assembly Hall. 'w\'.eber received heat for a 19-point loss to Providei:ice a·week prior,
to funner Illini head cooch Bill Self could he:ir his frustr.ition.
but the victory over the Tigers went a long way towar_d gaining ~he t~st of his team a!1d fans.
were :here. BdO\i:d in Caruondale for
His ai;gr.r,-.tion had CSCllatcd since
mn-ing the Saluki bask..-tball progr.un. he :iro:ptcd the job last May, and nO\v tcrs for Weber prior to the Memphis sible task of rcpbcing Self, the Ioctl m-thofthe)uungscason. .
malia darling whc> dqxuted · Illinois
Weber would lati:r acknowledge
Weber was anything but 2fta arming it had reached its boiling point, sending ·game.
in Champaign.
Weber·s holler into falsetto.
lronicallJ\ the man who bcndited for Kansas, when •Roy .\Vtlliams he needed to will hi• team to win, .
fa-cI)-body had :m opinion on · Following a difficult rood swing £ion\ the resignation of former North · ~ the ,-.u:ant position at UNC. . ·· something he beliC\'CO he failed to do , ;.
\\~, and they were all weighed mani:d by lossc:s to North-Carolina CarolinahcadcoochMattDohcnyw:is Weber v.-.s about.to explode from.the-' to begin theSC1SOn.. ,..
~: ._;;:
against the astute. im:ige-conscious and Pro-.idence, an injury to star guard rcccn-ing heat, and plenty ofit.
inaeascd scrutiny.
Forcccl ,\ith the ncxt-to-impos· ~ere's many more people warch-Not m Carbondale llllymore ,
Sci£
.
.
Daon Williams rompounded matAll of"lllini Nation" bcliC'.i:d Self
ing." said Wc:bcr, =paring his aim:nt
•
pooition to his job ~ SIU. "Definitely .• Not much has changed fut the resowas the one to t:ikc them back to tl1e
Fuul Four, and why not? He took
C\"a)-thing is watched and aiticizcd lute Weber on the surfue.. His highIllinois to the Elite Eight in his first
:ind C\-.uuatro, sometimes &irly, some- pitched \'Oice and arms-crossed look of
season and got some oftht- best recruits
times not ,-ay fairly.: _ · .- ' · .~ t arc still tr.ulcniaoo. So is
in the nation to ·ronsidcr the Illini
. Despite a· rcspcaable 5-2 record his point-and-swe in which his right
:ur.ong the likes of natioml powers
:md Top 20 rating, Weur was &ccd arm transforms in to a shotgun 1nm:1
Duke and North Carolina.
with plentyofdoubtm,nunyofwhicli . with his index finger as the sight,: his
"There :uai't ·10 guys in rolkgc
wcrc skeptic:il from the sart. People rommands as the bullet :md the team ·
baskctbalJ. who are as polished and
wc-e already grumbling about Weber's as hl, ~ .
profcssioml at presenting an image
motion offense, cspccially 2fta the
Unlike Self; whose strength resides ,
as Bill Sdf - he's a pro at that," said
Illini's lousy showing 2g3inst uildcr- in mcdi2, fan and player relations, the
Brett D.twson, the Illini men's basketratal Providence's match~p · zone court is Weber's refuge, where Xs and
ball bear write" for the Champaign
defense.
· .. .
.
Os justify his cxi.tena:. He often loses .
NC\vs-Gazettc who has CO\i:rcd both
'The romparisons to Self; which-had himself in the mornent of the game,
Self and \ \7i:bci: "I think there is still
been there from day one, were now daily· forgetting :ill of the outside distractions
some lingering. bitterness about the
headlines in statewide JXlb?ic:itions. . - that rome from coaching a pcrcnnW
&ct that he left, so there wc-e ~ to
1:: some fans v.t.o were not sure of the
·1Illirii'sWebertaki4gc6ntroil. top--ii?e~~- of the ~ t ~ rcplaa:ment..
.
·· · ·. · ·, · ·· · •.•. ,,J SIU progr:un IS at c.ise directing his
· .,:n:mmM::µ:.:::www
troops in battlerilthathan dc:iling~th
As
Weber
yelled at Bnmn to ·pick .the outside wcrld. that h.u dL'1Uibed
Can it get worse for Webetup his intensity, a SJllall section of.the and pemubcd him since acccptin& the
40 or.s::i
on press nnv .~al CO\-etcdjob List l\hy. ,". • .. _. , : ..
"Dee! Dee!" Illinois basketball he:id
toward C3Ch otha and procccdcd. to
There's the three rows of reporters ·
coach Bruce Weber )-ellal to soph()laugh at Weber's •pil':'hcd screams. sitting directly behind the Illini _bench. . .
morc starting guard Dee Brown.
Not that Weber cared. · : · ·
that Weber Im had to aifJUSt to, not to
Enr.igcd 2fta two non-culs ronFealingoffofhis coagyand ~-- mention the 16,000 fans i., attcndano:. ·. ·'
tributcd to an early 7-2 deficit in a Dee.
mination, the Illini· mounted a. rally-~ ·About 10,000 less attended SIU's home ~
13 rontcst v.ith Manphis, the first-year
..,.__...;.........;.,.;_..;,..,......,_,---.;..;;.;.:.:,..;.___ . .
.
that ailminatcd in a Riclmd McBride game \'CISUS Wu:hit:1 State on Sunday.
.iiini coach violently ripped offhis jack.
•
• .• .
.
. . AMANDA WHmocx - DAILY Ecmw1; buzzer-beating three-pointi:r at halfRather ·. than heed the advice of
Luther Head has had a forgettable season filled with problems . time. Continued strong play in the SIU Sports Information DircctorTom
et and threw it to the side- much like
mentor Gene Keady-as I.: funticilly off the court Head. was first suspended for four: games for his · .seolOO half cooplal w.th a 22-point . Weber,· the susceptible· Illini coach
p:iccd the sidelines.
alleged involvement in an on•Ci'~pus bu:glary. Nearly two months bn:akout pafomunce by. McBride
The former SIU had coach resort- later, Head sat out two games for driving on.a suspended license: · ga,.-e the Illini the 74-64 victory. their
~

I .

. . : •:~
1
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n:portcrs

April 17

· .

·.. ·

L

Kan,as coach Roy Ltiilnam, decid5 to n,tu ~.

to his alma mater, UNC,
prograin after 15 seaso

to restore struggling
t Kansas.

AprH_l9 · ·
SIU's Bruce Webedells th~ DE,
•1 took the job,• leaving fo:. Champaign the following morning. ·,

lllinois. head coach· ·
Bjll Self__ta~~ jo~

··AprU 30

October j7
Despite early co.,:,parisons· to Seit Weber receives
·a rousing reception from fans at Midnight Madness,· ..
the U of l's first practice of the seaso~. .. , .
.

~ovember s

Peori~ pr~p poi~t guard
_
.~Speculation begin:; as manyin'lllini Nation'~ould_have ... :····
Shaur1 Livingston, a national
preierred a higher-profile ca~didate than Weber. Some~ .. · . ·. Top 5 plil~;er, ch~ses
players consider transferri~g.;.;;f· ·~: .'
·
·
· · :. • . . . attend D~ke over the JIiin~.
. . ~.
. ~,.,·<. ·· . ,.~·~:<. :~/~ ... ;,; ..

to· .

'------.'------·
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.Cri.tiCS fin.ti(ffiqiger

nl foO&t'netJ.i>.6& .

· P..oni'.Rabin .·
Newsday. •

changcsinfahdingorst:mdardssince
the study on salmon was published in
···_the journal· Science last week. The ·
~~- (hA'J;WP) •- ·When a study . study· found· 1cvc1s· of contaminants, ·
repomd farmed salmon ·cont.ti~ -· includi,ng PCBs and dioxins, were up
high l_cvds of PCBs and dioxins;just • tolO ti,mcs higher in fanned Slllmon
wccks'aftcl'. a cow tcs.cc!: positive for ~an in ,vild salmon, arid though the
· mad· cow disc;asc, • fish wholcsalcn; levds. arc ,vithin FDA limits, the
;joked .. that the beleaguered bW: · study's authors recommended eating
.... indu~try w:i.;· ;bchimt the salmon less than a meal of fanned salinon a
"•study.' · ·
., .:·· ·
:.
month. ·
·
.: In the ind11Strializcd, ~ettings,
S~ch factory. farms have .been
·• · C1ttle; fish. as .well _as· markct.,-bound under fi:m for years f ,m .environ_. hogs· ~d poultry, are • penn~ 1~ mentalists:· who charge thej• canse
small areas, fut an artificial diet that• ·. air poUution · and· contaminate· local
.keeps:costs dmvn and fattens them drinking water. . . .
.
•
. for m:uket, and given medication to
Salmon .. farms, which · raise
control infectious diseases that spread hundreds of thousands of smolts/ or
~¥Yin the crowded quarters, cit- baby. salmon, to adulthood in_ lru-ge
ics say.
·meshed-net cages dropped into the:
An official with the Food and· ocean just off shore, have been citiDriig .t\dministration media office cizcd by ecologists for their impact,
. said the: agency .:1as not considered •both on the water and other speci1:5.
- 0

P.oBERT LYONS - OAll.Y i:GYPnAN.

Nolen Leiva, 16 months old, spends part of the afternoon outside with his mother, SIU
.
graduate Jennifer Leiva, near their home in c_.rbondale.: lhe t1.vo took advantage of the warm.
January weather playing games outside toci~ther.

b,·

. RECOVERING

whosharethe,-isionoftheinstitutc,
is currently being contacted, \Vendler
said. Bc::ause the board members are
spread across the nation, a first meet-,
spring semester.
ing time has not yet been set.
"There are lots of public policy
Members of the board were chci-.
· institutes that are \'Cl)' successful, sen according to their positions and
and they don't have someone like by Simon. They include \Vendler,
Paul Simon heading them· up," Gene Callahan, Nancy Chen, Ross
Lawrence said.
Glickman, Rickey McCurry, Jerry
The insti~te has two speakers Mileur, Lourdes .l\lontcagudo, Bill
already scheduled- Joseph S. Nye, Nom'OOd, Howard Peters, Desiree
Jr., dean of the Kennedy School of Rogers, ·Lucy Sloan, John White
Government, on Feb. 26 and John and Paula Wolff, as well as Paul's
R Block, former scoeta.ry of the son, Martin Simon, and.daughter,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, on Sheila Simon.
,
April 2.
· "My sense is thatrheinstjtutewill
Lawrence said. he· anticipates continue on and continue to make a
more scheduli_ng within the r.ext few . great contribution to the University
weeks for ~oth the spring and fall and·· to · the people of Southern
semestc.--s. '
Illinoist Wendler said. "It's going to.
Matt :Baughman, direcior of be different, because there was only
dc\-clopment for the institute, said_ he one Paul'Simon, but I still think it
believes the institute ,vill. maintain v.ill have a profound impact"
its focus because of employees who ,
l.am.cncc said he plans to apply
arc committed to the mission and
for the position of director but would
ideals Simon forged.
support whoC\'CC is chosen for' the
'The institute's future is \'Cl)' job.
.
·.
·
·
bright and ''Cl)' positiYc:," Baughman
"My main concern is to see
said.
~e institute goes .on in a way that
The University has already begun P.tul would hai1c. wanted it to· be,"
a national search for a nC\V director, Lawrence said. "If the determination
according, to \Vendler. A proposal• ismade_thatl'mtheoneto_canythe
by Simon made a• few years prior torch, I ,vill carry the: torch-\\i~
set up :i ~oani of Counselors that passion. _ ,· . · , . ·. , . .
.. ,
•
,\ill take the lead in choosing his
"But there may be someon,. else
replacement.
.
· :. who _'!'IOUld be viC\vcd ,~, a better
The board, composed of people ~ ~oice,_ for tlie per:_manent 'position.
<X>STJNUEO FROM PAGE

Ta.ke an SIUC Course Anytime, Anywhere
thro:ngh the Office of ~istance Education
All courses c:irry fullSlUC residential creditupplicable tomml a degree! ILP students can
rcgi;ter through the 12'" week (7"' v.=k in the smnmcr). Online cour~cs :ire rcgistcml on a
scmetcr basis and fo!IO\-: the same schedule as on-campus classes.
Before the Division of Continuing Education can process an ILP or Online Scmestcr•Bl!S<.-d
Registration. you l\1\lST have the following:•
J. Cum:nt Admission Status
"
No Bu=r or Health Service Stops. Registration cannot be processed for 1>1udents \\ith stops.
3. No Past Due Amount on the Bursar Account. All lLP and Online courses are billed through the Bursar
• For pa)ment information c:ill (618) 536-7751.
·
4. De~ students must obtain a Course Registration Fonn ,~ith Advisor"s Sign3ture and complete
infomution. An ovcrlo:id also requires a de:in's appro11al or the designated dean's representative. Oncampus SIUC d:gr-cc students need to bring the signed registration fomt to our office at Washington

~~c."

Core Curriculum Cnu~~
FL
l02-3 East Asian Civilization
GEOG 103-3 World Geop-aph}'

~~G
HIST
MUS

PHIL
Pfl!L

.~~l'
i.
PLB
. POLS

'SOC

SPRING2004
j\Janag<'ment
MGMT 341-3
MGMT 350· ~
11

m~t t~~ti~l t~~t.~'dr~2
202-3
103-3

Arner. Religious Dh-cmtv 2
Music Understanding 2 •

~;'Z'fl;

I 02-3

Intro. to Philosophy
Ethics
.

~

0

104-3

m:~

1

f1~~~r~

.~~~r,: ~gli~3 tJ~c~~~~~t;v;c':°/
Adminlstrntion of Jostke
290-3 Intro. to Criminal Behavior
306-J PolicinginAmericas.9
3 J0-3 Intro. to Criminal L:iw
350-3 Intro. to Priva1c Security

An

AD
AD
AD

237-3

Meaning in the Vis. Ans

347a•3. Survey- 201h. Cent. An 2
347b-3. Survey-20th Ccnt.'Art2
F..ducational P"'•cholngy
EPSY
I 00-2 Dec. Making for Car. Dev.·.;
EPSY
402-3 Basic Smtisucs 4, &
r.n:rnce 3 I0-3

~m
FIN

~~j
350-3

Insurance 2.3
~~lc~;~~l;:;el
Small Bus. F ~ 3

General Agriculture

GNAG. 170-4. Intro. to Physical Prin. 4
GNAG 318-3 lntro.toComputersinAg.2
-~0-4
th

Weather

.~ci? c~~5-~rort:~~iil TCllllinology 2

· Ht'lllth F..ducation

· HED

302s-3 Driver Task Analysis 4,6

.l~~rmatf~;s~,.!%':f~·o~!~rcty

46
•

I~ . l~t~ ~~tii;:fn~l!J~

Journalism

1 6
~~

· JRNL 332-3 Joum3lism Law 2.6
JRNL .. 417-3· Freelance Feature Writing 6

Small ?us. Marketing 3,-1

2

Intermediate Algebra

PHIL
389·3 Ei.istential Philowphy
Political Science
POLS
213-3 Slate & Local Gov't.1,4
POLS
250-3 Pols. of Foreign Nations I
POLS
319-3 Politic.ii Parties I
POLS
322-3 Amer. CbicfE.=:uti\'t 1
POLS
324-3 Politics & Public Policy I c:
POLS
340-3 Intro. to Pub. Admin. I
POLS_ 414-3 Pol.Sys1emsinAmc:rica 1.s·
POLS
444-3 Policy Analysis 1.8

303i-3 Evolution and Society
114-3 Intro. Amer. Go\1.1
108-3 lntro.10Sociology

AJ
AJ
AJ
AJ

':f50-3

~t~·~ if' l~9-3

Org;inizational Behaviorl
'imall Business Mgmt. 2,3

Smini,h
c

SPAN
SPAN

.

. .

140a-4 Elementary Spanish 2
1401>-4 ElementarySpanish2

~~::•,4~~~11~Womcn in Religion 8
ON-f INt;; sr;-,m,TER-UASF.D COURSF$:
IMS
IMS

IMS

365-3
366-3
419--3

~

mJ

1ST

· 414-3

1ST
1ST

415-3
416-3

1ST

405-3

Uata App. & lnlcrprctauon 6
App. of Technical Writing 6 ·.
Oixupatiolllll lntcrnship6
g::~i:n"FC:1ions6
Install. & Corifig; oflntemr.t 6

Trends & Issues.in Info. S;is. 6 ·
Cases in Info.Sys. Tcch.6''; ·

=a:r

Tclecommunic::stions6

.

REHB

509a-3 Behavior Analy. Res. Des. 6 >~

WED
WED

586-3 Adult Vocalional
6
590-3 • R=lin_gs 6 . .
·
·
593.3·' ilndividuil!Rcsc.ucli6,7.ID · S ,:

Wtl,B ~!t~
WED

1~/e~~6~1: '.',i,.
Programs

I

~:

I. 'CLASSIFll:D ·•.
a.·Ai~:~iNG.
:' .QP.F.~Mlf

Appliam:es

per column;
1· 11:40
Inch;" per day

II •. .

WASHER DRYER 3 yi $375, frig 4yr
S175, stove S100, 25 Inch iV S90,
36 lnch TV $375, 457-8372.

DEADLINE

. REQUIREMENTS

iI.•

2p.m., 2 days·
pCrloLAr_to pubFUlcaEDUon
561
LINE

POWER MAC, 7100'80av~·
crosofl wort!, compuler, $200,

·16 92.---~---·
Books .

1·

.. Miscellaneous

~IOageldi,tcaU~le54il9.la77~:,_S60 per

.--..

...,

.

:

;:

WILSON BLACK LAMBSKIN jacket.
cond, 5150, 303-3770, Iv

2xll. mint

mess.

ll

Copy Deadline2:00 p.m.
1 day prior
to publicatbn

suswANTEOASAP.1 bdrm,

SEASONEDF,JREWOODDillV•

n

t

MODaED. VERY CLEAN, 1 b1rrn
duplex. between Logan/SIU, waler,

iraSll, lawn care incl, no pets,

2 BDRM, 2,ba!h, lewis Park apt. no
pets; ale. dlw, S330 /mo/person, can
20:.-3114.

_co_FFEE
__
&_EN_o_1a_b_1e__o_;prin-ter-·.
54
desk copier S60, Slroller ss, queen
size comforter SJ, caJl 549-2888.

·
.73¢ per l_lneJ per day . '""
•1-900 & Legal Rate io-o
g St ]S
f' eJ
d
~ M·. • per lnAdpesr· ay
1mmum · ize 1.".l
.
3 lines
·~
approx. 25 ~aracters
•
per line
. •t>!

ii'

sr::&,8ifr:1~gF

, =sfu~~~~;,~~~~~

~-

Apartments
Ct.EAN, QUIET, NO pets, water &

····--····VICRK FOR RENT----~, ····-----caD549-3850.. · · __ · _

trash ind, furn or unfum, pref grad,
S265-290lmo.~-3815. .

util

OlDNT GET ONE ol Alpha's places

ROOM FOR GRAD $1Udent wl private bath and l<itchen, In execu!ive

lasl year? Get a head s!arl this year,
.Alpha's waiting Est is avail, send us
your reference form (avail on website o, trom our olfice) 4S7.a194 •
www.alphanmtals.net

SAL.UK! HALL. CLEAN rooms, utit
Incl. S210/mo, across lrornSIU, sem
lease. can 529-3833 or 529-3815.

1995 MERCURY COUGAR XR7..
2,600 obo, 1994 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Supreme, 1,500, 351-9525, Iv mess.

1 ROOM IN 2 bdrm house, responsible student pref, S200lmo, util ind.
dose to carr;:ius, 203-£326, Iv mess.

87 CHRYSLER 5TH Ave, 65,000 mL
mini condi, new battery, new ar.ernatot. good tires, 52700, 549-2090.

1bdrm avail In 2 bdrm house, 1 mi
from campus {off Oakland), w/d,
~ porches, bacll yd, off st
parking, S2751mo, plus 112 utiii, no

util. tum, cat accepta!lle, Goss prop-

·•;

Auto Sates, 605 N Illinois Ave,
457 7631
_ _ ·_ _·- - - - - - - • · _84_7_"420-3;_·
...:·-9...:74_
.. _.c.,_;.....;"-----1
NICE 1 BDRM in 2 bdrm mobile
home, S150/mo ,. 112 util, in couiilry_

~1

motor-

=•~~~~~;

,513-0322or439-6561; . . .

S:49-729~orS34:7?12. /....

::: _Parts·.~:S.ervice\ .·
STEVETHECAROOCTORMobila

•

ROOMATEWANTEOFOR
2tldrrn duplex.near campus, S225I
rno_&1_12trt!f1,can~sona1aro:?254

~~~~~=::=~~
Wyatlat697-0576or618-827-4195:

"

., _Homes ..
FORECLOSURES!; 1-313DRM.

HOMESFROMS10,000,lorlistings; ·. ·
. ,!..-a!)().719-3001. extH345. •" -. . : ·

MobJI~· Home~

,.

c1ean::

·'"'

· ~=!'8=~flls. .:

: :e~=~1=. .

near~,call0ornat529-!620,

1
~1~

hiluses-·-·

__ NICE 1, 2, 3 bd'.111
..•. East & West, Make us an oHer~-·
-····Now. Huny. caU 549-3850!11___ _

The Dawg House
. The Daily ~ · s online housing
guide at
://www.dailyegyptian.com'da
house.html

2 BDRM FURN house; SSOO'mo,
Incl water, trash & sewer, ideal for .
serious students or retired couple;
no pets, caD 549-9504 o, 9:!5-5834,

2 BDRM HOUSE for rent in Veigerines, wfd hook-up, ga.-age, nice yard,
S450/mo, can 6111-687-1n4.

2 BDRM, PLUS OFFICE. NICE. new
lutcllen, new bath, hrdwd/lls;
SS301rno, 924-4830.

DIDN'T GET ONE of Alpha's places
last year? Gel a head start this year,
Alpha's waiting list Is avail. send us
your reference form (avail on - i , .
site or from ouroffiee) 457-<!194
www.alpharentals.net

3bdrm house avail at 510 S. Ash: 6
mo lease avail. pets ok w/ depoSit,
cau 618-983-8155 o, 616-559-1522.

car-

4 BDRM. 4 b!ks from campus,
peterl. ale. avai now, S500/rno, call
457-4030.

·

on

CLEAN & COZ'f Mxirmhouse avai,
S600'mo. 402 E Chestnut, w/d, c/a,
c:ontad Diggs Reatty 549.5052.

TOWNHOUSES, 306 W College.

AVAIL JAN 04, 3 bdrm,Ab!l<sfrom

3 bdrms, tan leases, :fumlunlum,
c/a, wld. 549-4808 (9-7pm) No Pets.

SIU, newly rerrode!ad, w/d, 3/c. no
pets, lease, 529-7516 or 684-.."917.

2 BORM, WALK to campus, sor:ie
erty managers, 529-2620.

~e==s~"ii~~~

:=:;:~~~1t ·

•••••.• .2-4 bdrm houses.•••••••
•• Huny, few avail. Call 549-3850. ••

BEADLE DR, 2 car
garage, dishwasher, wld, private

2 BDRM AVAIi. In hOuse aJc, heal•
Ing, w/d. call 618-303-0466 or

SATURN,Sl2.SEDAN1996,air:
bags, 95,xxx ml, 4 door, 5 ~ . .
1

•• : • •••• RENTTOOWN. • ,.: • .':.

STUDIO APT FOR rent, avail
lrnmed. across from hospital. new:y
painled, m!wd.'ltr, lg kitchen, very
nice, 618•713-1325.

fenced deck. cathedral ceilings wt
skylight, ceiling fans, cats consid·
ered. ssso. 457,a194, Alpha.
www.alpharentals.net

Allyn St. or cau 402-490-5662

,

near
SIU, furn. nice yard, ample parking,
457-4422.
-

Sl'AC10US STUDIO, FULLY fum
Apts, ale. laundry facmties, lr!:e
parking, water & traSh, 54~9SO.

LG 2 bdrm

Roommates
1 BDRM IN a 3 bdrm house, ale.
heal, oH campus, S275/mo. neg, util
incl, 203-9109 or 3Q9.53Q.4854.

can 549-2090.

$$ SAVE SSS, 2 bdnn house,

3.4,5, bdrm houses. lum., cen!ral

1993 MERCURY, 2 dr, 4 C)'1 auto,
dean, only 3.x,:x on nev.1y rebuilt
eng:ne, 1996 Buiclc Skylark. 6 C)'l, 4
dr, take pic::I< for 52,995, 457-6276.

BUY, SELL, ANO TRADE. AM

Houses

pets, caU 549-4686.

heat and aJc, no pets. very close to
SIU, call 457•77!!2.

home, no pets, cal 314-341 •3567,

:insH:1Ai!-e~;:1~

=•

S310.S350/rno, cau 529-1820.
SECUJDED TWO BDRM apt on
lake Road. 5425 lndudes water, no

3114 W SUNSET. 2 bdrm, 2112
ball!, wld, patio, 2 car garai;e,
$875/mo, 528-0744or 549•7180.

Rooms

""ssoo=1--POU~CE~1-M""PO"'"u_N__
CS_I_ _ _ I
cars/truckslSUVs from SSOO! For
_fistings 1-ll00-319-3323 ext 4642.

NICEONEOR2bdnn,320WWaJ.
nut, 406 S Washington, ca,pet. ale,

Townhouses

~ 1BDRMAPT. S300/mo; new3bdrrn
house. 56751 mo, veiy nice, call
9363 534 361
534or
-s '

i;;i

GIANT CllY. BLACKTOP Rd, 2
bdrm, 1 bath. ili!aien w/ Ubl f00tn,
stove and frig Ind, an ca!J)eled, w,
ing
can for info at 457-6119.

ISi

;;

Auto

..

BROOKSIDE MANOR APT, quiet
fMng w/~pac!ous 1, 2, & 3 bdnns,
a_U util incl, newly updated laundry
facility, S300 securily deposit. we
are a pet frienclly comrnunitv. call~
day for your personal lour, :,.;9.

~

Mon-Fri

- ·

ren!apartrnenlincarbondale.corn

$$$SAVE ON APARTMENTS AND
HOUSES$$$, studios, 1 and 2 bedrooms, near SIU, 457-4422.

! .·S:OQam-, 4:3l'Jpm '':: ·1/2MILEFROMcampus,deanla~~-~~-:.Q.£·!; r::~~rrlong, S21CWmo;

.

529-367401'534-4795,

1bdrrn, 905 E. P.a.rk; 5410, 1 ~
403 W. Freeman. $350, 2-bdrm,
905 E. Pail(. $580, Luxury 2-bd:m•
' 1155 At.1Urm Point-$750, r.ome In
now for the best selection. 5<:hll!ing
Properly Management; 549-0895

,-,"

,; -Office Hours:

. WANTED TO BUY: vehcfes,

C-OALE. $23SIMD, NEWLY RE·

for4 mo, sum~.callao:H!807.:
2 BDRM HOUSE in C'dale; S5501
mo, nice home, Big yanl, lots of• •.
space, wldln unit. 217-725-1738..

'2 BDRM, 2 BATH; l.EWJS Park
Apts. cla. d/w; 'need 1-4 people.
clo~ to carr;:ius, call 927-1554

www.~kmonkey,com.

20 days

i

1 SUBLEASER NEEDED for 2bdmi ..
apt. S300 per mo plus elec/neg, pay·

1

S.1.19. per line/ per d.ay··
10 days·
.87¢ per foe/ per day

I

C'DALE 11/2miS,lg2bdrm,new.

awl, c/a. w/d hoolwp, carpol1.
lease, no pets, $585.'mo, 985-2229.

,_529-3........,

Based on consecutive
. running dates:
1 day
$1 .40 per line/ per day
3days · .

I

2BDRM NEWER appl, wld; lg yd
wished; 1 mi from slu, can 785-2235
ext.111; m-f 6-5, 785-2732 after 5.

S100 EACH WASHER; dryer, refrig.erator, stove & freezer (90 (!ay war~
i '.3r,i'Y) Able Appliances 4S7~n67.

Bonnie Owen
Prop·erty Managemen
Check out_{}_m· lis_ti_ngs
'.S, rill se11iester leases availabl
(. Don'i be slow

)it mak~ng . ·

,, . .your: lfri11g
'/~rra11geme11ts

• 1 Bedrooms
~ 2 Bedrooms
• 3 Bed.room~

!®~®t~®~~~

;~ . .Marshan
~- Reed I~,
~

,,

'

~..·

....

'

Now leasing. for Spring 04_
l Bedroom •4 Available
2 B<!droom. 2 Availaple ·
AH utjlities inclu~ing cable

'et

® ,

.,~, .

~

~

~@

I
-~~®®~~.--;..
.

4574012

. , ,, ,• Bring in ad for~ "PPiication fee
.

.

.

'

,·

·,

.~·

,~

Behind Crab Orchard Lake, two
bdnn, big
Scllools.
bus at frOn! doo!, avail now, S300
per month, 549-8973. :

LEGAL SECRETARY/PARALEGAL
EXC computer, clerical & filing skills
req, reply lo PO Box 1206, C'dale II .
62903-1206.

yard, carterville

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

C'DALE, 3 BDRM, da, wld hookup,
basement. no dogs, warer.'tra.lh Incl,
204 E
SSOO:mo, 687-2475.

for PT deli'cashier at Arnold's Mar•
ket, 1 112 ml S off hwy 51, no phone
cans please.

College,

DESOTO CLEAN 3 bdrm house at,
tach garage, fenced back yard, 1

~ ~~~1~ SGOO'mo +

ARE YOU A talenlc<:I pholographer?

1----------

:ie: ~ n e ~ofeaction
~~u:!:
- - - - - - - - - - 1 digital
11
DESOTO, 3 BDRM, 1
01
~t";l:s~t now, lease+ dep bulsonOuseractiYe.com.
bath,

CtASSlflEDS

DAIL\' WYI'TlAN •
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photos, lots
interested. send sample

PERSONALASSISTANTFORadult
female, housekeeping, errands and
me.:ils, can 457•5632.
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pl, &

shots!
wO<lc to

=•

I.

SPRJNG BREAK 2004 w/ srs; .
America's 11 Studen! Tour Operator
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, Florida,
hiring campus reps, group discounts
800-648--4849, www.ststravel.com

SPRING BREAK CANCUN, Mexico,
· Jamaica, Padre, & Fl.ORIDA! FREE
food, parties & drinks! ' Best
hole!S4.owesl prices!
www.breakerstravel.com, .
(800) 985-6789.

-~-1~-~-:i-~-~-eo-,:-~-~-~Alpha.-sta-rt~-~-~-r:5-ar-.• :~. a!~c';:~ ~~~ ~a::.~~:~~~=~

~=~~=•

AJpha'swaitingf,s!isavail,sendus
21 4 Heallh Dept Rd,
your reference tonn {aYall on website a from our offiee) 45Nl194
BAR-BACK PT EVENINGS. must be
,..www
___.a_lp_ha_re_nta_i_s._ne_t_ _ _, 1
NOW RENTING 2004-2005
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED,
S250 a day potential, local posltions,
5 bdrm-303 E Hester
1-800,293-3985 ext 513.
4 bdrm-503,505,Sfl S Ash
319,32I,324,406,802W Walnut

305 W College, 103 s Forest
501 SHays

3 bdrm-310,313,61D WCherry
405 S Ash, 106,408 S Forest

306\VCo!lege,321 WWalnut
2 bdrm-305 w eo:ege
406,324,319 WWafnul

SECRET SHOPPERS NEEDED,
pose as a customer & get paid, local
stores, llellible hours, email req, call
1-800-585-9024, ext 6076.
·

hookup, cla & heal, $400/mo, quiet
neighborhood, can 687-1n4.

CARBONDALE. 2 BDRM, localed in
quiet park, S175 -S400/mo, can 5292432 or 684-2663.
COUNTilY LIVING ON private lake!
3 bdrm, 2 bath, d'w, 16x80, much
wildlne {land/lake lease avail). 1D
r,-.=..~es from SIU! $475-5575/mo,
351-0157 or 203-9682.

COUNTRY UVlNG, IDEAL for grad,
2 bdnn, pullout bed. freezer, a'c,wa•
ter incl,S295, 529-3507 or453-5436.

LG 2 ANO 3 bdrm, tum, c/a, smaD
quiet park near SIU on bus route, no
pets, 549-0491 or457-0009.
NICE 1 & 2 bdrm, $180-S275, lawn
& trash incl. mgmt & main1 on 'Site.
549-8000 or 457-5700.
RT 13 EAST, behind Ike Honda, 1
bdnn S250, 2 bdrm, 5275 & up, wa•
ter, traSh & lawn incl, 924-1900.

. PAMANA OTY BEACH:· A.,
.:.SPMIG BWJC~- .. ·
Book;earty

6+, www.springbreakd'1SCOtJnlS.com

or 800-838-8202.
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
--SPRING BREAK..
World Famous Tiki Bar!
Sandpiper Beacon Beach Resort

I

"The Fun Place"

I

~-•·

.

Night Shift
• Must be enrolled at SIUC for at
least 6 credit hours
Must be enrolled for
spring semester 2004
• Good driving record a must

.

•

I

I.

Ia;,
iJ
I
. .

.

Compl'!te a OE empbyment appliotlon aV>llable
at the DE customer service desk ·
In room 1259, Comm. Bldg.

2004 CLASSIFIED .
ADVERTISING POLICY
~

~~~~~-~

Please Be Sure To Chc:c:k
Your Classified Advertisement For Errors On The: Fir,;t .
Day Of Publication

I

THE DAILY EoYPTIAN's

9

, R._t!lig)Oµ:~JSeEvie~ :·~#J-zt'f1
Contact Dawn Jordan

2 79 1'.i
Deadline: January 15 ·
B-

,.0 - -~· ~ - > , - .

-

,~

~

'.

-•••

¥.

- '•4•.•.;,- •. ~ ...

@ ext.

•
·., •.. -~- -- . ~ .•.~ \ ..• -; .. ,. •. :-.:. ..... ,' ·• - -~ ::,.,...,1. .........

~•. ,I

•

c::w...- '. . . -1

1

l .~,..-·.•

~

.:~ •..

·._,:,,·~.'"·'c -· .'C·~~-;• }::::. : :~· ·~ ,~.~

;;-~"'°2"(,~"-7. ~,.~;--: •--~ ;"~•-••'~....~-

\~~

r! Contact Joe Battistoni@ ext. 232 fl

H
· ·. Deadline:]anuay28 . · · fi
t~~:

.
• All ~d,-crtblng ~uhmitted lo il;e D~ily E~ia~
aubjN:t to .approval ~.~d. ,:nay be rcviacd, ~j«trd, Or ~nc-cllN at
~~y !i,!JlC•
' .
r, •.·
~e Dally E~t~n auu.;,es
l!abillty' If for any
rca.1~n Jt b«offles nccena.!')··1~ o~it·iariy adve:rt~einent.
.,
A 1-am~le 0£ all sn.all-onler itenu musthe.1uhmhted,
~nd·approved prior to deadline for publlcati_on, ·

·b -contact Erin \Vatson~@~xt. Z31 Ii

,

f.i , <:)DeadJinef]ariuary:JQ.\~:. _::<:·": ·fJ
f.:,,.. ..'t:.-·~.,,./~~:-,:.'.••,_.,o.(t..,;.:,.;_.,._. __.).....,.--.:,.~, ,,.,,r,,.:-~.,;._;':,.'.•"'l-4•r'f'0..·40:..J~7,-.. _'~.,.j

proccs1cd afttt 2 p.m. will s:o In the following day'• publication.

.;o

;pS!P~~~t'J-Ib.h~ifig,:c;qi.qe,f-t~~TrJif!tl
~,,_.L>

All claHified line advcrtbing must be processed

bcfo,.; 2 r-m, to appear In the next day'• publication. An)-thlng

i~ ·

t-~7-~:...""'~~'!"!!::':Z..::U::~"!1-~---:;_~:N.'_K-::•::;.~·r.:..::1<..::';'"~~-.:.t'"~:!'::~O:r;;r_,;.~,.!:S,r,.:'.(C'.~~--.:.:z~~ :

~~Jo•~~~-~-11!

ClaHlflcd advertising running ~lth the Dail)',
Egn,tian will not be nutomatically renewed; A callback will be
given on the day of cxpirar:loa:-.. II C1J.1t.omc.r iA not at' the phone
number JiJ.ted on their accourit lt is the rct:pon1ibitit}~ of the
als1~mel" to contact rbe D.aily El:l'Ptl~n for ad ttnc:,.\'3].
·~.

ClaHlfied ad,-.,rtislng must oc paid In advance e:<a:pt
for thD!>-c accounts with ~,ablishcd crrdit. A .«:"rvicc charge of
$2S.OO will he added to the advcniser'• account for every check
returned to the Dail): Egypdan unpaid h)· the advertl•cr'• bank.
Early cancellations of cla..lfied adverti1ement will he chari;eJ a
$2.S0 •en-ice fee. Any refund under $2,50 will be forfeited due
to the cos~ of proccs.&in1:.
·

,::;::::,·-·su:;,ei/ 13ol¥J~•·ecrfii"'test(:;r3t}f::·i
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The Dai_ly Egyptian cannot be responsible for mon.- than
jncorTCct insertion (no exception•)• AJ•n~rtiff'rs are
=ronsible for checking their .. ds for. errors on the "f}RST day
they ap()Car: · Ad,•rrti~cr& r.toppin~ inscnions arc rn;ponsiblc for
chc-cking their ad• on the FIRST day they an, to cca•e appear•
lni;. The Daily El:)-ptian "ill not be responsible for more. than
one day'• i~rtion for a classified.ad that is to be stopped,
Ern,,-g not the fault or the advertiser which lcs•cn the ,.,.lue of
thC ad\'c.rtiscrncnt ~ill he adjusted.
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Swimwear contest Suites up IO

Jon 411 u11

S00..:88,8828

www sandDioerbeacon com

Circulation Driver

Free

lt'R.S111qplpttbt1Co11.co.,

;53~3311

ACT NOW! BOOK 11 people, get
12th trip free, group discounts, for

HELP WANTEllJ

longest Keg Pa.'ly•
beer·
a.D week! Live band & DJ, We'.
, T-shirt. Hard Body & Venus:

-~parasai.
.,
Sant!piper-Beacoo Bead! Reso<1

. CA1$:· .•

• Jo_bs,
•Roommates
· • Apartments
. • Houses
• Travel & Business
Opportunites .

~~~~~~

rR
Yj.

a,;;,~'ss, 0~

·, 12 people, 3 pools, huge .
beachfront hotub, lazy liver
ride, watersr.cte;)ei skis,

flND'
:·•-~· · .·
·

THE TAN SHAK, C'dale's newest
tanning salon, receive S2 offw/ the
purchase of a single tan before 1pm
daily, aaoss from Ille Golden Corral
restaurant, can 529-6090

::i~=-=~

12"54, FURN, CLEAN, 5 min walk
10 rec, no pets, rel, 5Z30'mo + util
457-7639.
~RM-,-2-ba_lh_in_Mbo
_ _ro,_"__
/d01

. · - - ~....... ,

' •Pets",'.: ..:
. ·.·:
. • Parts & Services· · ·

STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Mechanic, He makes house cans,
457-7984 a mob;le 525-8393.

Sam & noon only for appoln!menl

~ ~ r m , S250-S450, petoll,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ orcall 1-888-449-3357.
1

1 & 2 bc!nn mobile homes, on SIU
bus route, S235-S350/m0, water &
trash ind, no pets, 549-4471.

_· •Cars
• Bikes.
.
, .,
,.<•.C~mJ!uters>: ~
tq ~-.
. _,

trs nasty. I do ll
Cal John. 529.7297 ·

JOIN THE SOUTHWOO0S Way
a.ml have the best summer of :your
Ide! Southwoods ls a CX>-ed residential children's camp in the Adirondack Mountains Of New York. SouthPRIVATE COUNTRY SETTING, 3
bdnn, extra nice, c/air, 2 bath, w/d, 2 woods is seeking ENTHUSIASTIC,
decks, no pets 549-4808 (!lam-7pm) ENERGETIC ANO fUN-t.CVlNG inClividuaL to make a positil·e impact
REMODELED 4 BDRM, da, on a child's li!e. Pos,1ions are availahtdwd/llrS, w'd hookup, yard care ble in the areas ol; group leading.
provided, no pets. 1st, last & sec, athletics, OUldooradventure, crea•
live and performing arts, water
5725/mo, 549•2090.
sports and much morel Benefits or
working at Southwoods include Sal•
Mobile Homes
ary, Travel, Room, Board. laund!y,
SSS I BET YOU WJLL RENT, look at and much morel For more info and

.......MUST SEEi 2 bdrm trailer.........
.....$195/mo & up!!!! bus avail,....... ..
........ Hurry, few avaU, 549-3850 ........

;-~utoRS£,ll.

GUTTER CLEANING

549-4808 (9am-7pm) No Pets
COCKTAIL WAITRESS, PT, evemust be 457-3308
21, exp pref,
can
rental
503_
S Ash
.__Free
__
_list
_at_
_ __. 1 nings,
Tres Hombres
between

NOW RENTING FOR May &
August, 1,2,3,4 & 5 bdnn houses &
apts, nice aal!menship, can van
Awken at 529-5881.

, SPRING BREAK DAYTONA
Best Ocean Front Hotels
B00-881•9173
www.daytonawe1!X'mecenter.com

WANTED PIZZA COOK, exp, apply
in person, Ouatros pizza, 21B W
Freeman.

CASHIERS & COOKS, apply in person al Egyptian Comer (Easl Main
ShelQ, 534 E Main. C'dale.

for as long as your ad runs In the paper.

1 •Furniture

f:~~ic::e~~g~Bu~;~
2877.
·

BARTENDERS, Will TRAIN, pt.
fun, energtic, Hurley's Johnston city,
20 min from C'dale, 982-9402,
Sheila.

.i.

,·.-·
. No ad, will be ml>-clanlficd;

..

Plac~ your ad by ~hone,,; 6ti5J~3311.M~n~ay,Frida~- 8

a.m. •~ 4:JO p:~. Or visit our .or~.c~ I~ t.~e Communication~

I~· ;.
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IIYBl.!CESDADOY{PGll) HG7309~
PAYCIEK(PG13) '!llUXI .
IIO!l,t,USASMJl.E(PG13) 4:IX>6;QQZ,
COUIIIOU!ltl..'Oll'l,J 3:,04307:IX)
7:AS'IQDl
STUCl<OHYOUIPGIJ) 4:10.:::.0930
Ff?ERPAll(l'G) 3.Q~ltlO
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Coming Attractions
1'm8/ M COOlEII
lASTSAIIIIW ·

'

LOSTIHTIWISU.TlON.
TEACIIER'SP£T
lORQUE

OntheStrlp
901 S.lll.inoisAve

Ddlvcry,No-~

Todays Horosopes are brought to you by

· ,.__ -.<European Cafe

.~ .15%Ct"k~sandwich
~

.

· ·

03130/0.C University Mall• Carbondale 351-9550 .

Daily H'oro~cope
by Unda Black
.
_Virga (Aug. 23-SepL 22) -Today Is ·an a·- A person.you
Today's Birthday (San. 15)~ You may encounter career
truly care about feels the same way about you. Set up a
difficulties, but don't lei them stop you. Wrth a new team
date in the next day or two to discuss pOSS1"bilities.
and seve_ral new techni"!I skills, you'Jl exJ>and your influ•
· Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) • Today Is a 6 a You'll have to
ence. • .
· .
.· .
.•
get slightly more serious for the next couple of days. If you
To get the advantage, check the jay's rating; 10 is th~
.do the warlc, the money will start coming in. . · . . ·
easiest day, o the mos_t challenging.
•
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) ~ Today Is an 8.• AftP.r a ,
'.Aries (March 21-April 19) ~ Today is a s-.P.:!!cent set• slight setback, you'll fmd it easier to progress. You're··
back was mea_nt to teach you to share - and that' includes
smart, attractive and getting support from somebody you
sh,rring n!SpOllSlOirrty, Vou still believe that(ft)U
do
lcvl!. This is good.' . ,: •'. . . ' . ·• . . · • · . . '·
the best job, but you·rearae you can't do;'it all byyourseJl·"
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec; 21)-Today is a 5 -You're '
Empower those around you. Bring out thtl.best in them.
not gopd at keeping seae3, but it's a skill you can leam.
Taurus (April 2o,.May 20) ~- Today iun· ~- Yoi/ ought'_ • , It's 0~ to hold some things back, especially where money,
to notice a calming trend t::31's entering yoin•~-i-JJ:ie ten• · -- is concerned.
• <.., : . · · ·- ·
~on you've been under will ease. Finish a cfdfk:ilt job.
• Clipricom {Dec. 22.Jan. 19) -Today is an 8;, Your·
G6ninl (May 21-June 21) -Todlly is a 6- lt's almost:
power is increasing, so ~on'two~too much ·about an· .. ·
time to get back to warlc, and in a very impoitant way:. .
upsetting smiation from ttie recent past. It's in~uen~ · , '
de;;r all the distractions out of your fife so that you can
tia~ except for what you·_can learn from it· ·- .'-' ' • ·• '
concentrate. ...
· . , .. •· : : . , •,_
,. : · . . : .. · ;~quarius (Jan. 20-Feb.; 18) •_ Today Isa 6 - Go !)Ver,··
Ca_n~r (ILllle 22-July_~) • Jaday is an 8 -Something . :; your plans again, taking recent d~opmt!'lts into corisi(l.:;
at ho.me that you've been putting ·up with needs. to be, · ., · .· _eration. Mcve slowly. but know that more war!; a_nd more
changed. Do it now,
ifiou and your mate don't co= •· money should come in the next}ew days._... , ,:,· :·.<·:.
pleteJyagree.Makeyourwo:ld marecomfortable:You'lk · •. ,Pisces{feb. l~rcfi20)~T(!dliyisl!n •.-You'll~-;:
get used to it : ·, , ' ::> ,:~ , •'!'!. ,/): _:.,.:•. (:'.~; glad you saved ycur:money,or'at least some of it,an;wat.•
.Leo (July23-AL'J,:22}-Tadayis a 7-You havesome,, . You'll soon get the chancetodo_scim~fun;andyou'll,F0c.:,;,.,::- ~-·,'-: -..
great ideas. but some of them might tab! mare work.than :' ~ glad you can accept the imitation.:·,
yacire mlling to put in. Over the next few days, decide : . ' · , . , · ~ · .
· · ·.. ·.
·:
·· ··. ·
· ;- · '
whetl\erthese iws are-worth th~ effort:. - •
· · ··
· ••••• c~·2004,.lRIBIJNEMEDIA.5EIMCES INC..
~ ,tiy-Knigfit'_Ridderfrriliune,
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·crossword brought. to you by:

Cltastle ~enlou.s
.. Ji-;:,;~~E~_,;:..;_,

~m

...

TI1E COP5 CAUGHr
TI-IE PICKFOCK£;T
QUICK ~DS
BECAUSE:OFTHl5,

"

wrrn

-rRffFo L
1
. t J I LU
I J J )( (.D.lJ

~=-==·~=.

,. ,,

10

~-~sugqes--ted··by-the-above~-cartoon~-:

Print answer here:(

Yesternay·s

I

r

..

ACROSS
I
I
2
1 Not so
,.
6 Cordon_
·· (master diet)
10 Thunder sound
14 Hawaiian hi
20
21
15 Actor O'Neal
_ _ , .. _n
16 Comic Johnson
7.J
17 Harder to find
18 Messes up
,s
JI
»
19 Hawkeye State
:>o Location ol 19A • 3.1
22 Another st In
JI
lWl
20A
23MS·
24 Pulselocation
26 Coho or sockeye
~
~
30 Mr. Moneybags
outft1
32 Mr.
llll\l!!l '"
33 Principal dancer
37 Motley horse
38 Marsh plant
>I
39 Informed about
40 Electra's sister
..,
42 Item In the plus
column
6l
43 Nina's sister ship
44 Merman and
02004T-.. llltdllS.,,,lcoo.loo.
Waters
Al1lgl,ra-.

,.,,

"

,.

beca,,.,

rs

Now

10

ll

22

•

J/1JJ
.,

11

.

~ ~
3)

JO

,.

•·~
... ... ., ... . . ., . ,,,., . .
"'
.,

Jumbles: DUSKY
BO'JGH
SALOON
BOILED
,.,.,,,_, Wtry the bea..!yquoen
:o IP'f- SHE
'LOOKED• GOOD

,. .
,.

.,""

I:

.

01/15/04

45 NovctiS1 lcGuin
48 Goon snow
4!1 Still part ol a

river

muRSDAt JAHUAHY 15

·.

5P5 MILLER UTE

,. . .

ffl~ \Yill~.
~

~-~~-

50 Chophouse
olfering
57 Sturfuson saga
58 _ podrida
59 Chip dip
60 Clean and t~,
61 O!ana of "The
Avengers"
62 Like :,u3trated

·Sl75°JJMBEAM·•:·.
.
.

needs
63 Measure or

medicine
64 Spring resorts
65 Class paper

spscoPPERBROWN

DOWN

B

ffilDAUAHUAHY 16

1 Cultivate

2Jal_
3 Conrad's"_
Jim"
4 Smaff storage
building
5 Certain
nc.Jlcman's
domain
6 Makes beer

1

7 Ancient
instrument
8 Dumbo's wings

S V d S Iii 3 S00
!)!) I l;I if .L V 3 N
.L 3 nN n
VS 1 V s11 V 1 1 0 l': V 0 0 3
11 Wear a·Nirf
>IV 3 .1 S 3 N ,J B .L Ill 1 00d
12 Foghtng batUes Bllllll ID..:
I >I Slil! Ill! V , n s 1;1 n
. 13 Like an unsound
S 1 3 H .I. :I lili V .1 N I d
boat
.L 3 s s ve V I N 3 0 I H d I
21 Mighty long
strclch
NO d n 11:!13 !)0 3 9 l!!N VO l;I
25 Shad delicacy
V N I l;I 3 , 1 V Bill Vi V 3 .I. V
26 Ntw Delhi wrap Rl:!l!I] !'Iii B OB V N Iii N 0 Vi 1 VS
27 At ll1e peak or
28 Wile of Jacob • A lj 3 .1 l;I V If'~ so Offi ollll'llllill'l
29 Handle with skiD )IV 0 N Ill .I. S 3 M3 , 0 a , n
VM 01 l'l s l;l l;I 3115 l;I 3 l;I V l;I
30 Gymna.<;t
Comaned
3 .1 l;I V it! N VA UIH V H 0 1 V
31 Pond growth
1 V 3 d ml n 3 1 BIB 3 S 1 V ::I

1~~~~s~tt~

33 Deflected
34_dixit
,42 Under
3S Playwright
discussion
Coward
44 _ o-.Jt a living
36 Aardvark meal
38 Washington one 45 Overlurn
hundred ..
46 RoundL'?
41 Hodges of the
47 Fountain drinks
Dodg,:rs.
.
48 Hitches

'.....,,..,,,

•

'~-,- .... ~ .. -✓---···

51 Radar Image ·
!>2 Olympian
l<orbut
catct,t1s rays
Park trees
On the ocean
Actress Jurado

S3
54
55
56

by Zhen Xu

JOANN, BOXING'S A
SPORT JUST LIKE

FOOTBALL LACROSSE
OR ANYTHINGi ELSE
FOR 'THAT MATTER

,•' - - - - -

•

... ,,,, ...

Duckbumps

otnin9
adhouse

Solutions
AV s s 311!
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it would lm-c been undcntmdable had
· the Illini dismantled from the start.
t:,WnNVEO FROM rAOE 10
Up to this point, most aitics were .
·wait ahead and ga\"e out hi~ cell phone
ii;..onng the inner turmoil his team
number to the media :tn}way - ;m
had gone through before the season
o&.'C branch, st:lte\\ide and natiorial,
C\'CO began.
.
that broke so,in mer.
Weber was forced to discipline rhrcc
Weber couldn't get a minute free
pla)'Cl'S for their alleged imuh-cmcnt in
as he l'CCffl"M daily.phone c:tlls from
an on-campus burglary~ One returning
compctizw, writcn alw:i\'S lr)ing to
pan-time starter, junior Luther Head,
get an aclush-c. He said i:'s_ 20 times
and two fi-cslur.en cxpc:cted to con~ ·
worse: than what Keady goes t'uough
tribute, Richard .McBride and A.iron
at Purdue ~d that he's changing his
Spc:;m-. wen: _suspended four games
number this spring.
each for their participation in the theft
I:,m more lr)ing for Wcbc:r has
that tot2lal more dwi SJ,000 in dccbccn the massr.'C fut base m0\\11 as
tronic equipment aud ..uh.
·
"Illini Nation." Whether it's the suits
·
Fc:iring backlash, the \ictims
he wears or his coaching style, Illini
decided not to press cli:ugcs aficr all
funs lm-c bccn cxtrcmd\" critical
of their bdongings and cash had bccn
through Internet message ~ and
. rctumcd.
sports radic, talk shO\~
lnduding the three games \\,--illiaJr..;
With many funs still hung 0\-cr
missed, Weber has had his entire rortcr
from Seif, air. Wcbcr rcccnm e-mails
:n-ailable for only four games to this
d.tily fiorr. "lmO\v--it-alls" suggesting the
point in the season. ·
Illini would lm-c beat._, Prmidcr ;c by
fa-cn tf-.c games I Ica.i was av"..ilablc,
10 if Self were still the coach; among
it was c:,.idcnt his mind was dscwhcrc.
other aiticisms.
The pla)-cr Wcbcr said performed the
Wcbcr read the ~mails, the bad
best ofany Illini during prcscason p=outnwnbci-ing the good. fa-cn though
ticcs, Had struggled to get 01 the flow
he knew better, he took them to hcan.
of the game until the Dec. 30 lllinoisChicago game in which he scored 13
points.
t~berpain~~C::fEJ _
But Had was arrested :gain Jan.
AMANDA WHlnocx - DAII.Y ECYPTW,i
6, this time for dming on a suspended
The absence of Williams, who had Weber, in his trademark arms-crossed stance, looks on as the Illini take on Memphis at the Assembly Ii=. Already on thin ice, Weber sat
his mouth wired shut aficr breaking his Hall Dec. 13. Weber's Illini are 10-4 overall, but the transition has been anything but smooth.
Had for the last nm games - a narjaw the game before, hung a cloud O\"Cr C\'CI)'Onc dsc."
When Wdicr finally mnm to 6a: pointedout.Forsomc,namdytheIUini row 0\-crtime \ictol)" over Illinois Stitc
Illinois' dunces against Memphis and
"People say stuff out of the blue,• the media aficr a wait ofl i to 20 min- f.aithful, the press 00t.."crcnoe gav.: ~~ and a home loss to Purcuc..
its wdl·rcspcctcd coach Jun Calip:ui.
said Augustine of the aiticism Weber utcs, a w.n-c of reporters com~ en . pie f.aith in Weber. More important!)~it , - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Rather dwi munblc \\ithout their l'CCffl-cd. -We're a funily here. We're the dais to place their rccordas directly got the attaition of his team.
Weber can recruit
most crinsistait p}a)-cr to d.1te, Weber's not too \\'Onicd about ,mat C\'CI)-body in front of the coach.
.
.--------,------, . . .
. '
•
'.
.
.
\Vith his raspy,-oke and constant!-;
Wake up call rivalry
Joo:tmw,;..,_x,,.,,..msltl-::W
Illini fused on the Assembly Hall court dsc thinks."
that night.
Calipari took his rum on the stage mcr-ing hands illustr:uing each answer,
-~ ·
•
· · ·.
·
He may lm-c lost the big or.:, but
Brown and forw:ud James nc:.tt, praising Weber for spreading the c:xcitablc Weber fielded questions
Weber has dooe more than enough tu
Au.,"UStine credited Wcbcr in the post- the floor against his troops. Calipari before t:nlcashing a tirade that \\uuld
·It's the game. that bleeds orange pro-,-c to the Illini f.aithful that he can
game press conference, in the process also commented on the packed room send the room into an uproar oflaugh- and blue. More so than any Big 10 axr.incc top-notdi high school tilcnt to
dispelling the rampant rumors tlut - "Wh:it is this, a Christmas party?" ter and astonishment.
game, futs and pu)'Cl'S aiila: want the play for the 1Ilini.
they \\'Cl'al't responding to Weber's · - before gningway to Weber.
The follO\ruig quor:s arc just a "Bl'2ggin' Rights• O\'Cr the Annual
Point guard Shaun I..r.ingston of
coaching.
Pama, a conscnsus top-fui: rcauit,
Rowsofcamerasand40-plusmcm• sampleofWcbcr'srantthatwouldsoon Missouri-IIlinoisbordcrw.arclash..
"You're going to hear bad things, but bcrs of the media \\'Cl'C crammed into be heard around the country:·
Ranked among the_ top~,: in the .•_C005Ctoancnd0uh:ao.-crllli:l0is.!',fa:y _
rm bu)ing into his system; he's a great what is )'OUghly double the size of the
• "I w,,re .-11 bbck tic, bbck pants coimtty..the 1igcn l\m bhdcd as the' · attributtrl Uingstons derision ro the
coach," said Bl'Olm, Illinois' outspoken Salukis' media room located at Lingle · ·and a blad\ sport coat, and I toid (the !,:u- Illinois could measure itself against. late start Weber got in his z=uitmcnt.
leader who was publicly lmO\m as the Hall Most of those present would seep tci.TI] before the [MaJJund Eastern Still ,vithout the injured Williams, it
He bouna:d back, hol,'Cl-ci; "ith
last to accept Self's departure. "He just into the h:tlls had the pres, ::onfcrcncc Shore] gamr.: ~ is a funcr.tl.. rm wouldn't be easy. But ifWeberwas c:,.-cr comm=:m:nts from one scnioi; tnp-75
tells us to go out there and play, forget bceri in Caibondalc.
going to thl'Olv;: litnml. It's the end goingtowinm-crthe lllinifunbasc,this big-rrun Shaun Pruitt. and mu juniors,
ofBill set£•
was the game.
top-20 post p!l)-rr D.r.id P.tlmcr and
• "It'\~ building up, to be hon' Familiar with_ l\lmui fiom his up-and-coming comb g=d Jamar
est.It's0\ttrm thecoachnow,andhe's l.stgainecoachingd-.cSalukis,a 72-71 Smith.
gone. Hes not coming back." ·'
heartbreaking loss in tiic first round of - - - - - - - - - - - - .

WEBER

I

j

on

I
cru:J

.

J

~;;:~u:Ts~~~!'::~: ~=~~s: ~.:!::.~.:~.:~!:!r:~J
1

27 points. He had an NBA gt!}: When
fu:cd him at Illinois [n,u )'Cal'S ago

to a commandir.g 21 ·point first-half
lc:id behind the hot hand of Brown.

· ·iri Las Vegas], \\'C led them dO\vn die

1-fuoot.rifoughtbacktomakc it a nail•

\\'I:

stretch. and they had rhrcc NBA guys,
and m: had t\\'O gtl)'S [headed forJ the
NBA dC\-clop,nent:il 1caguc: I. don"t
knO\v. Unless he's a mir:aclc ,,urkcr, I
kicked his lr.1tt in both games.•
·
• "fa-cn ;ift,:r the Prmidcncc game,
you lmO\v, '[lllinois]'didn't lose ·~
double-figure games . (under Self].
Well, horses-. They did!"
·
•-itsO\-cr.Thcrc'snomorccomparing. He's gone. No more tilking about
it. I'll be ho=t rm fed up "1th it."
Naturally, the comparisons didn't
stop aficr _Wdicr tried to end t!ic
debate at the Dca:mb:r prcsr con~
ference. Instead, the national media
· nO\v joined in the aitii:ism, using the .

biter in the end, but Illinois hung on for

t!1c ?MO

~I); their fourth consccutr.,: m the _m-:ahy. · · • . .
.

. . Performing splendidly under tnc
glare· ~f what some consider the best
·nor."--confcrcna: ri..-aliy in collcgc ~kctball, Weber finallysilcna:d his aitics
;_ for the t.mc being. One-time aitic
Bl'Olvn was finally convina:d.
•. _~For _this to lie his first ' B ~
Rights' game, he did a great job,"
Bl'Olvn said to reporters fo!IO\\ing the
game.· "He cJlcd •g=t plays.. f m so
happy for him because he knows b.r.v
big the game \\-as_ He· pafonncd wdl
in the clutch for us.°'. - ' :
•

' ·· · ·

•· · • ··' ·

Despite all of the aiticisms and
comparisons, Weber has continued to
do tlungshisw:iy.
Fol!O\,ing the loss to Purdue,
Wcbcr Jccidcd to ffiO\'C the rcon-crcd .
Williams to ofF guard and Bl'O\\n to
the point, bringing contl'O\=}" to the forefront once ag.ain. !int the mO\-c ·
backfired ::s the Illini lost i0-60 at
Northwcstcm Wednesday night.
· .It"s llil)-body's guess what the future ·
holds for Weber and Illinois.. The Illini
nodouhtlmi:theta!cnttomala:adccp ron come l\bn:h, pl'C\idcd W:bcr has
his full roster focused and :n-ailablc. ·
But in big--time college bJSkctball, it is
impossihle to predict llil)thing. : ·
Whatever h:appcns, Ww-.r can con• tinuc b find w.sJom in the words of
• his lllOl~ To make it in thls business,

;.,:;:-sor?.:= >l!£E:f:::2~ ~::'::::;:

AMANDA IM«ncot - DAII.Y t:-GYPTWI

Dee Brown walks away from Weber with an attitude. Brown hi5s
taken the longest of any Illini to buy into Weber's system: ·

November 19

Self; fu:cd \\ith an C\'CO more dif- ' Fo!IO\ving the • Missouri, game,
ficult task of fo!IO\\ing the legcndaI}-- ;·. suddenly futs began' to appreciate
Williams at Kansas, nc:,.-cr imploded . what Weber had done with his team.
like Wcho; many in the national media Considaing all he lw:I gone through,

December .11 : ·•

- Det 'mber 23

&portn-A.1am Soehhin6
am k rradxd at
, • asocbbing@dailyq·_J-ptian.com
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dominance to the extent when
; : . By Jeff Millet.
·• "
Les enters a =its home, sit~ · : • · The Danas Morning NC'vl/S
down and c:its some ham and:·:
mashed pocitoes and gr:t"Y with. 7 ·
• (KRT) ~ At a time ,~-hen NCAA
the f.unilr and tells the kid about
.Dnisionl-Aschoolsare,=iouslylool---:
Bradley's·great academia com- •
ing at rn'C }'CJl'S ofcligioility for football
pared to that taught at Southern,
playets, the winds of reform bbv in:
the recruit stops Les mid-senthe opJ>Ofilte direction Monday in the:
tence and says, "Yeah, but coach,
Dnision ill session of the fuul day of
look at what those guys did to
the NCAA Con\'cntion.
you on the court - home and
The di\'ision that doesn't :m-.ud
aw:n:~
athletic scholarships ,'Oted 60 pcrn:nt
to 39 pcrn:nt to eliminate red~
Southern at 150 can anempt
and ancmpt like John Hcruy
ing. S':U'ting this f.i1l, all Di'l'ision ill
chipping away at the-mountain
athletes \\ill be on the clock to play four
to erase the image SIU has been
consccutn'C seasons, bming hardship
fuirly or unfuirly associated with,
,\~'Cl'S.
-~ ... .'
•
but opposing schools ~re nC\-cr
There arc'.16·, .uivision ill ~ls
going to let it die.
· · .
. iri T=s, eight !hat;play football)n
I guess our athletes are just
the American· Southwest Co~ce.:
going to ha,'C to shut them up
. The only stare schools to app=-c th~
for us on the pla}ing field. ; : ; : :.' · propos31 :were Austin ~ollegc, th~
I hc:ir Br:idley·s football tc:ilri •
l111r,ersity of Dallas and Trinity
'.
lc.s a lot comingb:ick na-ryear,
In st:i~ his opposi~on: to the
and it should be a damn good
membership, Hardin-Simmons athgamc against them.
lctic director John Nccsc estimated his

:·~-.-:f{·. .:~.r~·i

- _

•

'"·"·.·--

-·~~• .. -1o,.:,.,

:-,

. ;;_·. ·.. -: ,
'junior-college ·transfer Emmanuel at SIU. .
Daw:.
.
; : .. '1n~'s a lot of_other gtJ)'S on.this
Dam: claimed 'fust place· at the t ~ as ";ell th~t·arc go~:-~ ~Y
rast Start 'Jmitation:tl in the: ss~ conttibute; .Wright.said.:.:·;,,.;'..' ,,
year, I wasn't 100 percent. It was kind merer huriiles.,\ith·a time of 7.48,
· :"J ~}: feel:~ ,\'c\'e ~t ~Ut
of awesome to know. they· ~wan;led boo,ining th~SC\'Cllth-fastcst hu@cr io:s~rig;:strong kids who·!u,'C a
me that iust being that l'ni not C\-'cr •in ~ool ~tory' ~ just ~ fust meet chance :ii: really heleing us 'do some100 percent. Just ,\-.it and see what
' .
thing special: . .
happens when Tm ·100 percent.~
. ' .·rm really excited about_the talent
Enrique Gcnn:m,assistant men's
le•:elon ourte:irrpiglif11ow.-lfo'C'.can
track and ficH coach, said Anderson's
continue to work-h¥d and get better,
potential is unlimited and he has
we could ha,'C a really special 3=r
thisy~."
~-.' , _ ..-.
the t:ilcnt to do special things in his
career.
~ ~-~· ..'·.::; ~-::.~
"If he keeps doing the work and
-·· -·. keeps listening, the only thing he is
.•·!;}@@~
going to do is gct,.bctter and better
and bettcrt Gcnnan said.
"Ifhe wants to go to the Ol)mpics, ·
he can do it. It's just a m:incr ofifhe
wants to.~.
saiu~i's~oster ,:·
Scotten, \\no placed third at i:he
National Pole Vault Summit last
1.1. 5.:17 ·
Carbonqale
weekend, won fu'C pole vaults last
,=r and the MVC outdoor title.
Scotten alsc rompeted at. the Fast ,
Start lmitational and won \\'1th a
1.23-24
carbondale
\'ault ofl6-10 3/4.
_Rod ·Mceravy Memorial
Both Anderson and Sconen ~ize how far thcv\·c come in. their
· ·
short careers, but also understand
1.]0~31
Lexington, Ky.
how much more is left uildone.
"I hcani a saying one time: 'lt':not
:. ,Tyson Invitational
_2.13-VJ fayettevil_le, Ark.
where you start the race, it's where
you finish the race, - Scotten said.
"I'm kind of like still at the begin':}IU Fridci~ Night Special
ning of it if you look at the big pie<:2.20
7, Charleston, Ill.
turc, so hopefully I'll keep improving.
I ha,,: done a lot so far but I still hm.'C
'.MYC Indoor Championships
a long. long way to go and a lot more
•· ·
•
goals to get to."
Sophomore Felix Anderson,
· 227-:28 Terre Haute, Ind.
ln addition to Anderson and defending MVC champion • -:
··
.
Sconcn, the Salukis boast a roster full in the 20D- and .400-meters,
NCAA Indoor Cham;,ionships
of talented athletes head men's track ~ilt . l~ok·•. to.~ b_uild . on h!~ , . _ ~~J i:-1? ... f!')'~tteville, Ark.
and field· coach C:i.merou \'/right·· success from,ast season at this 1.. - :i·= .. ·· • ., ... , .• •·•• '·
.
expects to make. an impact; namely weekend's• Saluki. Sooter: eventD •1_,;·; hr.,, r.s~ l.nffl. ;-; DAA.Y EGwrlAll

:, -:~ENJ;~~;~: :

s~hd'~ftiass in~- ioo2? ;_.

·Slip of tongue· two
years too _early

in the world to gamble."
· Rose · seemed · to realize that
he had admitted to betting on
a baseball, which he had been
Randy Harvey :
denying publicly for more 'than
Los Angeles limes ·
12 years, arid tried to amend'liis
statement by substituting football
(LATVVP) · :__. • P~tc Rose, as.his gambli_ng i~terest. _,: , ;
1
':peaking to- :i Calabasas (Calif.)
Posing a question to a student,
High School journalism class, he said, "Ifyou're going to become
inadvertently admitted more than ·an. alcoholic or drug addict or
a y9r before his latest autobiog- spousal beater or a gamhler,_whic;h
. raphy was relcast,d that he l;lad bet do you hope to do?"
,
on baseball.
. .
: "Probably gambler; the sni. Editors of the school newspa- dcntsaid. , . ,: .
.
.
.
per, the Calabasas. Courier, chose
"Probably?. •.• Who arc you .
not to publish Rose's ,n,m~arl:s, going to hurt, by gmibling?:You
made to thc"class· in an··appcar- don't want to do·any o£thc,four.
·
lchose the wrong one in.the eyes
ancc on Dec.:9;2002: .r.-·
After Rose's. confession last of baseball Ladmittetl Lbct·on
week that lie had bet on bascbcll football!'·
· :. ,_.:,>·,.,,:>
, while manab,ing. ·the'. Cincinnati
Students did, not· ask.ai.fol':, Rcds, tlic paper's· former co-cdi- . Icnv-up question about his. ear._tor-in-chic:4 _Nick Redcr,·playcd lier adrnissi~n, to havi11g,J,et, 011
a:"ideotapc of thc'session for the baseball.
.
.:
· Reder, ncnv ~)ri:sb!.Il!!llrlRYr•:LosAngelesTimcs. ·
. Asked by a studc?-t. wJiy he nalism student .ilt_, us~ !!r;iAt;!1.e
had sacrificed :i. ocnh m the Hall editors chose not to· wriie about
:of Fame, Rose sai:l' : - ·.
Rose's confession because, of, the
--You mean, why did I bet on ;dfs'ire'p~m:y?b~~~~p';!tlf~two
baseball? \Vcll, it was because l statements and also "out·of respect .
made mistakcs.· l made mistakes. to him·bcca11se he~:iuue.in.-:iiid did
.Y11i:r:kiui,v.Swhcin:}'9µ•:do:,wmc- a favor for us.'\,;·.:·.·
.
· thing, you'tliink you're not,going ..., _ . Reder said Rose spoke to the
~ass afthe icqufu. of a mend, a
to get caugl'ii.~-7:<'.
~"' ~ "It's not ~- rt!Ji<0ca~?IY guy P:X-~t ~f ?.n.c ~f ~-c

~:1tc:1~\::

ApP,h~ations for underglc!-duat~and law_~Jl!d:nt_s il!.e avail:",
·. able iifrour advisement center or at records and registration.
1~3: ~ppli_c_a:tions
~e c?mpletcd

v.rooJ.i,:~

.

i:i~s~

and.rem~~:.

. ~- to Records·anclRcgistrat1on, Wc.adyAl03: ._,. , ·.· ·"
-·~··-•..a.;·; -=~--•
-•:~•:r<~(
,

:·~,\

:·-:"--·:~'.;

Applications for graduate students n~ ayai!able in th!! graduate s.§~ •.:}Xo~)'._~.1 J~'..-~PP,li«:ri~Q~.S 011}~~!:~- f,Q_mpjf~u
an? returned to the Gra;d~ar~ School, \~oprly_ B,~l?· · ~-

.Th~ $25~00 Je~
. (, .

will a~~-b;.'on ~ fu#.-e:

bii~~~itrit~~ent ·., • '.
. • 9uring tlie sp~~ ~~!l:~~t~r29041t . '· ./ .:: ..

',, _.,!i~, -., _,, •• "-i.,,-.

'"'=~,,-,,,~4'"""i-:-i-~n;-,-,-i~=.~=:t=?=~-e--S;...,..u-C-:-re~~
A?!!=t-:-;;.;,,.,~-.:,on'·.·~'=--'. i"-:-,f~f--~--;w,-,.~:-:,;,,...;r
t

C ,.

~:.-~

1:ietting iri talk t~ high ;

,~•·,-

-. '.~ ~ ·::···.• . .\··-; :.·•.~.:· :;· '.;, . . -:-.t-~-: . . :~

-:,_-~. ·:

·Rose admitted baseball-

'l . ~ ~

[i..,•.' ·: . . ,:-.\,'' ,·,.
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~

-:
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Deadline to apply for
Spring 2004 Graduation and Commericement.··n; <:
· . -;.~ · -Friday;January 16 af 4:30. P.M•. ' ·, Gr-:!''-'!

.

eis!1t

:-::;;..:.•::~·,:~~r.:

:,.,., ,;

If not,)J,le..~e do so

.·

som~

,·,•:--,,;:

Gra~~~!}eje~E!!~~o~oq~

~

P.~~~~l~ l~_iil?, athl~ per :ippro•,cd, :111 :,=pti?n to all°:v
~
~hana:llor . ~~
ye:ir:~oftbcdi:uigc:~ . ; •. •
. members ·to conunue playmg m Hemcnw·.tj; chairman of the·DmSJon
~:.":]Ji;~conipctltion .cjitt ;i!i~ ,for Dh-ision 1 on a limited basis, such I board of directors, said·.the_board_:
students is sci grcat;iftlim:s
as Johns· Hopkins! in lacrosse· and ~ didn't takc·any·action' to change rec-,
thats offui:d SO!J)ewhcie .clse, )00 feel Colorado College in hockr:)•. .. _
.· ommcndatio_ns, made Sunday by the·
ioo; j~u'~iat ·:a:·~~tigc,':; N~ ; NCAA_. pn:sidcnt . Myles - Brand· management council. He added that ..
saici .. :--~-: i.':-.:, :-'" >: -'~ ~•-~·-' ·. '.
sat.in ~ri thc_~on.andc:tlli;d~the.; pn:sidents, and. athletic_: dircctors ..arc'
• ·. ;~Yitt!1o:is);,emg'.$~•afig\tate, ifnision's aca:ptancc of reform legisla- informally discussing the possibility of
a }'?l!flg ~-=. go ~ some- ~on a ~majllrnin,7--... ~ ·-::- .
_ .. a pennancnt move to 12 rcgular-=son
!\-}# else, ,\-iictJ:tej.it beat·~~ : Brandwassurprucdandriotcntirc-. footballgamcs. . .
.school ·or:a·Diyision.Il'school'fm'.the lythrillcd to wake up to a full-p:igc ad
"We want to be •'Cl)' careful about
NCAA):\Vc_do}ji'C.Sf1;1'\f¥ief.thathm on the back of USA Todays 'sports . that;Hemcnways:uci
,
:
gimpcn:~t.ili.~Il ~'Cli•'-\};f:
sci:tiori in ,vhich G.ittiviy blimed the
"\Ve'rc not so ·sure thats in t!ic be.st
' - : ~ t s ' 9f•~c~#,li~[noted NCAA for not helping to arrange intcrcstofourstudcnt-athlctcs."
.
that'74'.pai:6it.;of.'the!°students at an·. _I.SU-USC· football· showdown · · The Exerutn'C Committee of the.
Dh-jsion~ill ~liJ~~ie"iii;:four after the Noki:i Sugar Bowl Gateway· fullmcmbcrshipdecidcdl\'Iondaynight:
ycm. ··: ..
~
had offered S30 million to settle the 'torctumcliscussionofm~backthe_
3-pointlinc in men's basketball.to.the
"We thought it\~-a.-_dre:~ thing national championship debate. .
to~dq in_.:.)igh(oT,.~e.~cnt
Brand· on :Monday i:q,eated that rules comm:ttce. Chairman Carol
~.in!l\'Ctcll\':IN'nf>~,:~D.ick the Bm~1 Championship Series is the Cartwright, prcsi00:f .of ~t.S:3J:C,
$trockbin~ atliletit: ifu~r at UD.:md domain of the college presidents and said the rommittcc w.111ts · the same
~)l_!emW,pfthc:dn~q!l.m#'~t calledtheac!a"cynicalpublidtystunt." . dist:mcc·in:all three divisior~.i#d
council ,th:it·rup~.--µii:)l~
·Gateway or whOC\'Cf wrote. that of tcnt:10\'C plans to mm'C it from 19
"The kids arc there 'to !,"Ct thcir'_cduct~ ad is misinformed,": he saici 1bcrc. is • feet, 9 inches to 20 feet, 6 iru:hes only
iion_and£1;1'out.~. --;~·-:~-:;: ::
no~ ~ere t!u.t_~~ mm'C highci: -~D~isionl.'Ibccarlicstthat':i!e.1\n~
• Dhision · !JI itj,~tativcs also educ:.tion."
nmv can be mo.,.ed is 2005~.. , .

r~~t~iP~~§J~i

6:;1i..
"":-;:;, :...~~efildeir,'i9.94~anc:isnewer!i?~:,
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SPORTS

··1 ijturday

:SWntMING.

.

'

ON .THE AIR TONIGHT

.fQ~vi;~m..,:~~~;!""'tz'"'~hr:1""•;-"'":~..,,1~...}~...):;""'~~~-\:"",t:...,i-·-~;'"'G....~/-~~-:i+-i~-~~-.'.-:~-~~:·t-_.,~.-.
. : , 6 p.m: · -. Virginia vs. Ceorgia Tech :... ESPNl
· 8 p.m.

'. .

.

.·

Louisville vs. East Carolina - ESPNl

· ~c~~tx-:1>t"'::t }':::,:;:::,'';t_~f-.r::A112,t·;:_~-:1;:;;i~~%~:~~t:#<I
1

7 p.m.

Columbus @SL Louis - Fox Sports Midwest.·,

a p.m.

Dallas @ Colorado - ESPN

~~~·-

[ri<f~pX
No games televised loally

-

.·. .

'

.·~ ..

_: t-r1:S:Mvt1isr~ijoJN.~¾;~f ?~etl~sfleatters}0#J :_
Men's Basketball
_. .
M V C Overall
·.·;·~--. L

o·

W

L.

· · · ... ~

\:-~r. school

. PPG

··:-cilbert,Bradley

·20.2.

.- _

le~s. unnc4s;"i'4':,•_~;·.&;~

o

._.: ~77~~~~:: ?~.~:~ /~~~:~~~\-~;,:,}f•::11 - •. Creighton •

• 4_. .

12

. ~~;,t.z,2 : , ~ ~

_·

Amold,lllinoisSt. ·_:

.

·1s.4

.• •·.~;:~'";:,J~~i:,.,,=•t'•~··
:-~~:~~[al. .

~=~¾~.·.

·n:<•,;::;_a~~Till·,, _P!~r.School

E>'IM'<l11e

,· •. J

. 2

0

10

..

~~3.S~-0~ J4~f;;.;0'&] ·.,

..~o~::re: ~~~:ed

. Wednesday's results:
_
: Creighton at Northern Iowa
· v.o:.cf~;,, St. at Bradley
-· ,·.1:t:a..;3 St. at Drake
. · t.', .,, .;ville at S. tllinois

. ' ..
<:' .·;

·.Schneiderman.UNI

;·_JGit~;liNP~::};/,~;i~ftr~ 15.7)l" ·
~- 5?:rnmeM11~ Bradley_:_;

< ; :6.9_ ·

.-.Am~
·• ~ r , School.

,· RPG

·'.'.Holinan,.Widi~Sl · .,_

,5.4"

. fi§z.,er, ~h;11e!h:{•:½·,!,?}f,;53J

~

... _,

•.

.
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_. .on the·· ·

East coast
Local pop--punk rockers ·
The Copyrights.headE~~ ::-:
. for a strinfofshows · -...
story by JARED DUBACH

W

.

.

IIMAHDA Wlllnocx

.

-. DAILY EGmwl

Copyrights lead vocalist Adam Fletcher'performs a cover song during the group's show at the Hangar 9 ...
Jan. 8. The band is currently on tour playing dates in Indiana, Ohio, New York and other Eastern states.

hcther they percci\'e it as a sort of
\'2ation, or like school (a job, only one band or another.
.
:~ on· drums;:
later left the group, forcing
no pay), local pop-punkcrs The
Clifford, Fletcher :ind McNeill were at_one ;_ McNe~ to_ reclaim his position as drummer.
CoP)rights ha-.-i: readily tikcn on the task· of . time part of the long-running, ever-popular,'.· Clifford then stepped in to fill out the group
booking and performing full-scale" tours· in the· multi-layered punk quartet, Moloko Plus.·_ on second guitar.
been that way for more
past.
.
The group later ch:uigcd its name to Last:. than a year now. . ·:
·.
_ .
This winter is no different as. the group Laugh due to another group actual!)'. having
The el!d result, which can be hem! on
heads East to Indiana, Ohio, Massachu,ens, CoP)-rig~ted the name Moloko Plus.
· their album, "\Ve Didn't Come Here To
New York, Connecticut, Maryl~d and_ South
E\'Cntually Fletcher "'.25 offered a lead-_•. Die; is mainly Ramoncs·esque, but also has
Carolina. The: loal quartet plans on wrapping · ing role: in the: former Delaware-based punk'.• tinges of early Green Day, Scti:c:ching Wc:ud,
the: tour up with a homecoming show· at 10 group, The Reaction. Last Laugh kept going, : Rivc:rdalc:s and Groovic: Ghoulics. The: group .
p.m.January 29 at Hangar 9.
·
· •
.while McNeill and Fletcher talkc:d. abo_UL • has mostaptlydc:scribed their sound as lighter
Over the years, The Copyrights have .. forming another group that was more basic•, "and peppier than they were in Last Laugh.
m:m~gcd to endure in a music scene in wliich than what they'd been pla)ing.
· - : :: · . Popular rock magazines such as Amp. and
"I really wanted to play stuff that was a lot.- Maximum Rock 'r;,.' Roll gave: the group favor-.
their genre - punk - has become: a mere
shadow of what it might have once bc:eri. like: The Ramones,• McNeill said.
able rc\icws after the: release of "We: Didn't·
Guimists Brett Hunter and Ken Cliffo~.
When Fletcher returned, Last Laugh· Come: Herc To Die.; Even though this sort of
bassist/vocalist Adam Fletcher and drum· officially disbanded and The: Copyright~ positive: press may seem imp~sive to some,
mer Luke McNeill ha\'C been invol\'Cd in the were born, originally with McNeill on gujtar
· · ·
_ Carbondale music scene for m-i:ral )=r5. in and foi:ner Fighting 407 member Jake:_ ,Pfaff ·
.:::
Copyrights, page 14

faff

h's

s_ee

After completing
their winter tour;.
The Copyrights will
perform a homecoffl".
Ing show at 10 p.m.
Janua,y 29 at Hangar
!J on the Strip. For .
tour;. blo

and mer-

d:andlse Info on The
Copyrights, go to

www.lnsubordlnation
records.com.
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50¢ off ANY
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li:cNW0.-1I.ifBiJ'~·~=-.-.::,_2::..2x-,~ ®
•
:-~-7~~-7,L.,.,@tOO'~-r:Aerlfuit
@
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Open Monday• Saturday from 7:00am to 2:00pm ·
Sunday, from 8:00am ta 2:00pm

• From the Cover: Celebrity Body Parts

Call For carry autl • (618) 351 ·9897

Exp. 2~ I 5

c__,'::~~on1y.

5

Some extremetles and appendages ore just too eye•
catching to Ignore. Which Is why from .Llo's booty to
the lord of the Donce's legs, no famous feature Is too
revealing for l~ronci:i companies to lock up for life.

.

CD review: Phantom Planet

The new releose from the rising stars behind the hit
theme of fox's breakout show "The o.c.• go under the
• microscope with Pulse music critic Amondo Whitlock. .

.-

6

'

.

· · /· · ·. ··· i

' ··

. :·•::~ · · ·

Mungo Je~'s rings
in fourth anniversary

· •· · i:ht\f~[

.

The fot Cot Cofe remlr.lsces about the post and prepores for the futvre with a revamped events calendar
and new hours of operation.

13

• 'Big Fish' and 'Chasing liberty'

Pulse film critics Geoffrey Altter and Andy Horonzv dis•
sect the lotest ldlosyncrotlc adventure from directo Tim
Burton and the newly released mushfest starring M::indy
Moore •

..,-.:~1ncense,•C;1nd!e;h,:&:ry~t~~~~~/::: :<·
~

._. ., \~:spec1a(t:,;,n,1~--~- ~•:•·- s~-~est~~
687-5135 • 1337 Walnut• Murphysboro W. on 13
Just outside C'dale • Tuesday - Saturday 11-6 PM

'Mut>~<5 J ~rey's
. ttJt C~t

Ct7t~'"-

GRAND_ R~"OPEN,ING
'Saturday jin. frth
. i.,,.
-:= .·.
MUS\C \,;.
6pm-midnight
·

Alan

Edmonson
Come· ee~tlhrgttl our 2Jth 'Birthd?Y

:: · ·· Stop in and see what's 11ew!
Come fo relax and taste one of our homemade entrees
or deiicious beverages· in our newly
c:. redecorat~d resta~rant.
·

®
A
-,\I-

·
,
music
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•Last Call: The Copyrights head
out on tour

The local pop punk favorites and Insubordination
· Records artists talk about heading for a two-week tour, .
the success of their first full-length album, and testing
out material from their upcoming untitled release.
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Trying our patience .
. Hl"n: we go again. Jusi: when you thought
it was over, n= comes proving it ain't.
Ex·l\lr. Britney Spean, otherwise known
· as Jason Allen Alexander, is apparently not
happy with his 15 minutes of fame: The 22ycar·old former high school football star from
a small town in Louisiana wants more.
l\lS~.mC.com's •The Scoop• reports
that the kid has hired high-powered sports
PR agent Ira Raincss. (He's the dude who
rcpon;dl! consulted Tom Cruise on •Jerry
1'faguire.)
· ....
So wht docs the guy want? For starten, he's fielding an offer of Sl million from
•Access Hollywood• for the videotape of his
wedding to Brit.
·

...-

.

Early Bird Special

Tan ~efore 2pm receive
$2 off any single session.
8:iy a package, receive
1st tan FREE.
Offer Limited runt Orfy:

Sometimes,
wanJ
where<

you·
to go .
~verybody knpw~ XC?Yf
.schooLnam,~.;·:·· ;,. ~,

Poge3

PUNCH THE

KEYS!

begins·:...
"Please Kill. ~1~• .dC\~tees, . do . ncit. dcsrair
the misadventuret of Pulse icon Jared
Dubach have not been replaced, but· merely
moved to Page ??------- for this issue so that
DAII.Y EG\'PTIAS Pulse ,readers can know what
to expect this semester.
.
As your nC\V entertainment editor.' is my ·
responsibility to make sure you, the r..adeis, get ·
everything you· need to know about the':Jocal
entertainment scene.
·
In the past, the Pulse has c:irricd a reputation
as the most comprehensh-c entertainment publication in Southern Illinois.
.
Sadly, and due to a combination of factors, a
so-to fall semester has dented that once-\-cnerable reputation.
\Ve at the Pulse realize that CarbumWe will
probably never be mistaken for an entert.•..nment •
· mecca, but there is more than plenty to do to kill:, .
time in Little Egypt.
As a community and regional entertainment
guide, the Puls~ has an opportunity larger publications such as Rolling Stone and Spin :irc:·not': yr, •
often afforded - interaction with our readers.
Reader feedback is something that should be
valued, not ignored, and with that in mind the
P~se will be undergoi_ng a ,small-~<; ,rc_novation
this semester. . . . .,., :.,:... : .
. •:.• : ~:.:
My philosophy is that if Ruben Studdard can
score a Grammy nomination and Eminem can
r,ike home an Oscar, why can't the:Pulse:appcal
to a broader range of readers?
· · ·' ·
·
• One obvious reason why many ha\'C become
hesitant to pick up our paper is they have no idea
" .,
what they arc getting.
A problem that has consistently plagued this
paper in the past is ~hat a sr:.wling layou!_has
left readerc in the dark about what to expect
·week in and week out.
·
Brady sacked by ADC
.
To remedy this, our design staff will be
, Smooth-tongued, SW.\-dy lundsome
introducing a new magazine-style format and W.l)ne Bruly is getting booted offABC-TV's
a revamped visual appearance · along with an airways, the Hollywood Reporter sa~
expanded C\-cnts calendar. ·
The reason? YDIL Yc,h, thats right, by
Also; we will be moving away from relying on not watching orrbe \ Vil)ne Brady Shaw,• you
wire sen:ices as a news1,"athering,source because. helped gn-c it a lowly 1.0 rating :lus SC-"50n,
who really wants to read about how the lead_ · forcing its 5>ndicator, Buena V1St.. Td~ision,
singer of the Crash Test Dummies is enjo;ing to cand the daytime talker. Feel ashamed,
his band's artistic independence?
,-ccy ashamed. Especially considai!!if"ihls:
In addition to an o,-crhaul in presentation, a · factoid: The show won two Emmy Awiids
shift in content is also in the works. ·
,
this;=. for best talk show and best talk s(1ow
Carbondale has nC\'Cr been lacking in con- host.
·
certs, theatre presentations, dance recitals, art.
In a show of :-c:tlly bad taste, Buena V ISta
galleries, etc.~ ~l!t many of these cvcnti: often go'; will n:pl:ia: Bruly's show. milr-:i-talJcr'io
ignored or unexplored.
· ·
be hosted by monosyllabic tap dancer Tony
Some of this semester's.highlights will be· . D.tn2:.1..Dro!y's _show is scheduled to ~ni!.'1
the Big Muddy Furn Festival;• the •Love at the •: out· the rest c,fits =nd sc:=n licfore biting
Glove• art exhibit anJ the annual Spring Thing, the !!ust.
•
i
··· .
just to -n:unc a fCV1.-"
But larger-scale events such as the Gramm;-s •'. Jackson or. the silvers~n-- ·;,
and the Academy Awards will also grace the
Truly_ outlam!:sh motion~picrure: n,;ws
pages of the Pulse because we understand reader comes iiu. rq:,ort"tharMichaclJ~n, who
inrercst often !Xcnds beyond the borders of fucsprosccutionforalkgcdchildmolcstation,
Southern Illinois.
, _: ·: ·
· .
.
: \\ill star in a tli:k about 30 bcauty-P3gc:utt
Of coune; no one on our ~,aff claims to be :in con~tants stranc!cd on a desert island, where
entcrtilinmcnt expert (after all, \\'c're just college(°' they find Noah's Ark : ....
.
..
stud~nfs like most of you), but our hope is that_ ·. ·. Say wh:!.t? In •r.fus Cast A~..y; wh:ch is
our interest in what we do will be evident. in what slated for an April rc1easc, .r.1J will sf,-~ tl-.c
hitnlu:ncwsstandseachThursday. '
sc=n-with su.h notible:thr;spwii ~ "Joe
Our job: u entertainment reporters is to keep Millionaire's" Enn Miriott. B-mmie staple
our readers informed C?f what's happening in this. . Eric Rol>crts, and the very fi.ngcttable Charlie .
community, but we are _nnt a public relations-~ Schlatter ("Police Acidcrnyj. According to ·
firm.
.
....· .· •. . · ..
· •.
•. .
• , : dmctor 'Bryan lt-Iichad Stoller, Jackson plil)-s
· , ~ur Job is n_cit' to si~plyfill _th~ p~~ of'~ur ·: Agent l\lj, w~'s sentto ilie island byth~pope
publication. . · ' · , '. : ·
·. , • • • , > . ,
to dispense wisdom to ,the castaways•. · ..
. · le is to fill it with ·.vh:lt yoa actuallyW2r1fto 1:i.'·:·~Michad's g o t ~ sense C?f°711uinort

it

Ndffies
in the,
news··:
~

0

•

•

•

•

:

•

,

'.;

:

s~~andw.c.~onlydo . tha·t· mth.your_ t:elp:;·.-·.~,:-~~:1°to.·.ld~Ne!4}'~..••_·,:N.-~_add.~:
.. ~Becausew1thoutvou,aftcrall,wewouldnrbc-~ mi,·,lio::s ~icthcr Its neg~ll\'C'.or
'ru-.:e.u1thc.fu.s.t.f~:.-•~ •.-: ••.:~:.:u:.i~;-~~pg..iti.:c.~...;. •..:.;.;~...::....;..~:;~.~:
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Anybody recognize
this guy?

.

A thief broke into a business in Dal\W1,

~~:=:a~g~i~

r!i~:n~~~~
machine. . . .
.
111 be ba~J promise ·

l-~

.

l,
1.c,u;t,;;me
get ~:ne action fro m
the back secti.on /
'rieed

wJ

body

Mer filling his mciiorbt'ke with gas at a
roadside statioo in Cambodia, a man realized he d'idn't ha-.-e the SI.SO price. so he
left his 7-year-old nephew as collateral and
w.ved to return with payment That was
two years a~ 1he c.kl lady who runs the

=
IS

r ~ the duld as her lll'Vfl

rocking not perfectio~ / Let_. your
back k'le _flip but don't slip a disc
/. Let your spine unwind just take
a risk

''

... -

You11 n~J~r catch
me~v/nam!
man s:ale a Salvation Ami) ~tion pot

A

from a disabled \Wrl\all in Tr.P'.SOO, Ariz.,

. ~:,5~~%:t~lhe
: arrested." :
. ..
' .

~· ~ ·-.
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SIRSS dinner theater to raise funds
L
~e_:o_h_W_m_1a_rrur
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,A11.

·v Vv -

F'V!se o-:sistont ed,tor

_

A man and woman have known each other
for almost their entire fo·es.
Each letter theywritC:. to each other exposes
their innermost thoughts about their friendship, along with the lingering possibility that
there may be more to their relationship.
Listening in on the lovers' story is the
concept of the play "Love Letters,• which
will be the: entertainment at Southern Illinois
Region:tl Social Services' third annual dinner
theater Saturday evening at the Carbondale
Ci,ic Center. Proceeds from the e\"cnt will go
tnw.ird SIRSS programs and operating costs.
Execucve assistant Cindy l\laples said the
primary relson for the dinner theater is to
generate funds and let the community kMw
about SIRSS services.·
"It's a good way to raise·moncy and helps
raise awareness of what we do here," l\laples
said.
Written by A.R. Gurney, ~Lo,-c Letters"

chronicles the lifellckets are $600 for
long friendship of table sponsors, $400
for a table for 8 and
Andrew l\lakepeace
$50 for lndr.-iduals. ·
Ladd Ill and Melissa For more Information
Gardner, using only or to purchase tickets,
the letters between contact Clncfy Map!~
at 457-6701 ext. 259.
them to tell their
story.
The cast includes John A. Lo;an professor
Stan Hale as Ladd and Debra Chapman as
Gardner. Hale is also the: director of the: play
and produced last year's dinner theater.
·
"Lo\"e Letters" has been performed in New
York and by thousands of professional and
amateur actors throughout the nation. Time
magazine said the play was •Gurneys finest
work," while USA Toda)' called it a •miniepic:The play was also recently performed at
John A. Logan Ccllcgc.
Along \\ith the theater production, the
dinner portion of the C\-Cnt will be catered
by Heartland. The scheduled guest speaker
is SIU head f.Mb,ill coach Jerry Kill. :Maples
said Kill's coar:h:ng cxperien_ce paralleled

Aries (March 21 - April 19)

Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22)
No matter how many zits you have on your
ass, somebody wants it.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)

Virgo (Aug. l3 - Se.pL 22)
This is one of those moments when you
look around and see everythin!! as if you're
looking upon it for the very first time, and also,
you're.:lnmk.

Hooking up with that dude you met before
break is kinda like when you fart in the shower
- it seemed like a good idea at the time, but
now it really stinks. Be smarter next time.
If you sit in the third row of Lawson 131 and
your desk is sticky, move one chair to the right.
Trust me.

Gemini (May 21 - June 21)

When is your horoscope not a horoscope?
\'Vhen it turns into ~ driveway.
Cancer (June 22 - July 22)
Maraschino cherries? ~enously, come on.

Libra {SepL 23 - OcL 23)
Put -lown the newspaper, honey. The profes•

sor is asking you a question.
·.
Scorpio (OcL 24 - Nov. 21)
It's been a stressful week and you could
really use a night out. Go ahead, get your af!W

SIRSS.
"We feel he would be a really good speaker
for us, because he has had a really good year in
the face of a lot of adversaries," she said. "For
[SIRSS], that is how we feel about this place.
\Ve have tt> deal \\ith a lot of tough issues.
Given that, ,vc felt that he was pcrf~ct.~
Begun in 1960, SIRS!i provides several
seniccs, including Big Hrothers, Big Sisters,
adult counseling nnd I psychiatric. sc.-vi~es
among others, in addition to sening over
2,500 people annually.
.
A rafile ,vinner will also be announced at
the C\'Cnt. The prize: is a paid weekend trip to
St. Louis, which includes an C\-cning at the
Fox Theatre. Tickets for the raffle arc on sale
now and will continue to be sold during the
C\·:nt.
.
Though the dinner tLcatc:r is vast
approaching, Maples said SIRSS is still selling tickets to the e,-cnt.
"There arc still scats available for those
.,;ho want to come: and join in on the celebration," she said.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) ,

Write a poem. It will either get you laid or
severely beaten.
.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
'lhings are pretty sh•tty right now aren't
they7 That's really too bad - glad I'm not you.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) ·

I don't care if he wears aotthless leather
C::lt~~_if he keeps pushing you around, he's

Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)

·

Take care of that itching sensation. They
have soaps for .that.
Disdalmer: Amani Sulemani and Ralphie

~i~~~ ::~°'~~~~'~i:~ i;::n~!~~ :~~~~~
:a~k ~~i~:ekad:: ~~~ ~~dt~~ck:1;. i,!~k tainn,ent
purposes .,,tly.
1

to the aib.

IAfflMfflffl991WtfflaJI
Broken Grass to play
Hangar 9 Friday .

The loc.al bluegrass act will bring their rmlocfic,
old-tirne sound to Hangar 9 at 10 p.m. Frid.Jy. The
show will be t.'ie group's nex::-to-List performance
with guitarist Adam Kaamarcl1, who is leaving the·
group at the end of their airrent tour. The three-

l:!rim~:-~~~!:s=~:~~~

Among the artists the band has shared the stage
with are Moe. Keller Wilraams, Neal McCoy, Daw
Mason, The Hackensaw Boys and Jaa Mandofin
Project '
.
.

Jackhead Band to perfonn
back-to-back shows at PK's

Carbondale-based insurgent Americana rockers,
the Jackhead Band. wiil make a two-night stop at
PK's this weekend with a pair of 10 p.m. shO'M
Friday and Satur~. The blue-collar band has spent
th
~ ~ r i~~~ ~~~~e:;~
area act Earl on occasion. The country and blues
inffuenced group also recorded their sea>nd album
at Misundeistudio in Murphysbo_ro in 2002.

~r~r~,th~

Big Muddy Independent
Media Center hosting film
showing at Hangar 9
As part of the Rex Your Rights Foundation, a
nonprofit educational organization, "Busted: A
Citizen's Guide to Surviving Porice Encounters" wiO
be saeened 9 pm Sunday at Hangar 9..The instructional film gives tips on how citizens can porrtelv
and effectively assert themselves whe11 deafing with
law enforcement. A raffle will be held along with
the film, with proceeds going to the Drug Reform
Coordination Networlc, the Manjuana Poficy Project
an~ the Big Muddy IMC.

Opera star to retum
to Southern Illinois
for matinee

tafen~J>-1~~~~::t.7~~g:

concert filled with the songs from her time spent
with the Metropofitan Opera National Company at
7:30 p.m. Jan. 31 in O'Neil Aucfrtorium at John A.

~~iw~i~~~=t<:l~"fur~!,t=~:

year, who will be accompanied by her longtime collaborator and composer/arranger, Jason Carr. · · .
.

.

Mike and Joe to headline
Copper Dragon yet again
Carbondale cover band favorite Mt'ke and Joe
will once. more make the trek from Indianapolis,
Ind, to the Copper Dragon at 10:30 p.m. Saturday
where · they will perform material ranging from
Dave Matthews,. Pearl Jam. R.E.M. and others. The
voc..1-based alternative rockers are no strangers to
Carbondale. v.taere they have gained a 01lt following
since their first show appearance back in 1999.

Co
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Roor BEER sAltioN

. PEEL & FAT, SHRL\tP, SHRIMP C00.1AIL, ,
. Sf..\FOOD CRO~. LOBSTER BISQUE,·, ·
CRAWFISH, BACON WRAPPED SHRIMP,
CAJUN CATFISH, CAJUN, MAPLE &PEPPERFD
S1{0KED SAi.MON, SEAFOOD GlThIBO AfSO
MANY OTHER MENU ITEMS FOR THE ¥f.AT .
F.ATERS, VEGITARIANS & WI{ CARB CROWD
.J~. l7TII &18TH 11:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M•.

ALTO PASS,IIr.
618~893~1634 .,.

Video gamefeviews ~Q pg.1, :
·what more ·cooId vcx, ask fcx?. ·

.;;;;D.;.;.Al=LY;;...;E=o=YPT;;..;,.;;.IA:.;.;N_
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chew? And Jennifer Lopez?
not. C\"Ctl too.
sure who the 1tdl she is, to be honest."
Moon: isn't alone in questioning the sanity of
· J-Lo's rumored policy.
· · .·.
:
Last month, world-&.mous wine ti.Ster Angela
Mount insurcd her distinguished tistc buds for
S17 million and th.:n prompdyblastcd the media
magnet's belicvcd booty claim. Mount told the
London l\Iirror ~c ,-.ilidity of Lopez's policy pales
in comparison to her awn. .
"My bSte buds an: ,foil to my job bec:mse I
sample thousands ofdiJrercnt wines a y= for both
quality control purposes and to fir.d new wines to
sell," Mount said. "I will now definitely be :ible to
say that I 113\-c c:xpmsivc taste."
While Mount obviouslyw.is iikcd by tneJ•Lo
rumors, Moore, on the other hand, is part of a
sc!cct group of those who !m"Ctl't been impacted
by the recent "Jenny from the Block" media blitz.
: F.\'Cn Carboncble has seen its fair share of
Str.u\,W: insur.ma: policies. Though !-.c 0 has )'Ct
to insure an extremity or an appendage. Moore
has fielded some curious requests from SIUC ·

ove~e;

How J--L</$ bootylicious rurrip_andqther
world--fcimous ·celebrity ·body ·parts have .
captured t~e hearts of insura~ce·agencies

students."

.

. :,-
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IBl,i4!00&ii~I
lhe Pulse looks at carbonda.le's
own local. celebrities, who possess
a single trait .inherent .to their
characteristics ·and recognizability.
Listed are: ·some local figures and
what they should insure:
·

Matt.

Painter, SIU
Head Men's
Basketball
·co·adi- Hair

Reasoning: With
a slick backed 'do that
more than resembles
that of former UOA
men's
baskLtball
coach Steve Lavin. the newly appointed
Painter has nearly perfected the art of the
illlll\d=lastered head.
Su
Value: Painter puns down
$180,000 a year as the headman for the
Salukis. so it only seems fitting that his
flawless coif sr.ould be worth the same

"l\-c r.:-.-cr done anything like someone's rear
mJ," he said. "But, because of the Univcrsiq; I
have done &irly uncommon. things like insure CU"S
· in Nepal. or I once insured a home in Amaic:an
amount.;
·
·
story by ANDY HOR?NZY~ ·
Samoa."
.
Moore's closest insurance brush with a limb or
incc the d'.nmof timc-orat lczt the ·then-bank-busting SI million. I..cnnon and com· member cune a few yors back, when he W2S
Walter
end ofthe silent film cra-cdcbritiC! p:my opened the door to a whole new realm of . :isked to insure the ln"CS of a pair of sn:ikcs.
of one medium or another 113\-c been . cntcrtaincrs,and manywm:all too c:igcrtocntc:
But•C\-cn that pales in comparison to
Wendler,
&.mously linked to a =tiin body part
. Musicians - most not:ll!IY Liba-.icc. French insuring one's legs. lips or brc:ists, which often
SIUC
that captured the eyes, hearts and pianist Richanl C:laydcrman and Rolling Stones become inst:mt tibloid fodder.
.
Chancellor
libido of :rudienccs C\U)whcrc. 1
guitarist Keith Richards - all wmt on to insure
Perhaps the ,uid of cdcbritics in the
Whether it's the million-dollar their hands for \':lllOUS amounts, lending crcdibil- Southern Illinois region is to blame for the
-Mustache
kgs of 19-IOs. film icon Betty Gr:ible or the SC\"Cfl• ity to the trend that still holds up tocby.
. lack oflocal star cases, but l\loon: isn't rcidy to
Reasoning: lhe
figure pipes ofBrucc Springsteen, there scans no
While Moore said he is r:ot )'Ct CO!l\inced the rule out the possibility. '
.
former architect is
approach' his third
limit to the dollar signs de\'Ottd to. insuring me absoibcnt figures of the policies :ire suit:iblc, he
"l\-c been here since 19i8, and f\-c =-er
year as '1e leader
prominent pieces of the stars.
· .. · ' . '. ·
docs endorse certain~
seen anything quit: like [body part insurance];
of the Carbondale
But some figures arc so stupcf)irig they stump
."I don't know if Ucnnifcr Lopez's] butt is he said.."But there's nota whole lot of celebrities
cam()US and his neatly groomed facial hair
C\-cn those in the insurance business.. , . , ..
worth that, but somconc who truly has a talent around here, so whos to 5a); really?"
has thus far been at the center of some of
SlUCs biggest news stories;
Jennifer Lopez scans to own the buzz·rriak· like a pianist or musician docs 113\-c a point,"
· P.lU1 G. Rcsti\"o, an 2gtnt with Golden Rn1c
Suggested Value: Tom SeDeck more
ing buttocks of the moment, \\ith SC\-cral rca:nt • l\ loon: said. "His hands or her hands arc his or Insurance in Benton, agrees with l\ loon: that there
than r.iised eyebrows when he bid aaieu
reports cbiming she took out a SSOO million policy her ln-clihood, and if you lose a fingo; you're out • is a lack of c.-Jcbritics in Southern Illinois, but he
to his Magnum PJ. mustache. and a deanon och check of her much-celebrated postcrioi;
ofbusincss.
.
knows first.ha'.ld how important it can be fur an
shaven Wendler would surely ericit a similar
"That's anincrcdibly,-.unrump roast ifyou ask
: 1bosc kinds of things arc legitimate, but butt cntcminerto insure his orherln-dihood.
response. We'D ~ SS0:000. _
.
me," ~ Brent Moore, an 2gtnt at Consolidated
··
Rcstivo's son-in-law is countty music star
InsuranccAgcncyof~~I can'timagine
··- ' :v·o·'u'r·e ... Thelmkllnetlobriry
D.nid Lee Murph); the 2ltist behind such hits '
Brad Cole',:
anyone's bottom being worth that much.~., · ·'
· ·
. suirdom h to bKll up
as "P.uty Crow,:r and "Dust on the Bottle," :md
Rcprcscntatr.'CS for Lopez insist no such claim
·
th• SW1 asHIS ·
Rcstr.u said he thinks it would be \\isc for his
carbondale '
w.isC\-crfilcd,but thepossibilitythatitcould 113\,:
SO _m_one • ~.::S';!:i::='cy. &.mous relative to add his VOC2l cords to the list
Mayor
has triggcrod both media and insur..ncc :agency
that stm
of cdcbritics.
interest in the &.moos £can= of entertainment
"I think that's a good idea, cspcciallj' !t'.(% its
-Teeth
idols. .
.
.
someone's li\"clihood,• Rcstr.u said. "If you wm: a
Reasoning:
lhe
fonner
The New York I\,st C\'Cll \\"Cnt so fu as· to
bus elm-er and lost a hind - you're out of a job.
Undergraduate
• estimate the policy ori the 34-)-car-old "Gigli" star,
So how much is that hind worth?".
· ·
Student Government
if divided in sections, would weigh out to around
While insur.mce 2gtnts like Moore ar.d
president and 14-year .
S825 million per pound.
~Wl~~1a
Rcstr.u can 5>mpathm: \\ith those insuring their
Carbondale resident
,. ~
And though she lll2)' 113\-c the most publicizal
bodies for the me of their profession, many pun- .. · has flashed his trade<:·~.
mark grin for many a
•
bump in the business and largest.celebrity prcmi·
dits 113\,: denouncxd celebrities who insure their
photo during his fnt year at the helm.
um,J·Lo is catainly not the first to raise eyebrows
"moneynukcrs" as shallow or conceited.
SUggested Value:~ his imiting grin.
by protecting her, uh, assets.
.
But as long as stars keep building buzz through
Cole is aiming to revitalize the dC1M1town
In bet, according to Alan J. Levin, a partner at
their bodies, how can insurance companies rum
area and local businesses, and. with a
$100,000 insurance porq he should have
&!wards &Angell. ll.P in Coral G:iblcs, Fla., the
them dmm?
no problem flashing a S1T11le.
·
peculiar trend d;ucs back all the way to the 1920s.
Dolly Parton wrote one of the last half.
Lc-.in said silent movie star Ben Turpin is beliC\ul
cennuy's biggest hits, Whitney Houston's "I Will
to be the first celebrity to take the policy plunge,
AhvaysLCJ\-cYou,")-ctsheisstillbcstknO',mas r-'----:;;;-,-..;;...,
Darren·
insuring his &.mously crossed C)'CS for S20,<XX), in
the ditsy blonde with the 42-inch chest.
C1SC they would C\"Cr unaoss.
"I guess it just depends on what you're
Brooks,
"Back then that was considcrcd an cxtmncly
&.mous for," Rcstr.u said. "Dolly P.uton's probSaluki Guard
odd thing to do," Levin said. "But if someone
:ihly the No. 1 breasted woman in Hollywood
-Arms
\\'Cl'C to do it to<b); no one would prob:ibly C\"Cn
and ifyou take that =t, she's just like W)OOC
Reasoning: lhe
bat an C)'C."
; · ' .
else." ,
.
spider-like • r.mbs of
· NC\-crthclcss, Turpin's •eccentric ind~ty
J·Lo lll2)' possess an C\"Cn more f.unous
this Saluki slasher
spum:d a slew of other quasi-cclcbrirics to hop
"asset" than &ton, but she also owns the
have already set a
on the bandw.igon, bcginning\\ith Han,:y UJ\\'C,
distinction of being the only entertainer to
school · record with
,
.
eight steak in this
\\inner of the first World Yo-Yo Contest in 1934.
C\"Cr hold the top spot on the box-office and
• · · . . • · · · : season's MVC O{>ef!er
Mer his triumph, LcM-c had his hands insurcd by
' Billboard charts in the same week. . ' : · at Drake and are threatening the singleYet her name \\ill fomu be Jinked to "the
the Chccrie Yo-Yo Company for a cool S150,000,
seascn marlc.
cffcctivcly upping the ante en the insurance
d=" she ,\ure to dJC 200) Gt.unmy Awmls.
· ~ Value: 1he NMs minimum
~Feet
"I can stillrcmcmbcr:ill thewaybacktoBctty
But it w.isn't until the lk:ulcs :urnul on the
'scene in the 1960s that the E,tUwing trend began
~ O,arlie Chaplin
Gr:iblc in the '40s," Moore said.
· .
entm !tis ll3l11C for the draft the loUcMing
to rock the mainstrcun.
·
. sIso,ooo
"So who's. to s:.y how fur it'll go and when
season. We'D insure him for SS00,000 just
On .their first Amaic:an tour, the l..ivcrprol
· it'll stop? Not anytime soon, from the looks of
for good ~
legends insured ~'CS - all four- for a
Tlll'PJ Cllousl--~v EGw:wf --~~ • : . • · · .. ·
·• · .1

yl

~=much.

=

=

2
B~ =1::00~ ~~~

Joel·:
•Sainbursky, ·
Egon Ronay - Taste Buds
snagged the hearts ~h waiter, a ~ mogu~ ~ ~
for Sl.58 ITUh prior' to her
a dioreographer and Lany Gigli. . · ·
• European tour in the summer of 2002.
. ;: ,'. lhey say: Britain's preeminent food critic has '.
We say: Angela Bassett spent months in the
gone to great lengths to ensure his job security,
gym in order to emulate Tma Tu:net's lithe physecuring a S250,000 polity for his delectable mon- . _ Vocal Cords · ,,
sique for 1993's "\¼at's Love Got to Do with It"
~~ •· "11at's n~? Simon Cowell ,.,,,_
lhey, say: lhe ~ believes his platinum- and scored an Oscar nomination as a result. but
. . hting i;i[~r.cious observations?.
. . -_r, ., selling ptpes are worth a cool S6 milfion.
. . Angie's got nothlng on the original Proud Mary.•
'ng
• .· I
. •
.
.
'
.
We say: At fnt glance S6 million looks a bit
Breasts .· :
Lopez 'pricey for ~ set of voe.al cords, but the gravelly lhey say: As the only celebrity whose body
··. ·...lhey say: One ha~ of "Bennifer" values her •. =nmy-v,,tly·
.,:1,!.,~
..ble ~~. th.eth e mn:::: has managed to inspire its own theme par!(, the;,
"assets" at a seam-busting ssoo million per cheek . ind
·--o·· . .
..
. . . ., ., "N"me to me• sexpot and countJy aooner has her
according to several news outleG, although her .· ustry.
· ·
··
· , · · infamous chest ~ for S600,000.
•
: reps_ continue to deny a policy Cl0StS.
: • ·. .1ina Turner - Legs ,
. .
We say: 0 ~ t!1e "Oollywood" ~er
Woe say: Jenny from the Block w,11 get no . . .
·
. . · · · . , , . · : · · . failed to account for inl!ation when she appraised
a ~ here. In fact, SI bilrKlll almost seems · • "lbey say: lhe 64j'ear-old aiva and .star. of. het DD's decades a~ Today her generous bust
to
for the.ample flesh pt~ that
so.far, _"Mad Max:'.~~"~~~~~~ ~~.~~ 11 ~~break. e ba?';. • ~. , .
• .•. ,
•, <1-,
{.~~'•!" ~~•~'•-<•.••~ ~.:""::::~~~t~:~'!:::-,::i!tt::;::;:;;;;;:;;;;_••••·•
\J,.

insu~

Bru' c·e Spn··ngsteen . .

Jennifer

Butt >,

.

.

Dolly Parton -

if

\~

have

d

.

Saluki QBFauxMullef

Reasoning: .
Sambursky continues

!O deny that his ll.O"!"' ··

ing locks are remm:scent of the '80s trend
that reentered . the •
. .
mainstream foDowing : , .· · ·
the cu!t success of ioe Dirt." but it's just too
good a 'do not to insure.
• · •·
,. :, Suggested Value: To maintain the high-

s'!~=.

:r~~rtv;it~var:~~:s
is worth at li!ast Sl0,000.
.
:-': .. ·.·. ,.·,-· , . ' :-.·-.

· ·

;': ;::;/i/;;r \~/t;~; ":~ .:
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Los Angeles-based
Phantom Planet find
success in latest album
Is it possible to take a style of music that
has become anno}ing soldy on the basis of
its ideals and tum-it around into an almostrespectable ende:l\·or?
Arc Phantom Planet the quintessential
answer to the irritatingly numerous retrorock bands?
In 2004, they just may be.
My incessant beef ,,ith the retro-rock
genre, of which I ha,·e spent C\'ery last s:cond
of the past two years condemning, has scemingh· ended.
'Phantom Planet's self-titled record hit
stores Jan. 6, their second full-length album
on Epic/Daylight Records in the last three
vears.
· It was recorded in just si.'< short weeks in
2003, after the band halted an intermittent
18-month tour side by side at times with the
likes of Elvis Costello, Pete Yorn, The Hives,
Ben Lee and The Flaming Lips.
It seems the sunny disposition clic.!-ic
California pop magic associated with the
automatic style of the previous Phantom
Planet songs has completely ,,ithered away,
possibly for the better.
Trading in romantically adulated punchypop ballads tor darker melodramati-: overtones and layered distortion of the tr:msient
retro-rock variety is the best thing that could
have happened to the band.
. Whether it is being recognized solely for
their former drummer, "Rushmorc-s sardonic
and incredibly hilarious Jason Schwartzman,
or indefinitely sighted for their unque-:ionable ability to crank out songs most likely
to be confused with a Scmisonic single circa
1998, they have finally grounded themselves
in the industry with the release of"Phantom
Planer.•
· . •'·"
Founded by Schwartzman and vocalist
Alex Greenwald when botli were 13 years old,
it wasn't long before Phantom Planet landed a

awhitlock@Jail)·rs:n,Lian.com

stellar deal with Geffen Records in 1996.
It ,,~s then that the band took time off
from school to record what would become
their first full-length recording, 1998's
"Phantom Planet is Missing:
Four }'Cars later, they laid down tracks for
2002's "The Guest; an album far more popular than its predecessor.
·
That album was also recently re-released
,,ith four extra tracks and t\\O music ,ideos
along with the debut of"Phantom Planet."
"The Guest" opens \\ith "California,"
which is now sadly only recognized as the
theme to the hit Fox TV show, "The OC."
The song itselfis an engaging, lighthearted ·
ballad ,,ith an unforgcttab 1: piano hook.
The album starts strong, and in its entirety
is a solidly written and altogether extremely
enjoyable album.
Its pop charm divulges just the right
amount of recognizable influences ranging
from Ehis Costello (track two, "Always on
l\Iy l\Iind") to Radiohead (track four, "One
Ray of Sunlight).
Though both earlier albums arc mostly
driven with the power ofGrccnwald's ,-ocals,
they certainly suffice one's everydar pop
music fix.
Con,-crselr, this )'Car Phantom Planet seem
more focused on making their music sound a
tad more interesting rather than falling back
on Greenwald's impeccable voice.
They take a limitless leap forward with .
"Phantom Planet; something · that most
bands fail to do succcsdully - C\-cr.
Right from the beginning, it's apparent
there are no songs suggcsti\-c of"California"
on this album,
Recorded, produced and mixed by Dan~
Fridmann, who also did amazing work for
The F!aming Lips (who are in their own

PRov!oroPHOTO

right a completely eni~atic band), this
al!-um is probably going to be one of the better - unexpected, mind you _;; rock albums
.· ·
this )'Car.
· "Phantom Planet" opens with a racing
drumbeat, distorted bass line, and _the new
retro-conscious Greenwald on "The Happy
Ending."
'
The uncxrccted distortion and attcnti<>n
to the techn1calitics in· the music differ so
much from the straightforward pop ballads
of their previous albums and accurately represcnnhe contents of the rest of the album.
Track two, "Badd Business; and· track
nine, "Jabberjaw," open like a Rancid song
circa "Out Come the \Valves; then lending
themselves into a ska-beat that worlis·Wcll
with Greenwald's nC\vly filtered vocals.
Track three and the album's first single,
"Big Brat," begins the only way a song should

begin: with what sounds distinctly like a
drum machine, not to mention a beat that
·
makes you want to dance. · . ..
The video for "Big Brat" was initiated by
Greenwald's obsession with making a zombie
movie anrl conceived by Hollywood bigshot
SpikcJonze, who assisted the band in making
their own home zombie movie.
Nothing on this album quite touches their
previous style, save perhaps the lovcy-dovey
ballad track seven, "By the bed." .
Tracks eight "Know it all," and ten, "After
Hours," come close but fit even· closer with
their new style.
After )'Cars of making catchy pop bal!ads,
it has to be natural to: grow up and ~te
something to the effect of"Phantom Planet."
Following the prototype of retro-rock
~-le, they've managed to swoon even the
toughest aitics into believing retro isn't nee-

17th Floor brings its funk flavor to €3.tbOndale
Veter_an hip--h_ p act
· Dragon·
t 0 PlaY C OPp er
o_-_

Andt,,Horonzy
AJ'.:;e led.Tr

,At...

·v V• -

In a hip-hop and R&B landscape once
dcminatc:.:i by legi;ndary artists such as Prince
and New Edition, longevity is a term that has
gndually fallen by the wayside.
Beset by a youth mo\·ement that has sent
many renowr.ed acts to unceremonious exits,
th~ urban music scene has slowly become a
h:l\'Cn for thrown-together groups that fizz
out just as quickly as they exploded.
TI1e 17th Floor may have nC\'Cf quite
exploded, but they ha\'C }'Ct to join the ranks
of the flameouts largely because topping
album charts and popularity lists arc of little
concern to the energetic ensemble.
"Basically, it's just the love of pla)irig
and not about money or anything else; said
drummer Greg Thompson.
Spawned 15 years ago in the Chicago
suburb of Joliet, the veteran hip-hop act has
w:itched the recording industry undergo a
drastic transformation since the days prior to
the rise of gangsta rap.
Of the group's seven original members,
only Thompson and his brother, Aaron, the
group's bassist, remain.
But despite the turno\'er in its lineup and
profession, the band's trademark funk-tinged
sound still remains and will be oh display at
10 p.m. Friday at Copper Dragon.
· - Incorporating a bl::nd of slick choreography and animated stage antics, the 17th
Floor puts a fresh spin on the works of artists
such as Ja Ruic, Nelly, Outkast, Dr. Dre and
others, · .
· . •
•
· The group. has· used its intense performanccs to, become·a club staple on many
college campuses - including SIU's -but
there was a time when it was just a collection
Qf.unknQ\icris scm;rung.for Jl.br.c;ik...,; ....,u.:
Tha! ?~.ak came in l 991~ w_h,e!}_t~e female

....,........,..,.,.,......,....,..,..,,,

.

!~cs such as Japan and Taiwan.
Upon the act's. return, a then-unknown
R&B youngster named Usher Raymond
expressed in:ercst in having the group assist
him in preparation for his "l\ly \Vay" tour.
Usher soon exploded on the scene with his
hit single
l\lakc l\le Wanna," and the 17th
Floor went along for the ride, even appearing
with him on Fox Network's sinc-e-cancelled
"Keenan Ivory Wayans Show."
But maintaining the· hectic schedule of
constant touring and television appearances
left the group little time to record its own
•
material.
:
,
In fact, it wasn't until 2002 that the group
recorded its first album, which Greg'describes
as :i more \'Ocally complex work' than what
appears on many of today's mainstream radio
stations.
,n ., .
-,~Music is .not too complex these-days,"
Gi:egsaid. ..
· "It's simply a computer doing most 'of the
work."
.
Faced with a hip-hop and R&B land.
l'Rovl0£0 PHOTO
flooded with indistinguishable· hooks
Hip:hop group the 17th Floor. will perform ·its funk~tinged sound at the Copper scape
and choruses, the .17th Floor is determined
~ragon at 10 p.m. Friday.· ·
·
.. · ·
to maintain its distincti\-c sound, even· if the
group has joined the rariks ofits genre's cider
super-group TLC stumbled upon the group's and I wouldn't trade it for the world, but the statesmen. _ . .' ·. :
-; · .. ·. •
unique sound during a rehearsal in an Atlanta business
of it was bad," Greg said. •· ·
.Many of the group's contemporaries often
recording studio. ·
··
. ·
TLC, who had generated nearly S170 mil- appear ·onstage .inebriated. in one form or
The Thompson siblings and the group's lion in record sales, filed for Chapter 11 pro- another, something Greg said his group has
· - .-. . ·" ·
other members quickly grew close. to the tection from creditors in 1995 after reporting phased out over the years.
chart-topping pop trio, becoming the first $3.S million in liabilities and less than St
"We don't get on stage all drunk," Greg
said.
_
·
;
.· ·.:': . ,i
million
in
assets.
live band tu join their tour.
"We were real cool with the girls," Greg
The 17th Floor's financial situation ·was
"We don't drink at all before the show or
said. "They were like sisters to us."
· not nearly as bleak, but it still welcomed a even during the show."
._
· '.:. ,.. • ,
In a span of only a few months, the 17th return to smaller venues following the TLC
\~hich isn't to say the group members
'
;,
Floor had gone from performing in dingy tour.
don't cnjo}' themselves during their perforbasements and fraternity houses to the glitz
By meshing what it had learned from the mances, which · currently· feature· songs by
and glamour of sold·?~t stadiums _and are~ veteran Ju •.B songstresses; the group ·soon· Lenn}' Kravitz, ,:upac, -Jay-Z, Prince _and
,
:
nas.
· .·
•
returned to. its former slate ·of college bars Marvin G.ive. .
· ·But joining up with an industry heavy7 and nightclubs· with_ a ',revamped sound and
__•The be~t thing about the group is every- •
1
weight opened the group's eyes to a problem stage show•. , , • . . ., ,<'
-. , :
body has good work ethict Greg said. · ·:
that would later plague the pop stars who" · '. In addition to its
tour, the ambi"You rar_cly sec somebod! half-ass. work,;
; .discoYCrcd-thcm..,••~~·; , .... ~. J ., ..... ~;, . I , tiQUS.a1,·emblc.·a1so traveled ovc~fpr a~ilc.~
month
tour
where
thcv
ol:ivcd
club1
in,=ri,,
"It was the best learnin;t experience evci,
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· Champaign-Urbana· area

Schuba's . -

· canopy Club :

Joie Calio/ Dick Pia!l

1/16

Vogue Theater

1/19 ..·Jamie Cullum / Jimmy Gnecco

Jazz Mandolin Project,

1/16

Star Plaza Theatre

·

. . . ..

Chicago area

1/10. Elvis birthday tnbute
1/16 ., Gladys Knight/ Smokey Robinson .
1/24, ·: Herman's• Hermits / Grassroots /
Allstate Arena
. .
Buclanghams·
1/29 linkin Park/ P.O.0. / H90bastank/ Story
1/30 Jonny.Lang
of the Year
·
.
2/7. Ann-Margret
. 2/13 NEV11lc Brothers ·t Ddohn ·
Auditorium Theatre
2/15 Bill Engvall / Ron White ·
2/2B Erykah Badu / Floetry
. 2/21 Stylistics/ Chi-Lites/ Delfonics / Harold
Chicago• Theatre
Melv.n's Blue Noles / Cuba Gooding Sr /Jimrri-J
1/17 Ani Difranro / Noe Venable·
Walker
·. · ·•
2/24 Deep Purple/ lhin Lizzy
· 3/21, Larry the Cable Guy, . .
: .
4~10 B.B.King/KokoTayior/Bobby"Blue•
Double Door
1/17 Evan Dando
Bla~11s ·HanieyKo~~~/limCoriway
.

Fitzgerald's · ·

·

'.

1/9-10 CJ. Chenier and His Red Hot Louisiana
Band
1/15 Greg Trooper/ Malk ~d<ay
1/23-24 Marcia Ball
1/30 Rico!
1/31 \'1-'ebb Wilder/ last Train Home
2/5
Kevin Welch / Kieran Kane
2/21 Big Sandy and His Fly-Rite Boys

House of Blues

1/8 · Elvis Spectarular
Jazz Mandofin Project
1/17 Samples ·
1/23-4 Super Diamond
1/30 KC and the Sunshine Band,
2/6 Bud'Nheat Z~eco
•
2/7. Paramount Pmk Ftoyd laser spectacular
2/20 Delbert Mcdinton
,

1/1!:i

Martyrs
2/7

-.· .

. : ...

··
Old 97s / Damnwells

Oriental Theatre
3/1

..

Eh-is Costello/ Steve Nieve .•

.Park WesL . .

. 1/16

.. .

,._ ., •..

·- :. ·

Indianapolis, Indiana area
·

f•:!i.bn . . :

1/18 · 5evendust / Ill Nino .
. , 1/23 · Eiykah Badu / Ftoetry

•

·'

'Murat ffieatre

; ::

Big Smith/ Blue Print

.,

J~ Add Water /

~k'~usted

1123 ·; oi~ ~phony./ Celldwell~

.

1/31 • Big WU
. · ·. :
2/17
Mest I Fall, Out Boy / Matchbook
Romance/ Dynamif Boy . ' : · ··

Paieant lh~afur ·_· ·.

1/8• . G1:ided b-f Voices ·
1/15 · Dave Matthews Cover Band

1/24

Sawis Center ·

·

.

OavidAllenCoe

.. ·

.

Exit In
l/23

1/25
1/28
1/31

. · .· .

. . .

Will Hog: .· •· .. . .
Feable ·wener
Mosquitos
Mark Kozelek
BadBoyBill•:
Fear . -.
·
New.Blood RevivalGavin ~~raw-

2/2fJ:. ErykahBadu

. ·1/23 GeorgeStrait •
.2/7 Gaither Homecoming
. 2/13_ SarahBrightrnefn ..

Sheldon

. .

Canie Newcomer · · . ,
1/17 . Johnnie J :.hnson. / Butch Wax and the

1/16

·.

G~ord"f;nb!rta,~n~1i'ent~eriter... ~ ·"··-;., ,Hol~,e~=:~!_"; ~-•-!:_-., ~,. ,,
~ ~~~ ::~ 1{d.o. I ~oobasian~)~~ . 1/31 · Banu Gibsori / Bucky Piziarelli / New

of the Year·

··

·

· ..

Ryman Auditorium,.

.Roll.4ig StQne, ~ed the .rock critic .
.. Bilyinganewusedcar.\,ithatapcdeckhas.~·

. 1/9

: ;,nJfa~~ ··eo~e _Project f

.

.

2/04
2/06

•,:a.· "t • .• i.· --.·:.:;

~i!,·

Murat Egyptian Room,

R~~~~~~ :

Mis~~sippi Nights•·-

.

Nash~lle; Te_rines$ee. area .

2102

Riviera Theatre

.

1/9 . Story of the Year
1131,·MxPx/SimplePlan
_ .
Pop's
1/10. Renegades of Funk
.~~~j .~ ~ p e Plan
· 1/24 Poco
2/7 ID. Blackfoot

1/17

lndii;enous. ·
.
·
1/19 . Gavm DeGraw w/ Michael Tolcher /
Virginia Coarrtion
·
·
1/26 . Gomez '
2/4 · · Jordan Knight

.Conseco Fieldhouse .
,:i.Y6-. • Gaitlier ~omecm,n.'llg

.

1/16 · · Elvis 8irthday_Tn1>u!e
,
Shi_!le / B~tj( {?ah!@/ Adored/
1/30 . Bill Cosby · · · ._
· 1/21 · Guided b-1-Voices ·1. ~n Jonestown
2/15 : _Mercy M.e /_Am( Grant/ Bebo Norman
Massacre
.
.

· ·

.:--1/17 ,Rid_iardlewis:/ Jeff~rlin;·,,,
•• 1/28 .. Starsail~ /1im Bu_rgess: , . ·.:, .. .
1/30 Simple Plan / MXPX / Sugarru_lt /
Motion City Soundtrack •

To~ Keith/ Blake Shelton '.

Lo::ill~i~~~t~:e

.

Gaither H~mecoming

, ,

:_ · ·

DerirusDeYo~ng

~5

1/30 . lhree· Doors Down,

., .

I~

Louisvi!le; Keniu~ area
2/5

RascaJFta_iu

Theatre ·. .·

1/18 . · Smokey Robinson/ Gladys Knight

'. Generations·

Freedom Hail. . .

2/7 . Kem

M ~ Rascal: Flatts /. Chris, <;agle / Brian ·

·i,........ /

-".' : · .. : . . · .

New Daisylbeatre

Roberts Stadium

.,<.,:, ~_;:.

• Fox

• ,

Ala., Jadison. -'

Midsouth Coliseum

JeffFoll\'.','Of!hy

1/18 'Indigenous

. ,Family Arena ' -·
. · . >.·2/14

3 Coors Dawn .

CJrpheum Theatre

Evansville Centre

4/22

·

· ,.

Memphis~ Te11~~ee area

.Evansville, •~diana area
, . 1/9

. ·

· .
.• • :
Bo;fer -~renakedLacE,e5f,J:lowie~/8ut!erfly.:
1/31

. ··

Vic Theatre
· 1/19 Gomez/ Rachael Yamagata

· -Blueberry Hill,.'..:,.

Rupp Arena,., '..

. ·1/11

WuTang·
1/10 Love Hammers

1/9

1(17

·· : ·

Sweat/ Soulchild / J5. ·

!~Man~?r~!'rllject ·

· · · ··· ·

• . 2/13 .•. Alicia Keys / Musiq: / Jaheim / Keith

Birdv's

Hank Williams 111

Metro

· · United Center.

1/13

Lexington; Keirtuc;ky, ar~~ ·:

·

·

· OrleansHotJazz :.,:::-, ·· · · ·
• ~~- ~~~ck_Mam~
2/27 John McEuen I Jimmy Ibbotson

Mugsy;McGuire's:J,ik_e$
,down-Memory_·' :a_.·n_·._ '__ e··
· ·

·.

·

·

.. ,

-

.·

.

1

::~c'ri11arid~:~~;~v·

• to me a heft)· and impi=n"C tape collection.
Consideringmnecdacarkitinorderto
listen to CDs, this was a welcomed gcstun:. But
looking through the dusty sacks and_ cases of
time-tested classics made me man-cl at how far
rock has come :ind just how much its spirit has
crumbled in the face of might}' commercwism.
.Mediainvolvcmenthashadanad\"eISC
effect on the face and integrity ofAmerican
Edge actually "'IOte about music. Spin seems to
music. Rolling Stone, ]\,ffV and print anrl
be the only heavyweight music ~worth readbroadcast media of the like have some sort of
ing, but 6,:n just looking at the CO\'C'S et.'CI)'
arcane mind conttol over the music purchasing . month scan to :illudc to the fact that thefre
and downloading public. The sad part is most
only here_ to cash in on whats pop-.tlar :is well.
of this mind conttol is unintentional, or. at least . Is there anyone ""C can rum to?
incidental.Oris it?
..
. Theonerniththeknow-how--,themusiGoing through the tapes my folks g.n>t: me,
clans- in some cases h::,"C decided to shed the
there were groups such as the Allman Brothers, callused layering ofpop and
ro a purer
M:u.hall Tucker Band, Crccdence Cleirw.i.tcr
form ofrock 'n' roll .
.
•
RC\i\-.tl, Th~ Eag!es;Joumey :md Crosby, S~
The Sttokc:s, Da!SUnS and the Wlftn: Snipes .
and Nash {pre-Young) alongwitli \'arious other . helped to show us thewa.>; C\i:n for a little
wcl.1-knowrilcgcndswho created some fmtastic · · while. Its just too bad dicICtto:.g.u-agcrock ··.
inusic when they were }'O\lllg but ha,"C scan- ·
phase is starting to fu:le almost as quickly as it
ingly ~~ out of sight in fu'Ot of the young jump-~ into ~ spo•t Muqi like th_e fans
and hip.··· . . . . .
_
. ,
ofthis genre who are looking fur the next hotIt tak,es a major mmion tour or some
· test tbing, ~c ~~ too look to the media for
cmbamssing :=st ~or some of these artists and O exposure; • . .. .. . .. . .
.. . . .
others like them to get any picss in mag.i:zines
scary is how_fuv
realize that
• •
such :!;S)wllingStone.
. . •··. · .·, ·, ·
. C\'Cl)'O0ewritcs thc;irstoryorsayssomcthingiri .
fa'Cll then its asmall l:.rii:f;smashed up
a broadcastforari:ason. Whether the reason-;,
against a photo ofAnna Nicole Smith's gar-·
ing is legit or is based on how many free tickets ·
, •. : gan~ T and A_o~ Paris Hilton's srod:~like
• they recei\'cd for that night's shmv, tb~'s ~ · •
features. .
· . . -:, , ·
always ~me sort of:igen_da unbeknownst to the . .
'.._·_Its tbeJ·o_ b of the po~•1•·entertainmcn_.t -...•.
public._ :_-S->, ., •· · . _,,. , , ., ·, · ·,.
media to stay on top of~futs hip and hap- · :· . ,. So bu)~ b6,-arc. DOI(t just target the , ; ; .
pcning. ~t hmv can great solid music~ a;.,_ . industryitsd.f; but also its subsidiary elements,
bacl=.t to total crap?! stop~ reading Hit ._ . facybody has to answer to solllcone, and it's :
P.uadcrlongago because they had to ha\~ a::,;. ofu:n theonewhoholdsbiggt:stwadofcash: ... :
stoiy on OZZ)~ Metallica 311d M:iruyn .Manson? • :-:-:: or-wants to li~Jd t!ie biggcstv,:ui-:-::: that c:il!s, :
C\'CI}' month whether there was actual ne\\'S ' i ; • die shots.~ used to compbin•:about hmi'lg to pay .
or not I stopped reading Mcl21 Edge because ·. ·'for die <::Ds and l!UJ\5es I WJS going to mfuv. .l
the questions oittri askcdweicmoronicand. ·,,,; ,; : N~vthe realization comes tome that ha\'-,·.
5<?metimcsj4,st_meantto generate tliegreatcst•, .: ingtha~51)rtOf
ineansI don'tcnve.' ;: .·
amount of profanity possible. . 1 ~, · • ;.,:;.' : 'I anybodyanything.N,o'obligatlonsmeansl can ' ',.J)iscussingwhat'swrong:withRolling~tpne:; bct:ample:clyhoneiJ.Jn.the'.cnd;mats~ tlie1.
. is_ poindcss,!Atl_~J}:it.faiidar ~~~~ '.. • ~:-~~:i:l? L\i•~i:i,:i:
~:JJ.l: ·. '.'.
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,At.._-······ Illinois. With four ., ... Memo,y~-e
l'\ilse OSSiston: editt>r
. v Vv-:-:- music systems and
karaoke continues
Pete V.anderdrift is also known :is the. three karaoke; sy,· at M~~p.m.

"Balhoom Llitz Guy.•
. . ·.
terns, the company
to 1:30 am.
"Thats hmv I got my nickna!]le,• he said; has m'Cr 8,000 songs . _. .
.
rcfurlng to his fu'Orite karaoke song. ·
from all music gm.n:s to choose~
· "lw.tlked in, and two people had alrc:ady
C'nci:adccisionhasbccnmadetopanicipate,
asked me when I was going to sing that song." the selcc!ion of \\ruch song to sing ~ on
. . But Vandcrorift s:iid he has no qualms with. the mood of the pemmner; D.nid Comrey lila:s
· his nc\\found celehrlt:J: . · . · . · ·
.
John Cougar M~ps "Hurt°. So Goo(r
"Y~ I like it. No one.dse :'ill do t1iat song because ofits upbeat tcmp.l. · · · . .·• ; . .
but me.
.. . . . .
: .
"l gmv up on '80s .inusic and a lot of
fa'C}' Thursda); Mugsy_ M_cGuire's, :tlong (Mcllencainp's}
are pretty upbeat,.. he said.
"ith :Memoiy Lane, allm\'S people such as :"Plus,itsagoodwaytogei;the·a~wdstarted."
Vandcrdrifi to come and belt out their fu"Orite ·
Mike Day : e>f ._ ~m:l:tle,. who , sang
tunes all 6-ming long. Potential singes are able Mc:tallic:is "Ento:- ~ " . said -he enjoys
to choose fiom a ,':Uiety of all different t:Jpcs of • singing k:iraoke becuise of the amvd interac. music.
, -· · • ·· •: · • -·• · · ,
tiori. . . . . .. . . . .. . . _- _ .
· Mm Maio; own~. of .Mugsy Mi:Guires,
_"lt brings c-.'Cl)-boclj· togetner and I ~ be
said the restaw:ant and·bar h:n-e bcot offering ~_C\"Cl)'OllCelse,".he.s¥,: · •··.
-.·
karaoke for almost ffi"C )-cars. He also 'said k:uaNathan Hopkins,
"'Od:s put time· for
. . oke usually brings a diverse am,-d to l\'.lugsy's.
Memoi:y Lane, said he bcliC\'CS people enjoy
• "We h:n-c a mixture,~ :Maier said._"Wc h:n-e . kar..oke bo:ausc tlicj apart of the cntcmincollege stu4cnis. We h:n"C middle-aged ~ ment
··
.
Its pretty much all across the board.~.
· '. . "I think it makes p::op1e feel like a stu;" he
. . . The origination ofkaraoke is unccrtun, \\1th said. "It gives them a chano:: to be in the spot- .
niost opinions claimii,2itbcg:m30j-carsago in ··light:';.<
.· . . .
· .·. · • _·
Kobe,Japan. Still_othas say it st:lrtCd fiom an
ThoughMaic:r~-s~la;heis~oreapt
American 1V ~ow.whee Jn-cis,,~-oulg sing, towan:h people sing than panicipatehinisclf:. ·
':i!ong to -~e lyrics ofa bouru:ing ball.
__ ".My wife \\ill sing Patsy Cline songs or
' The term w.as follllCd by the joining of ~e . :Maril}n Monroe, bud· just like to sit and
Ja=nesc ~"-ortls·k:ara. and oke. Tr.msbti:d; it··, ·waiI:bthesaid. -<~,,- ,. ·· ···• ·· '· "·, .
~ ~c:np1fori:hestra." :;
Wh:ite\w tlic°i,;3:son· ~ ,for picldng upthe.
. ,· ._:, l~~ry ~C\\m ~fike Scott<;=.ted t¥. ·.
~1aicr - ~ ~ i s for,~ a
'kai-ai>kz: ~ m Nm~ 1~; ' i •. - :good t1llle, C\'Cll ~ the song JS m-er. , ~- •· . ·.
.• · ,1)-.e name. ror the <X>lllM' .'\'3S p=ied ·.. -:,".'-',u are supposed to g_o out.and lm"C fun,~
.; 'because Memory I.:.ane ·,v:IS originally ·only ",. he said. '%ats what it's all about": ,
·
'offum musicfiom 1940 to 1970.
,;
, - ' · And the popularit}; does. not seem to be
When panand for their sc;nia:s in=ased, · ~ anytime soon.:Vandcrorift attn~. the
,"the compmy C\"Dh'Cd into a comp)etc D]'scr,- :' = t · fune'.of.te!ei.iscd·.t:uent shows .to. the
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The :value of dating
It seems that, like the stock market, our
li\'cs can either soar or crash at a moment's
notice.
- THE SINGLE
Our existence becomes a viable ponfolio
filled with our achievements, awards, experi- ·
cnces and emotional history. For the thin~
that are supposed to matter most in life, our
worth is judged by our "on paper• value.
BYGARYGANGI
\Vhen we apply to college, our scholastic
!lflei:uy2@hotJnail.com
and extra-curricular accolades are pan of the
hard copy "us: The application never asks
whether we arc moriv.ited or lazy, intense or introducing y~ur fiance as, "Bob, t~e ice
cream vendor.
laid-back, considered l"!'de or generous.
· The job we hold becomes a kind of hard
Our future is determined by the "on
papcrp us. It seems the friendships we made, copy of who we arc. It masks insecurity and ·
the good deeds we did and the dreams 'l\'I:
upgrades our "stock."
ha\,: yet to fulfill do11t calculate into "real
And if you are the type of person willing
world•wonh.
to look past the superficial confines of an
The trend continues throughout our lives "on paper• boyfriend or girlfriend, it is still
hard to tell what you are really gi:tting.
as we put our bare sel..-es onto 100 percent
A partner with a high-profile career, a
cotton resume paper and hope someone will
find us \':lluable enough to employ.
nice ride and a timeshare on the beach looks
The only place you might find solace
great on paper, but it revcals very little about
from judgment is in a )o\'cr's arms or within
·
their relationship ability.
the relations!~ps you build.
Relationships are the most intimate and
Howe\i:r, C\'l:n in these institutions we
intrush'C part of life, )'Ct there is no applicaC\'cntually become vulnerable to our "on
tion process to let a complete stranger into
yourworld. _
·
paper• scl\fCS.
Perhaps there should be a dating resume
\Vhen you first meet a potential mate
complete with references from past relationin a post-colleb'C dating pool, there are two
thin~ that accompany a "l,ello": 1) What is
ships and reasons for lca,ing. If someone
your name? 2) What do you do?
has a pattern of being a heanbreaker or _
And as much as we try to be non-judgcommitmcnt·phobe, then it is your right to
know.
·
mental and open-minded, when it come~ to
After all in the end, tliey become "on
the future ways of our heart, we can't help
papcr"·o:es and we tend to list the poor on
but emphasize the "do."
\Vhat do we do? \Ve laugh, wc dine, . the job skills or failure to perform adequate·
we make love, wc cry, wc hold one another
ly as reasons for dismissal.
Feelings and good intentions don't
tightly. Yet, these thin~ won't be revcaled
O\'Cr cocktails.
·
·
·
always make it on the page when it comes
Instead, we respond accordingly with our to lo\,:.
And maybe we are fortunate that each
present occupation.
This is where the open-mindednes~ goes ·•new relation~hip provides us with a clean ·
record and a_ fresh pic"ce of paper to start all
out the window. There is no den)ing the _.
sex appeal of doctors and laW}~rs or stocko\'Cr without a·looming love value; In fact, it
may be priceless.· · ·· ... ·• · · ·
_• !
brokers and in\'estmcnt bankers.
Do what you will with my ad,ice, but '
Their careen imply many things that we
all find alluring. And for those who don'.t:
don't take it loo much to heart. After all, I
bcliC\'e that a career mattcn very much, try
the Single Gu)~

Guy

.@

Iggy gets. held back
on 'Skull Ring'
no escape.•
"Blood On Your Cool" and its subsequent
hidden track are among the best son~ on
For years, folks have been drc:uning of a the album, o\'cnhadowing the demented Dr.
reunion benvcen Iggy Pop and his former Seuss stories sung by Pop and Peaches, and the
Stooges bandmates, the Ashton brothen. 0\1:dy So-Cal (Southern California) sounding
What they got was !_hat and so much more. tracks with 'Green Day. Among the guests
Not only did the Stoogi:s reunite for live per- are Peaches, Green Day and Sum 41. Sum
form:mccs, they also got together to write new 41 actually ends up coming across as the best
material for Iggy's latest solo album, "Skull with the song "Little ·
Ring:
Knm~ It AU.•
\.Vhcn it really comes down to it, "Skull
Its got all the
Ring• isn't a bad buy if you're into various energy of early ~ ~ - , ,
forms c,f punk, or even have a mild appre- Stooges and the
ciation for straight-up rock. A better move other Trolls son~
2 gus h ea ds ou t of 4
for the nO\ice would be to check out Iggy'~ on the album. Sum
stuff witl1 the Stooges on the self-titled album, 41 actually steps it up a notch to accommodate
"Funhouse," or "Raw Power.• Those albums Pop, whereas it sounds as though Iggy has to
are by the Stooges tliat people remember, and
play it down for Peaches and Green lJay.
expect ~d on this album. What people seem to
Whether you choose to purchase "Skull
forget is tl1at O\"Cf tim-:, people change and Ring" or not, just remember what EMWugin
even learn how to play their instruments. The Music says: "Please don't use Internet sen.ices
sound changes, and sometimes· the interest that promote the ill:gal distribution of copy.fades with ir.
·
righted music, gi\'c away illegal copies of discs
Th:: Stooges are a tight outfit now and or lend discs to other for copying.
sound pretty good. The son~ seem as thoug},
"It's hurting the artists who created the
they WCie written by people who knew what music.
"It has the same effect as stealing a disc
they were doing and had years of experience
in music. It's nice· and clean. But that's the from a store without pa}ir.g for it."This sta_teproblem.
ment was actually printed on the inside of the
l\( ~ic like this is suppose<l to be dirty. If U-Card, and is the first thing the listener sees
anyone buys this album looking for ·a good when they lift up ti,e dis.:. Talk about classy.
representation of snipped-down roci: 'n' ro).l, it
Sometimes it's not about sales, or how
will end cp coming fiom the six son~ Iggy did much money they make. bur about what legacy
or impact the penon has had on _the genre.
with his solo band, the Trolls.'
Pop's lyrics haven't always been considered
All one needs to do is look at the latest
profound or overly intcllccnul. His no B.S. wa\"C of retro-rockers, or even the 70s punk
:.ititude and penpectivc on modem pop radio movement to be able to trace the influence
and television is best demonstrated in the song back to Iggy Pop. This latest album may not
"Til Wrong Feels R:ght•: "I took a pounding be the best, but then again, neither were the
from the n.dio tooay I I heard the radio say last few albums put out by the Rolling Stones.
. some piece· of s- was the sound of today/ I At least "Skull Ring• can hold its .nm and get
· took a bcati-lg .,.-hen I saw myT.V. play/ I saw the listener into part)· mode. So~etimes that's
my T.V. play it over and o..-cr / And there was really al_! that m~~=·
JcrecDuBach
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I was looking ot the chickens ond tha
dog ond I was like "this_ Is .the lamest
zoo ever." .:.:... Ai,ion Wiggins ·· · ·

by Ryan Wiggins

Sherbert Classic

sllen,ertw1QQ1ns~anoo,can

Sherbert Classic

by Ryan Wiggins

·Sherbert Classic

sherbertw1 OQ1 ns~ahoo. ccm

by Ryan Wiggins
·•'t

The 2004 cable fQrec3.St
Over the break, I was able to get rcac- ·
quainted with an old friend that l<i lost track
of during college - cable.
,
Cable TV was quite possibly one of the
HELLON
greatest legacies previous generations have
left us; and wi:'re totally screwing it up.
Like most thin~, cable was invented.in
order to generate a profit - in this case,
. ·~·"!
liY}Ei~R~URKE
by;. Pennsylvania TV salesman wh:, wasn't
moving his TVs off the shch·es fast enough.
jenncork@hotmail.com
In 1948, he found that by stringing cables
from house to house between :mtennac, weak the cutting edge in music to the bottom of
signals that normally discouraged people . the batTCI of reality TV has got to end.
· from bu}ing his sets were ,-astir impro,-cd.
Once the pioneer of re:ility shows, l\lTV
·· fa-crybody bought TVs and John Walson has become the rc:ility whore of cable.
got all sorts of rich.
From "Rich Girls," to Jackass spin-offs,
Then the netwo1:.S and Ted Turner got
to hundreds upon hundreds of"Real \Vorld/
their hands on it and it all \\'Cnt to hell.
Road Rules Challenge" regurgitations, l\ITV
So, flash forward 55 years: \Ve've got
is suffering from the tclC\ision ,-crsion of a
· satellites, interactive TV, digital able and all mid-life crisis.
this neat stuff.
··
It doesn't.know how to be hip anymore,
: So what do we· do with it?
so it figures it'll just play what the kids
Run the same shows o,-cr and m-cr.
already want to see - affiuent airheads and
It used to. be able was an escape from the ttoncn filming stupid pranks.
. :
networks, but now:idays the networks control
Meanwhile E! _is picking up old SNL
all the great cable channels. J;.et's do the list: . shows, latdung onto a ,vcll-honcd Comedy
Viacom, the parent company of CBS, • • Central staple in the process.· ··
'
.· mvns l\ITV, VHl,Nickclodeon, Showt'.,ne, · ·
· And the Fox News Channd (as ;tlways)
BET, TNN, TV Land, and UPN.
has become more ofa freak show.
.
NBC's parent company, General Electric,
Seemingly respectable talk ho:ts arc ofren
owns MSNBC, er-me, Br.:.vo, Telemundo; . reduced to irrational screaming lunatics like
and Pax. _'. . , · ·. · .
··.' •· . ·. . . you'd expect on COPS when they bust up a
· :: ABC's o,vner; the Disney Corp., also con• ' : domestic Jisrurbance call
trols ESPN (all of them), Soapncr, Disney
AMC r.ow plays movies such as "Risky
Channel (obviously), and ABC Family. ·
Business" fmcluding commt:rci:il breaks),
Finally, Aus~an~~m Rupert . ; .. ·. , : : stra)ing from its roots of classic m(?vies and
~turdoch'~ compa_ny, NCMcorp, 0\\"115 FQX;·;; :Ct?.mmercial-free nostalgia,.;: '. •. _< •.. : '.'.-_
and all its sister. stations ·such as Fox News ' . •·,: . What's next? Soft-core cartoons on .. ; .
Channcl,·FcxSports Net,and
,·>~";·;':Nickelodeon? :, .
. :; Arid Litcly cross-programming and aoss•; '.; ..· •. Jne only thing'left in this'wodd th~t .• ::
promoting ~avcJ.~ m:ny cable ch,1:°n~~)ij \}:,~avid cable ~ri
:il~T.lys .count ~n is ::-:,: .
sufferfrom1dent1tycrucs.; ;·. - -.::·.·::.:·: Sportsccntcr•.. :·: - .
. . , .·
,
'.: : One positi,-c such triuma is VHl) C!Jm·.· · ;,- '~:·'. The future of TV docs not.look good. ;·..
our hou.,c in b~:id daylight!
plcte~:ivw:rsio~ to the yuppie-friendly m,?<I~ :
\\Jth •fosi:r,"•Friends," "Scx}n the : · ·,.
And now his pictures arc on
f!?Ck m fa,"Or of El-style on~hour cntertam·. ,' C1ry,. and poss1bl); •Everybody~, . :~
the rdigcrato1? Come on kicl,, ' mcnt spcci:ils. :; .'.°,:~;; f ':.:.. :: . \; ·;:,•;·:··''/•!:>; R:i)'mOnd" on its w:iyout; the presence of'.· ::
:~J
It's 2 Hollywi,cd f:matic's d.-eam come ./ _. wellcwrincn sh1nn ori television 16· diminish· >uu'rc. pushing it! ' · .
truc. Sn-c for some Insomniac Theater , : ~~ . ing, leaving ~oie airtime for rc:ility rubbish
.and the \\'CCkcnd cditic>n of the Top 2Q_',:-- \' . , such as •The Simple Life." : ,: ·' ,: ·
<?ow:i~~-;'.fideo ~}ts: ~as b~IT•;..1:'$!~h.\,; ; _so go OU;_and buy DVlli, and pa:iently. ::
ntygo,ss1p ~lr.11, which u good..:·; :,,:~~\\,-~tforreality:I"V to become passc~:.· : : 1}
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'Mario and Luigi'
reinvents the RPG
,hA._

BrettElston

the whole game.
Much better than the fighting and typit:il
RPG aspects, howc11cr, is the magit:il sense of
Role-playing games nc\"er hit it. big in the fun you get by dr.ing into this game. The entire
St1tes until "Final Fant15y VII: Before that world here feels like a real place, tilled with
pivotal 1997 release, the only people looking familiar place1 and old friends. The people of
forward .to the latest dungeon aawl littered the Mushroom Kingdom are so used to Bowser
\\ith menus and elaborate reading were hard- kidnapping the princess that it's not C\-cn a big
core gamers. Thanks to "FFVll's" flashy graph- dt:il anymore, and Luigi always gets the shaft
ics, people started bking notice and realizing when it comes to popularity.
that RPGs, for the mOit part, are some of the
The tw~ heroes ne\'cr talk, but emote their
.
feelings through the usual Mariospcak that
best games a,-illable.
Now \\-C ha,-c "Mario and Luigi" tr)ing to you've heard in pmious Mario titles. Their
grab that same audience: the non-RPG fan. lack of speech lets you till in the blanks and
It's got the colorful Mario ch:iracters, a fun assume the people in· the roondmow what's
story that nC\-cr gets too complicated and a going on. The plot and ch:iracters :ll'C v.-cll
plethora of platformcr-csquc qualities to b=k aware of how absurd the entire game is (Magic
up all that cursor pushing. The result is an mushrooms? Shooting fireballs?) and j11St want
ad\-cnture that's tit for anyone with a Game ro entcrbin.
.
Boy Ad=cc.
• .. . . . . 't "'
. And for tho most'part, Mario&, Luigi docs
You still run arou~d an m~-o'~ld ·sprinkied, ,~ uiat: liutthcri: 'arc some shortcomings. While
with enemies that want to cat you, but you..can the platforming, battles and sense of ad\-cnturc
actuallr sec them and :ll'C thus able to choose are all here, there's no real challenge to be found.
your battles. \Vhilc C\'ading enemies or O:plor- You're told OC1ct!y what to do at all times, usuing, you can jump and use all sorts of special · ally with :a highlighted map telling you where
abilities, much like a standard Mario game. • to go. Side quests exist but aren't ,-cry long and
Jump on an enemy, for example, and .~u dish · don't require a lot of skill. The =ge gamer
out damage to the baddies before blc battle may enjoy the simplified aspects, but seasoned
C\-cn begins.
.
· RPGcrs will rip through this like nothing.
Luckily, the tights are extremely enjoyAnd C\"Cn with the spectacular battle sysable. The plalformcr inrcgration continues by tern, boss tights are reduced to using the same
requiring you to press buttons at specific: times few combo mo\'cs
and m-cr again.· Visual
to deal more damage, or sometimes to dodge cues help you dodge and countcramck <0 v.-cll
enemy :attacks. This means you're not just hit- that C\"Cn the final b:attlc, a typically epic RPG
ting "Fight- Fight - Fight" for C\-cry character moment, is O\'Cr too fast •
in your party (which sadly only includes Mario,
It would seem that the game designers tried
. and Luigi}, but instead are actr.-cly participating . to mix two genres too much and ended up with
in the battle.
·
a mediocre RPG stuffed with platformcr ideas
LC\"Cling up gi\'CS the Bros. nC\V cor,,bo as :an afterthought, but the itmOiphcre makes
mm-cs that require C\-Cn more accurate timing. you forget all the small problems. "Mario &,
The system is clear on wh·u you need to press, Luigi" captures all the right clements of classic
and nC\-cr so demanding that you can't get the 16-bit RPGs and fu-cns them up with some
hang ofit. More mm-cs would have been nice, solid 2-D Mario staples, always inti:guing you
as you only need to use one or two throughout enough to press on.
·
"'Pv..,.tsc--,,Gome,--....,,.Cr-,-,tic-------v V• -
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Luigi owns original ~rio)?ros.
TrippJ.Cr~usa and 13uri1f,Wasson
Pulse C-orne Critics

.

,hA.

E\~,inc and tht:ir mother

has rii:istcred Super

'v v· - l\b.rio Bros. by now, $0 how hard can it be to play

this game?
Docs anyone remember when eight-bit video
Not hard, but frustrating at times. The simple
games· were the high-tech advance of the early lcfi-to-right ma.·.:.=t ofthe famed Super l\ brio
'80s?Thc artificial intelligence in video games was Bros. games was pr=md by this frantic. threepretty simple - the games just gradually grew story obsbClc counc made more difficult by the
h::rdcr as they progressed and there was llC\'CI' :a brothers' inability to jump as high because of their
true end.
.
short, sruhby legs.
The arcades were stocked full ofFroggcr and
The :ittr.lction to such a simplistic concept is .
Donkey Kong games when the original Mario ' transition from a 'one-player, OC\=ding quest
Bros. hit the home console for Nintendo in 1953. into a coopctatr,-c expedition showcasing the
Note,· not the funous Super Mario. Bros. that . meaning of"brothcrly teamwork.• .·.
came readily p.idcagcd in NES bcixa
Of cow-se, much of the fu., lies .buried within ·
Remember the Mario Bros. "ith the pipes thehcutofLuigi,theoficnOVCN!-~-c.-lbrothand a consbnt bombardment of firchuls and vast •• er whose heart bums with ~ya.id curies the
amys of pesky~ and cabs? Chances are )00 burden of living up to his ilbc,~~11: sibling. •
probably pbyed it on a tabletop video screen at a
:Within this sccming1y innocent game, a dtic1
·. pizza joint.
· · ·
·
between the brothcn hamcssc:., the darla:r side
Our two hcrocs,Mario and Luigi,bravc ncfa.- of sibling riv.ihy as·Luigi pits his intclligcncc and
ious sc:wcrs and fu,;1 offdenizens of ~tt: ouring · attempts to force Mario into an culy dcmisc,
their daily plumbing duties. Unlike Super Mario finally ~.ng the stigma of bcin1L°?tf:.rio's
Bros., Mario and Luigi are not s«king to r=uc a . brother. . . . , .
.
..
. . ·• ·
princess buried =tin some castle, but f.iithfully. · . Loo:diig back on the N'mtmdo ~ and
. • rcprcscnt the middb:lass blue-collar worker as the later Mario Hroo. games, this cany":uldition
they navigate the filthy undcrwo~.all the while. to N'mtcndo's first home system provides a fine
Ja~M and ~ . n ; d coin. •.• ~;;:..~:.~tu.:the.n,'D..brotl=acf lhe.~ ·
1
PP.Of, !i!s.t,~~.:~'
!t~;:
i,;:, .
: i ;.; 1·: :,;-:

~t':'.~:?

~ft/:~>:,;
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MungOJern?s to . celebfate

=

·

fourth anniversary
The Fat Cat Cafe wiU
make many changes in its
·
fourth year

,a~·
• . Authentic Mexican Food!

M: D111 voo oow nw IAB11u's awrs eur co·ollT[I
Tl( EJJICTS Df AGIJIG AHD BElP PIMXT 1:BBOXIC DISWES?

:n:.ninars, p~tc

parties_ and other

.•

MungoJcny'swillstiUrcm:unopcnthcfust
weekend of every month; with a high tea on
Saturday afternoons and a champagne brunch
, on Sundays. Mungo Jcny's also offers many
leohWillloms
.At..~ · activities· the· fint \\ukcnd. of c:vcry month,
f\ilse OSSJSlont editor
y
including a bluegras jam on Wednesdays and a
Mungo Jcny is a big, fa white cat. More poetry sl:un on Thursdays. The new schedule is
than four years ago, he w:as diagnosed with set to begin in February, Elwt!I said.
diabetes. In an effort to s:ivc the fclinc's life, the
And C\'tn though she r.C\'tf thought shcil
owners opened a coffee shop in MurphysQ<>ro to work in the food business. Elwt!I said she has
help with the cost of medication.
.
enjO)'td herself O\'tf. the last four )'CU'S.
The cat has since recovered, but its namesake,
"It's been a rc:ally interesting experience,
Mungo Jcny's Fat Cat Cafe, located at 1023 because I aJl! doing something here that I said
Chestnut Street, which had becn previously I would never do, which is work professionally
closed for rcnov:i.tioll!, is having an anniversary in a restaurant situation; she said. "It's a labor of
party Saturday.
. · -: · love. You live and die by the f.r.-or of )'Our cus•
"Thisisjustawayofsaying,'HC};look,we\-c tomcrs, but wc\-c always prided ound= as a
changed and now we're back," said Gail Elwt!I, place where C\-crpne, including families, would
co-owner of both the cafc and the cat. "\Ve•re be welcomed."
.
SIUC student Meghan Harrison has been
wdcomin~ in the New Year, and we just want
to thank [customers] for all the support O\'tf emplO)-ed at the cafc for more than three years.
the years.•
She said she bcg:in working at Mungo ]ctl)•'s
Elwell said she plans to n:opcn the cafc•s because the mmers cart about the community.
doors Wednesday. The anni\'crsary party, which
"It's a small f:unily tharn-orks here and that's
also coincides with the. birthday of Elwcll•s important to me, especially since I don't. ha\-c
husband Don, has scheduled guitarist ALm any f:unily living anywhere :1r0und here. I like
Edmondson from t,l,e· St. Louis-based band bcin,; around people who cart," said Harrison,
Strung 360 to play at the C\'Cnt. Elwell said who is earning her second bachelor's degree in
he would be performing at least one solo set. anthropology.
with the other band mcmh= joining in on the
Though whether or not Mungo Jcny will
second set.
.· .
be making an appearance at the party rcm:uns
•Along with ushering in a new }'Cal' of busi· uncert:iin, Elwt!I still encouragc;S all to join in
ness, Mungo ]ctl)·'s will be making SC\'Cl'al on the celebration.
.
"Come back, sit by the fireplace. drink coffee
operating changes. The cafc will be closed for
regular business on Saturdays. Elwt!I said by or hot chocolate and celebrate the fu:t that \\'C
closing on· the ,\-cckcnds, the building can be ha\-c bc-:n hen: for four years; sh.: said.
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·Catnouflage is· alWays·_·in)
The late DAILY EGYl'TIA!',; sports writer.
Todd l\lerchant wrote the very first El
Fashionisto last semester for the Pulse.
And in true Pulse fashion, it is only appropriate that his most hated enemy assume the
title of El Fashionisto out of defiance.
But unlike him, I approach this advice
column with a certain amount of serious•
ncss.
\Vhen I make a comment about clothing
or the like, it comes from personal experience.
Although he and I differ, we still have one
thing in common: We're big boys.
As a large man who has had to buy his
own clothing, finding a store that carries plus
sized clothes is often difficult, and at times,
depressing.
Some major retail outlets carrj· long slce,-c
anJ T-shirts upward of XXL and XXXL.
\Vith pants, it's another story.
Backed into the great black hole known as
a clothes-shopping excursion, I found myself
led to farm and rural li,ing supply stores. to
seek out jeans that would fit me.
Dark blue is definitdr in this sc:uon. If
you sec plus-sized jeans that arc of a shade of
babr blue at farm supply outlets, also make
note of the fact that thcv arc also of thinner
material, and mar not h old up to the rigor·
ous standards placed upon them by Southern
Illinois living.
These are prefcm:d by old 'farmers for
their patented form-fitting seat section.
Nothing worse can happen while riding a
tractor than to have your pants ride up.
If )'OU ha,-cn"t gotten a ,vinter coat )'Ct,
please 1,-ct one.
It's understandable that in Southern
Illinois it's supposed to be "warmer than
up north," but it's still prett)' dam cold out.
Some of the best insulated clothing C\-cr
made is produced by Carhartt.
Not cnly is it made out of a heavy canv-aslike material, but it comes in light brown,

EL FASHIONISTO

v. 2.0

BY J,\RED DUBACH
jJubach@Jailyqwptian.com

dark· green and black, ghing the wearer
enough room to acccssorizc and perhaps c,"Cn
buy one for work and another for church.
Some come ,-.ith hoods while others
require an additional snap-on hood.
They also come in some varying styles of
cuts and the buyer also has the option of get•
ting "blanket" lining or quilted lining.
Carhartt also makes long sleC\'C shorts and
.
AMANDA Wttmocx - DAILY EGYl'llAN
jeans. So why not alter )'OUr w.irdrobe so you
Copyrights guitarist Brett Hunter, left, and lead vocalist/bassist Adam Fletcher
have c,-crything matching?
·
·
Sometimes bu)ing plus-sized clothes can . rock out at the Hangar 9 Jan. 8.
get a little expensive. :
To allC\iate the need to spend a lot of
individual
basis.
COPYRIGHTS
When they're finally able to meet up, the
monc); ti)" not wiping your hands on )'OUf
CO:-."TINUED FROM PAGE 16
components arc then combined into a song
pants.
You can get, on average, up to a week or so
after some ironing-out.
the band members aren't letting the buzz
of use on one pair of pants.
The end result is a nicely polished piece ·
Eventually someone ,,ill let )'OU know alter their focus on the task at hand.
of pop punk.
Fletcher said he's read some of these mag•
when it's time to change pairs, ifby then the
· If there were one thing the Cop)Tights
azines, and they've written good =icws on brought home ,vith them from the road, it
pants haven't dc,"Clopcd the ability to stand
bands he's ne= heard of, and probably won't would have to be the lesson of not bringing
up on their own.
Another inn0\~.1tive way of saving money ever hear anything by them either.
along too many clothes.
Sure, they're happy about t_he good press,
With four guys, .all the equipmcn: and
is by not getting a haircut. I went the better
part of a year ,,ithout getting a haircut.
· but they•re not going to let it go to their personal effects; things· can get a little
cramped inside a \'all.
· •
·
· '
Until about two weeks ago, I had an
heads.
-·
"The one thing that we do need is the·
impressive display of long, beautiful brown
The group_has played \\ith Squirtgun, The
Methadones, Teen Idols, Common Rider heater, and that'll probably be the first thing
hair.
\Vith all the money I sa\·ed, 1 was able {which. features former Operation Ivy vocalist to~ out on us," l\lcNeill said;
.·
"We'll live," Fletcher said. "Just_ barely."
to buy beer and pizza, thus perpetuating the Jesse l\lichaels) and the Groovie Ghoulics.
,icious cycle.
Even though the members of ~e
In retrospect, it might be cheaper just to Copyrights used to look up to some of these
lose weight. Not necessarily easier, but dcfi- bands as a source of inspiration and ,vith a
sense of idolization, they"ve now been acceptnitdy cheaper.
. ed by the other groups as peers in the music
community and often play shows together;.:
Despite embarking on another tour,ithey're
already making plans for the recording and
release of two sC\-cn-inch EPs and C\'Cntually
a second full•length CD.
·
The two EPs arc going to be released on
twa different labels, while the full-length.CD· ..
~~~~ ~ ~
~
would be on Insubordination Records.
c,''()
0~
Of course, \\ith new albums comes the .
task of writing new songs, some of which the ..
Deadline Januar:;115th
group have been testing out over the last fc-N
AMANDA WHmoa;- DAllY EGYP'llAN
Run Date Januar~ 20th
C.ubondalc performances.
Because l\lcNeill. currently resides ir Brett Hunter of the Coprrights
Call Dawn Jorclan
on the chords at the band's
concentrates
Lafayette, Ind., and. has to commute to
:5,6-}}11 ext. 275'
Carbondale for shows and to launch tours, performance at Hangar 9. The group set
·
most of the song parts arc written on an out on tour Sunday.
0
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Pulse ·staff picks
Music: •Damaged• - Black Flag
T.V. Show: •seinfeld• · . . . ..
Book/Magazine: Maxim (U.K.
Edition)
·
Beverage: Whiskey Sour
.
Website: YM~-realultimat~power:n~t .

Editor's nott: Earh 'U,Vtk. tht Pu/st willask
a dijftrtnt dtslr. at ti:,, DAILY Ecrnu.v to list
th,•ir ultttiJnsfarwhat thryflt hun watrhing,
listtning to, rtading and drinking owr tht
paJt srotn days, htginning this wttl: with
th~ JJ.ulst_ staff, • _• _ .
·

Heather He.nley,"copy edit~r/
.designer
.
·.,, ,
· Movie: Fear and Loathing in Las ·
Vegas
·
Music: •A Hard Day's Night" - The
Beatles ·
;, . . · .
T.V. Show: •Are You Being Served7"
Book/Magazine: LOTR: The Two
Towers ..
Beverage: Jaeger Bomb
Website: .WMV.jigzone.com

Andy Hcfronzy;°editor
MoVJe: Bad Santa . ·
Music: •chec~"' - Obie Trice
T.V. Show: •curb Your Enthusiasm•
Book/Magazine: Empire
Beverage: Yoo-ho.i
Website: www.eb,mmsworld.com
Leah Williams, assistant editor
Movie: Pirates of the Caribbean
Music: •speakerboxx/The Love Below"
-Outkast
T.V. Show: "The App~entice" •
Book/Magazine: Blender,
Beverage: Michela!, Ultra ,
Website: www.thespark.com
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Jared Dubach, staff reporter
Movie: E.T.
·. · .
. ,
Music ~Greatest Hi~ :... Alice Cooper
. _T.V. Show: "The Family Guy" · · ·
. Book/Magazine: rJational Gaographic
Beverage: Rum .'lnd Coke w/il lime
Website: www.atomfilms.com · • ·

Amanda ·Whitlock. music critic
Movie: Secretary
Music: •Domestica• .:.. Cursive.; .
T.V. Show: •sex arid the City"
Book/Magazine: Reade(s Digest
B!?!1erage: Bloody Mary,.,·,: ;_L . ·
Website: www.myspace,com ··

.

.Ashley Tarr, ~' ~ editor'
Movie: Empire Records .. ,.
Music .•doser" .,;. Jc;sh Grobari
·: T.V. Show: •friends•
..
Book/Magazine: lnStyle ( ·. · ·.
Beverage: Dr. Pepper , ~ · ·
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·vvv:--:Lord of the. Rings: ·
The Re~urn of the King
Pul~editOr

'j_

· Whaf Tim Burton has 1riadc. is. his most ·
· PeterJ acksoii
out his adaptation or".
impressive piece ~f en~ctt.iliimcnt in ycars--a
,happy-go-lucl..-y talc that looks big anq feels
J.R.!l, Tolkien's fabled trilogy in grand style
·even bigger, a whimsical little j1>Umcy that
· ,\ith this final inst::llinent that picks up right
.
Big F'ISh; . .· . . . -. •· strikes at you in ways. you ·would 'no~ expect.
whCIC ""The Two T,;wcrit left oft
.
. Starring: Ewan McGregor, Albert Finney, . Working with a, bi:oid C:tSt that's· 1cd liy the
Jacksons scope and cinematic vision is
· · ··· Billy Crudup :, · · · · charismatic McGregor, ·Burton turns "Big
unmatched in the series cappcr, which fcl-.
Direct~ by:1im Burton
.
_Fish.into a menagerie of.bizarre settings and
lows. Frodo (Elijah Wood) and. Sam (Scan.
Running lime: 125 minutes :
. · odd _characters. that never ge~ boring and; in
Astin) on their journey to Mount Doom
Rated: PG-13 (for a fiihfscerie;'some' · fact, always stay"cxciting. '. · ,·
.
.
along with •their conflictt:d tour guide
images of nudity and a suggestfye ref~;- . . "Big•Fisht bas~.on the novel by Diniel:
.
Gollum {Andy Scrlas).
.
ence) . · . · · t( •·· .· Wallace, is all about Edward Bloom (played by
The special dfcc:ts laden epic briefly falls . ·
3-1/2 Gus Heads .
·
McGregor in flashback and Albert Finncy"in
fiat during an_ ass-cramp-inducing series of ·
.
;
.. .
.
. . the present),' a dreamer from Alabama whose.
ending., but nothing can derail the combiHerc's a whopper for you: An eccentric · life becomes a canvas for tall talcs about a impossible not to get a little giddy jll!t watch- nation of Tolkien's sweeping nanati\'c and
director makes a bumbling film about some :. witch (Helena Bonham Carter); days in the·· ing it all.
·
Jackson's eye-popping CGI which adds up •
.
damn dirty apes and then blips off the radar circus, a poct/ban.1<: robber (Steve Buscemi)
But this, of course, is where "Big Fish• pulls to cinematic gold.
for :1 few years. A talented actor gets lost in and, of course, catching rather big fish. This is its big trick. None of this could be real, as
Rated PG-13, 3 hours, 21 minutes.
some 'driveling •Star Wars" movies and makes all fine and dandy for most, as Bloom goes into Crutlup ,vould have us bcliC\·c. lt could all just Pla)ing at Showplace 8.
his stories over and over again, but it gets to be a jumble oflies piled up by a man who likes Cold'Mountain
everyone fofb>ct how fun he is to watch. ·.
The two get together and 111ake one movie, ·be a bit much for Bloom's son (Billv Crudup), the.sound of his own voice. But that's where
Charles Frazier's classic nm-cl, MThc
who is sick of what he presumes t>.> be lies and the heart of the movie lies, and
journey
and the result is amazing,
that Bloom and his son make in the film's final Odyssey," is dropped into a Cn.il War set· ·
That's the honest- wants to know who his fohcr rc,Uj• is.
to-God truth.
And so· we; the audience, arc left to travel minutes is as precious as anything you're apt to ting in this even-handed period piece from·
~ ' And· · if anything through Bloom's life as related by him aPd find in mmics right nm\•, .
writcrldircctor :Antr.ony Minghclla.. The
about "Big FISh,".' which those who have known him well, and we sec· · All in all, •Big FISh" is big C."ltcrtainmcnt stoiy follows the struggles of Inman Uudc
'L,j( '[K 1,.,.[ unites Tim Burton and . his adventures put on screen in just' the same; · in a big way. Coming off al' almost a hybrid Law), a wounded Confederate soldier who
3 l/2gusheadsomof 4 . Ewan McGregor _into ,vild-eyed, ,isually fantastic ,vay qiat Bloom benvccn •o Brother, Where.Art Thou•· arid embarks on a perilous jolil"m:y back to his
one crazy madhouse of would have us sec them. There's a circus, led by ·"Forrest Gump," it's a filin with a lot of heart ladJiovc, Ada (Niccle Kidman).
Law and Kic!man have palpable tension
a fun mmic, scerr.cd like a lie to you, go ahead Danny Devito, where Bloom works just so he that is almost childlike in its enthusiasm and
and take the bait; mo,ics like this arc rare. Of· can meet his ,\ifc (played by Ali5(1n Lohman certainly artful in its execution. In a mmie sca- and light up the film's lm-c story. but the
coursc, it would b: easy to plod on abo!,lt how in- the flashback, who bears an :tlmost ·super- son exploding with Oscar bait, this is one so movie rciliJ,· belongs to the sccnc-s:-ealing
this sto:y about a man knmvn for his:peculiar natural rcscmbl_ance to her countcrpari,Jcssica small that it almost certainly ·won't be caught presence of Renee Zehvegcr as a tough-astall talcs has a cheesy flashback gimmick and Lange). Then he's off to buy a town, or catch a That's a shame. Movies like this arc fC\v and nails fumhand.
"The film never really lets looc,e witl1 a
gushe!: a bit too much at the end; but that's fish cir go on the road as a salesman. Whatever far between; and that, it should be said, is no
sense of ur~cy, but the ,collecri\'C t:!lcnts of
all triv1al.
·
·-~- .. :. ~- .. · ~ ., ,he docs, he docs ,vith an effusi,'C flair, and it's lie at ;ill.
.
the principal figures ~ it atloat despite a
bloati:4 running tin!_c.:
.. .
• Iuted R, 2 hiiw:s, 4_,; minutes. Pla)ing at
Uni..,ersity Place 8. ,;.
Geoffrec,,Ritter
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. Cheaper by·the Dozen·;
A family of 12'·niakes the mm-c from
small-town Illinois to the big city after To~
Baker (Stl:\-c Martin) gets his dream job to
coach his alma mater football team in this
mediocre rc:make •of the 1950 Walter Lang
film.

.

While Tom's v:ifc (Bonnie Hunt) is away
promoting her latest book, he has a hard time
. ~ing the house in order while at the same
tinii: coaching his football team a~ the oncehappy funily starts falling apart.
·
: ' _The laughs arc less than aplenty and the
acting is mostly wooden, but kudos go to
Martin and Ashton Kutcher, spoofing himself in a cameo. appcarana; for redeeming
the fiat pacing.
.
Rated PG, 1 how; 49,minutcs. Pla)i::g at .
Shm\-placc 8.
.
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N ~wJvio91;e ~vehicle: pr~s¢~ts pq~t~llqµQayt t~tjJ];~f~~~ ·_c4~$e ~~

taken the gooey rom-com· reins from Freddie somehmvm~ io ~a·promif; fiom;~e: :ttailcr, ½~left ~ bcforch3!1d).
aud ran with them, lifting this harmless, occa- p~ that he~\ill onlyassign two Sc:pScmce., . ·1:h~-~onofoi101villdivulgc ~eirsecret
sionally charming romance into the ranks of agents to protect hci:
. . ·;:
. · · . • fust 15 m,:rpl:iycd and str.-sscd ~ die pomtwhcrc
.
Chasing Uberty. .
medioail)~
.
~ ' ·• • .
Anna S00!1, escapes the witcl-,fuF C)'C of me it fccls like :t's ~ ~ )d intq
~ples, but
Starring: Mandy Moore, Matthew
_Unlike her tccn•pop mntcmpol'aI)fa·...:rtain , =piece wcafing· robots_'and: ~~ ~- slink the, ~-m of the filrijaffahlc 1~ ~=:-51:ur ._
Goode, Jeremy Piven
former Mousketccr '\VflO has shared saliva ,\ith ·out ofa nightclub and onto .the back ~fa IlJO~. attcnnon as the film he:ids toward Its ~C\'ltao!e-.
Directed by: Andy Cadiff, ;
Madonna, Moore has made a quasi7"cccssful · cycle driven h); a charming British lad nain,'.4 conclusion: , '
· .: . ·
, . , . ··
Running Time: 1 hour, 51 minutes
jumptothcW\'crscrccn.
. ' ·'·
Ben(MatthcwGoodc).;' >' ·
.·. C:;':_, . :ThcfilniruniwholeisunC\'Cllaud•crraticin
Rated PG-13 (for sexual content and , .. ,That her .acdits up to DO\V, ha\-c consisted · Tius is. t!Je' ?ct J?Cint whCIC. "Chasing spots, but t h e ~ nf1'!,oor.: and Good~.~
,
. ;brief nudity) '
. \
soldy of !fie maudlin m e l ~ MA Walk to ; Lioert}'' ~ €:om fia6:id tobalf-mast as_ BCll
aP.o~tand~n
Ah, th: po,-t.'.-holiday movie ~ !.... the ; Remember" and "Howton~• is less indicative and Anna
~
< frol!l ~owrung in Its arippy ~nvc. ' '
·unofficial nesting', place· of innOC1irus,
ofMoorc's talents as an
!!ian her dc:spcr- on a whirlwind toll1"
~ e ' s ~ yet m ~ perso1:1 b~.
away teen romantic comedies. In years past, ate need to hire a nC\V agent. ·'. . _
_
of Berlin, _Vcni~ .
._.. .
. . . . : :L ~ ~~Ian~, to another crug~t'-£
AndvHoronzy
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thewccksfollowm_
• _gth: NcwYcarwerc_ usuall.y · · ·_The_ bub.bly bronc~~ has·. atHID. d_ =_.
· h_lc_.•. -~-n-~on_• and ~ther
__ _unport,·.··_~.--ugh
.. L.•..;,_·ran
. . ·r._ )~_- bo.__ h.5. an_d__r-_1____00._·.rc.,
xcsen-cd for Freddie Prinze Jr., whose comatose screen presence to go a.ong with her idoxal>l.e..:--wcanon ha-,-e= The . lj( 'C,Z
._. . .·. a
~ ready ~ ~a-.itt: to, bigga:. and !>cttcr.
presence spawned such memorable Oscar snubs dimples that has j'Ct to' take flight ir. .the rli,rht , 6emistty · bctw~ ~ _\ 2 gus heads out of4 : _projc~ ·~ , ...· ._ . , • , . ·0 .: ·• : . • -· . / { •
as "She's All That,'"'Dmvn to You" and "Head big-scrmn-chiclc. '.·,?J. ._ .. · ;' •·. :. : : ,Moore and Goode is, ·,_ .· _- :'.:.:. • < ·: • · · ·Ir,i.a sto.ry about a girhnosc lastwisl: IS?~,
O,'cr Hccls." . •. .
..
_ . . · . Herc, Moore stars ; i s ~ the 18~J~d awl...-'ward at first, but the combmaton omi=s· ~ protected, Olll}•,~:foo_rc, Goode and Moores
• SadlJ; Mr. Saia.ti Michelle Gcllar has packed daughter of a suspiciously photugenic president _impoSS1oly C!Jtc. delm:nes: and Goode:-. dI}' '\\i_;( ~ t ~tt. cmploy~t,~ '.• a mid~cr.i;.
up Jus famously sca..cd, chin and' mcr.-cd· on (Mii,ik Harmon) wl_,,o has his frccdom-hungxy. · quickly mor:phs}n1? a SJX>nd-ra~Jom ~ti, sli.~·.:ruppmg_scc~.1,c xcmam ~iclded ~m th~
to _b~!.-:irlgct::.warm:.wcather flops,. like_. da.ightcr '"?fped'!n ~ tightly w1~und:sccunl)' .. Meg Ryana:,,11.q~o!l-.
banality;and ~!~::s tl_lat,P¥,l)=,k Gull;=)•
~ScrJOb;:-Dro," lc:l\'ing audiences~ foru blankt:t, whlch has rcn~ her dar:"g life ~bso- . . !he heart of (;'h=g Liberty" li:s m the: ~Dai.'1~ Schn:idcnnans scnpt_ • .. ,. •· • ,:
n~w wci. :-d.en -~·s!20:-foot·.~_, _n_ ~ .1:0___ .pcltwith ;.,c~- Hut. ~ - ~uch,~kc__ her roles. iillab_1·tan·.t, . ·_.___no___non
Ann_a?,OO_._' Ben_._.~ a!>!c,to find~-. ~-_...-:i_~:'iL
M
.. oo_.,re pa
.. d a p=oru.n,011 )\n;11_. :he'
imaginajsnowballs; · ... ;, 1 •
:'.•.
· · · o'isno dll;lllm'f,- · •· . ;.::.. ,. :
· .· ·
,scl~-csfallingforcarhothcr,dcspitcthcfactbom,1.~c<fon~ttheonlywaytokccpfulmsi.l}kirig.
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